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"Once a photograph of the Earth, taken from the outside, is available ... a new idea as
powerful as any in history will be let loose.'
Thus said the astronomer Fred Hoyle in 1948. Since then, more than 200 people from
over 18 countries have travelled in space, and this year we celebrate the 20th anniver
sary of one of the great symbolic events of all time - man's landing on the moon. So it
seemed appropriate to begin this issue with the refl.ection that although the journe y t o
space was undertaken in a spirit o f conquest, i t has had quite different repercussions not least of which is a re-awakened sense of the great beauty and fragility of our planet.
In a new book 'The Home Planet' (which we review on page 39), the Vietnamese astro naut Phan Tuan says: "During the eight days I spent in space, I realised that mankind needs
height primarily to better know our long-suffering Earth, to see what cannot be seen close
up." Other astronauts echo his sentiments. Taylor Wang of China/USA confesses: "A Chi
nese tale tells of some men sent to harm a young girl who, upon seeing her beauty, became
her protectors rather than her violators. That's how I felt seeing the Earth for the first time. I
could not help but love and cherish her". "The first day or so we all pointed to our coun
tries", says Sultan Bin Salman al-Saud of Saudi Arabia. "The third or fourth day we were
pointing to our continents. By the fifth day we were aware of only one earth".
Such sayings intimate that, from the new awareness of ecology to the universal demand for
human rights , Fred Hoyle's 'new idea' is bringing about great changes in our attitudes. "On
the return trip, gazing through 240,000 miles of space toward the stars and the planet fro m
which I had come, I suddenly experienced the universe as intelligent, loving, harmonious",
said the American astronaut Edgar Mitchell. "There seems to be more to (it) than random,
chaotic, purposeless movement of a collection of molecular particles." These words of hope
and affirmation provide, I feel, the perfect introduction to BESHARA 9.
lane Clark
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ernerging in lnany different fields - in science,
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News

An overview of current affairs
written and edited by Alison Yiangou

Human Rights and

edllcate for

Responsibilities

HIS IS THE
T

year of
the bicentennial cel
of
ebrations
the
French Revolution, with its
founding
document,
the
Declaration of the Rights of
Man and the Citizen, pro
claiming
the
famous
demand for 'Liberty, Equali
ty and Fraternity'.
Progress with respect to
these rights over the past
200 years has varied widely
in different parts of the
world, and this year is seeing
many of the issues brought
sharply into focus.
The
Salman Rushdie affClir has
concentrated world atten
tion upon the question of
freedom of expression, whilst
the recent events in China
have focussed upon the
struggle for political rights.
At the same time, we are
witnessing in Russia the
spectacle of a people explor
ing a freedom they have
been denied for the past 70
years - or perhaps, even,
have never enjoyed.

Rights
One ()f the most notable
achievements in coming to e1
collective definitio1l of per
sonal freedom was the Uni
versal Declaration of Human
Rights, '1dopted by the Unit
ed Nations in 1948 and
signed by the 51 founding
members. This added to the
concept of rights that of dig-

nity, (it begins "" .all human
beings are born free and
equal in dignity and rights")
and established respect for
the human being as an ideal.
In a speech given last year to
mark the fortieth anniver
sary, UN Secretary-General
Javier
Perez
de
Cuellar
described it as "a decisive
step forward in mankind's
progress towards a higher
level of civilisation". He
feels that, even if e1Cti01lS do
not always live up to the
principle, the IJeclaration
has made respect for human
rights a universal concern,
and points out: the1t none of
the 100 countries which
have Joined the UN since
1 948 have challenged it.
It has also led to more
profound reflection on the
contents of such rights.
"Being a synthesis, the Dec
laration has helped us to
realise that human rights are
indivisible", he said. "Hum
an rights are a whole, like
man himself, whose body
and soul are indivisible.
They are difficult to recon
cile and their equilibrium is
unstable, but they do not
form a hierarchy. All human
rights have priority." Further,
he pointed out, " ... enjoy
ment of these rights presup
poses that peace will reign,
that development will be
pursued :1nd that the envi
ronment will be protected;

l)jfk'<' of Tihc'c

conditions which can no
longer be guaranteed by any
state
acting
alone...
I
believe indeed that the
notion of fraternity must be
extended
to
the
entire
world".

Responsibilities
Howe\'er, alongside all this is
Cl new awareness that the
whole concept of rights is
incomplete, indeed doomed
to failure, without an equal
emphasis on human respon
sibilities. As Gandhi
said
"". if we all discharge our
duties, rights will not be far
to seek. If, leaving duties
unperformed, we run after
rights, they will escape us
like a will-o'-the-wisp. The
more we pursue them, the
further they fly'''.
Several international org
anisations, conscious of the
need for th is to be mme
widely
understood,
are
beginning work to incorpo
rate it as e1 mode of action.
In June [his year the United
Nations Uni\'ersity for Peace
in Costa Rica hosted a con
ference, aptly named 'Seek
ing the True Meeming of
Peace', be1sed on the assump
tion that it is possible to

<1

universal sense

of responsi bi 1 ities. One ll{
the speakers, His Holiness
the Dal:li Lama, has said:
"Whether it is under the
guise of survival and self
defence or directly expressed
through
domination
and
greed, the failure to recog
nise the common humanity
shared by us all lies at the
heart of our difficulties. To
overcome it,
we should
begin to develop, from the
level
of
the
individual
through that of society to
the world at large, what I
call a sense of universal
responsibi 1ity; a deep respect
for every living being who
lives on this one srmdl plan
et and calls it home." The
aim of the Conference was
to eVlllvc a new Charter, to
be called the Charter of
Human Responsibilities fm
Peace
and Sustainability,
with the intention that it
should eventually be adopt
ed by the General Assembly
of the United Nations.

ANew Paradigm
Other organisations are also
concerning themselves with
the matter of responsibility.
One is The Club of Rome
(1), who last year committed
itself to formulating a Decla
ration of Human Responsi
bilities which will outline
the responsibility of humani
ty towards itself, the envi
ronment and future genera
tions. Another is Rights and
Humanities - :m influential
of
network
concerned
Lnvyers and development
workers
In
Africa
and
Europe which is pioneering a
holistic approach. Lawyer
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J ulia Hausermann, founder
and director, believes that a
new paradigm is required .
"We are concerned with
human rights and with the
law that has helped us to
identify what rights are . But
we are equally concerned
with compassion, with toler
ance, with the spirit of
brotherhood and sisterhood
and with goodwill. It is nec
essary to bring these things
together, not merely to c laim
our rights, but to respond
effectively and to be respon
sible ourselves" (2). To this
end Rights and H umanities
have now adopted the sub
title 'International Move
ment for the Promotion and
Realisation of H u man Rights
and Responsibilities'.
Zia R izvi, Secretary-Gen
eral of the Independent
Commission on Internation
al Humanitarian Issues (3)
has taken the concept of
responsibility even further,
pointing out that our era of
instant commun ication has
made possible a quality of
fraternity h i therto unimagin
able .
In a recent talk , he
likened the p lanet to the
human body, but with a
major d ifference: if one part
of the human body is ill or is
hurt, the rest of the body
feels it and immediately acts
to repair the damage. This
quality
of
spontaneous
response is not yet the case
with humankind on this
planet, but it is becoming a
possibility. Zia Rivzi finds
the inspiration for what is
required now in a saying of
former U N Secretary-Gen
eral Dag Hammerskjold "In
our age the path to holiness
necessarily passes through
the world of action".
( 1) See re/Jor[ in BESHARA 8 .
(2) Addresss given to World Ser
vice Forum , London 1 98 8 .
(3) A group o f about 3 0 leading
world statesme n , brought together
in 1 983 under the leadership of
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan and
Crown Prince Hassan of Jordan .
Our thanks to World Goodwil l ,
London SWI A 2EF, for inform a
tion contained in this article .

At the launch of
the The Sacred
Literature Trust ,
Pcrez de Cuellar
hands the Duke of
Edinb�lTgh a book
with the Declara
tion of Human
Rights written in
Mfemu lan
guages . Behind IS
a pmter with sa),
ings from eight
world re liglOns ,
which was pre
sented by the
Sacred Literature
Trust to the Unit
ed Nations Build
ing in New York.

The Sacred Literature Trust
OF May,
HRH Prince Philip
launched a new
worldwide interfaith initia
tive, the Sacred Literature
Trust, which will translate
into English many of the
world's religious c lassics. The
stated aim is to produce "the
most comprehensive, author
itative,
readable,
poetic,
widely obtainable series of
the world's spiritual and ethi
cal heritage". At the open
ing, held in the United
Nations Building in N ew
York, Prince Philip said that
through the translation pro
gramme, the Trust also hopes
to encourage greater dialogue
and understanding between
the religions, and so bring
about greater international
understand ing.
This venture is remarkable
not only because of its scope
- it will include many works
which are not available in
English and also new transla
tions of major works like the
Qu'ran - but also in the fac t
that the world's religions
have agreed to cooperate. I t
has been s e t up by ICOREC
( International Consultancy
on Religion, Education and
Culture ) , which describes its
role as catalytic . The sugges-
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tion to undertake the trans
lations came from them, but
the response from the world's
faiths indicates that the pro
posal was timely. Indeed the
need for such trans lations
has
become
increasingly
apparent in the work of The
Network on Religion and
Conservation - an associa
tion between the religions
and the Worldwide Fund for
Nature ( see page 10). As
Prince P hilip, who is Presi
dent of the WWF, expla ined
at the launch: "The N etwork
has come to be recognised as
a new and potentially very
valuable l ink between the
world's religions, but discus
sions about attitudes to
nature soon revealed that,
since much of the sacred lit
erature is not available in
any of the principle interna
tional languages, there were
problems about the mutual
comprehension of the rele
vant scriptural texts."
As the world's great reli
gious texts are invariably also
great works of l iterature, the
programme aims to produce
are
translations
which
veridic in terms of both
meaning and l iterary value.
Each faith will appoint a
translator from within its

own members, and a 'word
smi th' - a poet, playwright,
author or journalist who
either professes the faith or
has deep sympathy with it whose first working language
is English. The wordsmith
will co-operate with the
translator to achieve a ren
dering which is as c lose as
possible to the meaning and
to the l iterary 'voice' of the
original text. After their
translation
been
has
approved by the faith it will
be passed to the Sacred lit
erature Trust, whose Literary
Panel is headed by British
Poet Laureate Ted H ughes.
The Trust are presently
negot iating with Coli ins/
Harper & Row to set up a
new
J ointly
owned
publishing
imprint.
The
Trust estimate that the ven
ture will demand an invest
ment of $8 million from
Collins/Harper & Row. A
further
$7 mill ion has
already been covenanted to
the Trust, the majority as
unallocated funds but some
as specific bequests for par
ticular translations.
The potential number of
translations is enormous, and
it is envisaged that the pro
j ect will span many decades.
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By 2000, i t is hoped that 1520 works will be available,
amongst them:
•

t he first English translat ion
of the Orthodox Bible,
un der ta ke n by the Ortho
dox Church. This wil l f u lfil
a need for millions of
English-sp eaki ng Orthodox
members as well as offering
new possibi litie s fo r u nd e rst an di ng
betw een
th e
Eastern
and
Western
Ch urc h es .

- the fi rst E ng l ish translation
of the Qu'ran sanctioned
by Mecca. Selections of
I slamic law contained in
the Hadith ( oral traditions)
will also be publish ed
.

- a post-bib lical canon of
Jewi sh texts. The World

J ewish Congress has al r ead y
begun work on this collec
tion, which will stand
alon gsid e the Torah and
Talmud as the third autho
rised Je wish ca no n .

is the last s urvivi ng tr easu re
ho use of Chin es e re ligio n
and belief. The gm'ernment
of Portugal and governor of
Macau are work i ng with
ICOREC to establ ish a
centre for

-the Taoist classic the rai
Shan g. A lthough almost
unknown in the W es t, the
T'ai Shang, reputed to have
been written by Lao Tw, is
the m os t po pular Taoist
class ic in Chi na .

rhe study and

translation of

Chinese folk

r el igio n.

- Baha'i faith centennial
p ub l icatio n of se lec ted
sc ri p tu r es , to coi ncide lI'ith
the celebrcltions of th e
anniversary of the death of
its
Persian
founder
B,d'l<1'u'llah in 1992.

-ancient wisdom of indige
nous peoples. The Trust
will fund research and
translation programmes to
be car ri ed out by indige
nous p eop les of Africa,

The Sacred Literature Trust
has also be en ahle to
anno u nc e the award of an
annual prize of $10,000 for
the Engl i sh-l a ngua ge novel,
poetry o r p lay Judged to ha v e
made the greatest co ntri bu-

Australia and America.

-lost Chinese treasures. The
Portugese enclave of Macau

tion to r eligious thought and

understanding. The i mpor
rance of this award is not
on ly that it highlig h ts the
li ter, lr y dimension of the
Trust, but also that it dr aw s
attention to the fact that th e
mea ni ngs previo us ly reveal
ed th rou gh religion can also
he revealed th ro ugh great lit
erature. Says M artin Palmer,
Exec utive Director of the
Trust: "The r ev el a tory nature
of the Word has not stopped
with the seal ing of the great
re li giou s texts. Great works
of
literature can reveal
aspects of the Divine and of
o ur s el v es . "
The winn er, whose work
must ha\'e been p ub l ish ed in
the YCClr of the prize, will
also recei\'e a bron:e sculp
ture of a pair of ha nds 0l�en
in invocation.

Real Presence
in Art
HERE ARE great
T

indicates
which
response to be au ty of
o ne's whole moral b ein g" .
This is contrasted with 'aes
which
thesis'
Rusk in
describes as "the mere sensu
al pe rce pt ion of the outward
q u a l itie s
and
necessary
effects of b o d ies " . Further:
term

cha nges pend ing , it
seems, in the world
of
a r t c riticism, where
recent works by three British
writers - Peter Fuller, Da v id
Barrie and, in a d ifferent
way, George Steine r - hav e
come
to
our attention as
being rem ar k ably similar in
t h eir intent.
Peter Fuller is one of
Br i tai n's leadi ng ( and most
controvers i a l ) art critics and
the editor of th e s uccessfu l
jou rna l ' Modern Painters'
which was launched in 1988.
At the end of last y ea r he
p u bl i sh ed 'Thenria', suhti
tled 'Art and the Absence

Grace' ( 1) whic h , far
dw e l l i n g
on such
absence, presents a stro ng
argument for the recogni 
tion of the s pir i t ual or tran
scendent clement in art.
Fuller ack nowledges the
19th century painter and
c ritic John Ruskin as his
p ri m ar y influence; indeed,
'Theoria' is a Ruskinian

of

from

" . . .the

"If R uski n

was not a forerun
ner of mod er nis m, he was
the inspiration of a con ti nu 
ing if neg lec ted romantic
tradition.
Far from being
'escap ist', this tradit ion has
e xpress ed imaginative, spiri
tual and aesthetic i nsigh ts
whi c h m ode rnity disregard
ed. Today these insigh t s are
coming into the i r own.
Perhaps that unity between
scien tific , spi ritu a l and aes
thetic life which Ruskin
longed for, is again becoming
possible . . .. He p rov ides c lues
not only to the spiri tual and
aesthetic dilemmas of his
time, but also to our own."

John Rl<skin in

/879.

Portrait hy 1-/ .V()n Herko7l1cr. CIJI<rtcsv of the

National plJrtrait Gallery

'Modern
Painters'
(from
which
Ful ler's
ma g a:i ne
takes i ts name) has rec en t l y
been rc-issued in a new
ahridged edition by D, lV id
Bmrie (2). Barrie , who hy
p rofess i on is a First S e c re t ary
in the Diplomatic Service,
writes in his introduction:
th e ess en ti al mess,lge of

Ru ski n' s mo nume ntal w or k

4

'Moclern Pa inters' lies in its
consistent declClration of the
perfectness and be a uty of t he
work of God . He (Ruskin)
was prepared at the e nd of
his career to affirm t ha t ' the
perso na l rel ati ons h ip of God
to m an ' WClS 't he source of all
human vin-ue and art'
Ru sk i n's j o urney tow ards
n.
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the certainty expressed in
these words was, from all
accounts, a very painful onc,
that
but
Barrie
feels
"approached with the sym
pathy which all great cre
ative works demand, 'Mod
ern Painters' has the power
to deepen our understanding
not j ust of art and soc iety
but of our place in creation"
Ruskin had a strong scientif
ic bent and took a keen
interest in the scientific d is
coveries and debates of his
day. Barrie follows in his
footsteps in a recent article
entitled 'Religion, Science
and Art' (3) by employing
insights from present-day sc i
entists such as the physic ist
Paul Davies and the mathe
matician Benoit Mandlebrot
to support h is views.
He
concludes:

between temporal ity and
eternity, between matter and
spirit, between man and 'the
other'. It is in this common
and exact sense that poiesis
opens on to, is underwritten
by, the religious and the
metaphysical. The questions:
'What is poetry, music,
artl' . . . ' H ow do they act
upon us and how do we
interpret their action 7' are,
ultimately, theological ques
t ions".

We find ourselves on similar
territory in George Steiner's
new book 'Real Presences'
( 4 ) , which undertakes per
haps a more subtle task that of investigating the
nature of meaning itself. In
this extended essay which
considers li terature, d rama
and poetry as well as paint
ing, Steiner stands against
the purveyors of meaning
lessness,
negativity
and
absence in art, declaring:

Steiner considers the stand
point of many contemporary
schools of criticism, who
hold that when one looks
c losely at any l ingu istic form,
the
relationships
which
define it as a meaning d is
tinct from other meanings
'dissolve' as it were - j ust as,
when one observes a form in
the physical world at the
atomic or sub-atomic level,
the particular form 'dis
solves'. Some cri tics ha ve
enunc iated these ideas in
despairing tones and would
consequently declare 'the
death of meaning', the
' impossibility of communica
tion' and 'the death of God'.
Steiner feels that "it may
well be that the forgetting of
the question of God will be
the nub of c u ltures now
nascent", but he points out
that should such a mutation
of consciousness occur, artis
tic creation would be impos
sible; art, which assumes the
presence of meaning in its
forms, would become a thing
of the past.
This rc-assertion of spiri
tual meaning is controversial
and far from accepted by the
majority of critics. There is
also much that is tentative
and unformed about these
ideas, espec ially in Steiner's
writi ng. But there is no
doubt that they const i tute a
s ignificant movement to
wards bringing out the
' theology' hidden in all cre
a tive activ i ty.

"Very plainly . . . it is the
enterprise and priviledge of
the aesthete to quicken into
l it presences the continuum

( 1)
( 2)
(3)
( 4)

"Perhaps the vision of an
infinitely complex, funda
mentally indeterminate, yet
ordered, universe which sc i
ence now offers us may help
to restore the feel ing of awe
and the sense of beauty
which our attachment to the
mechanist world-view has so
long denied us. From there it
is but a short step to the rev
erence which l ies at the
heart of all the rel igions and
which can find adequate
expression only in praise.
And, as Ruskin knew, it is
praise which is the essence
of all great art."

Chaeta & Windus 1988
Andre Deutsch, 1987.
Apollo Ma�azine,May '89
Faberand Faber, 1989
,

Removing the Gap
This year's Templeton Prize is shared

T

HE

1989 Templeton
Prize for Progress In
Rel igion has been
awarded j ointly to The Very
Reverend Lord M acLeod of
Fuinary, founder of the mod
ern Iona Community, and
the physicist Professor Carl
Freidrich
Freiherr
von
Weizsaecker of West Ger
many.
The
Templeton
Prize,
established in
1973 by
financier and mill ionaire Sir
John Templeton, is an annu
al prize not for rel igion as
such, but for p rogress. Not
dissimilar to the Nobel Prize,
and in financial terms the
largest award in the world,
its aim is to bring to public
attention the l ife and work
of people whose insights into
spiritual truth are fresh, cre
ative, and in keeping with
the times.
Both recipients of this
year's prize have worked to
remove the gap between
spirituality
and
science
which characterised the first
half of this century. Lord
M acLeod established a com
munity where the applica
tions and consequences of
our SCientificall y-based way
of I ife are seen as being com
p letely within the domain of
a living faith, whi lst Profes
sor von Weizsaecker has
endeavoured to demonstrate
the unified nature of physics,
cosmology and theology.

George MacLeod
George MacLeod , born in
1895, became a minister of
the Church of Scotland in
1926. Through his work in
Glasgow, where he was
appalled by the soc ial depri
vation he witnessed during
the Depression, he began to
feel that something more was
required than was normally
offered by the Church. This
he characterised as a l iving
faith which d id not separate

the spiritual from the materi
al; which did not emphasise
individual salvation on Sun
days and leave world prob
lems and weekdays to eco
nomics and science; but
which rather saw quality of
action in the material world
to be a direct response to,

. George MacLeod

and the responsibil ity of, a
spiritual vision. He said: "He
( Christ ) is the only inter
preter but the quite sufficient
interpreter of our modern
impasse. He must somehow
be declared again to the
physical consciousness, the
scientific enquiry and the
social passions of modern
man . . . . .
Lord MacLeod conceived
the idea of founding, as an
experiment,
a
Christian
community where his vision
could be demonstrated. For
its site he looked to I ona, a
small island off the West
coast of Scotland which was
the first British home of the
early Celtic Church. Voyag
ing from Ireland in 563, St
Colomba had establ ished
there a monastic community
which , through its example
and through the missionary
work of its barefoot monks
( k nown as the Peregrini
Wanderers ) , became one of
the leading centres of Chris
t ian mission in Europe. It is
said that there 'worsh ip,
work and learning were seen
as part of the same tapestry',
and that hospital ity was
regarded as a sacred custom,
"

The Abbe)' Church on Iona .

having
precedence
over
other monastic obligations.
St Columba would cancel
fast days in order to honour
and offer hospitality to a
guest for, in the words of the
Gael ic Rune of Hospitality,
"Often, often, often
Goes the Christ in the
st ranger's gu ise ."
Lord MacLeod set off for
Iona in 1 9 38, and founded
his community on the site of
a ruined Benedict ine Abbey,
which had itself been built
over the old Columban
monastery.
The
Abbey
Church had already been
restored as a place of worship
open to Christians of every
denom ination, and under
MacLeod's direction, clergy
and laity rebuilt the abbey
into a p ilgrimage centre .
A lthough initially con
ce ived as being a place to
train young men for urban
min istry, the Iona communi
ty soon spread far beyond its
original intention. I ts ideals
attracted large numbers of
people, young and old, from
far and wide, and the
emphasis on urban work was
gradually replaced by a much
wider committment - to
peace and j ustice on an
international scale, to the
importance of community
and celebration within a real
ecumen ism,
and
to
a

reassessment of work and a
new economic order. Today,
the community numbers
over 1 00,000 friends world
wide and 200 members in
residence.
The
George
MacLeod Centre has been
built on Iona to house the
Abbey's extensive youth
educat ion programmes, and
there is a centre in G lasgow
which coordinates main land
activit ies.
George MacLeod was ele
vated to the peerage in 1 967
and resigned as Leader of the
I ona Community. However,
a statement made by him in
1 9 56 is perhaps as relevant
now as then, and not only to
the Iona Community. " 'In
Iona,' said S t Columba, 'God
will reveal H i mself anew'.
We cannot know what this
means. Certainly no man or
movement could assist by
one iota such revelation. But
men can build cradles . . . Per
haps the Iona Communi
ty . . . is not completing a task
but being made aware that it
may have a home now from
which to begin for the first
ti me - to fashion cradles."

ject of religion and the
behaviour of matter to be
that
of
Von
science.
Weizsaecker, however, had
always been impelled by the
desire to understand the
relat ionship between the
two. 1 was never concerned
with power in physics", he
has said. "To me, physics was
first of all about admiring
cogn ition. Later, since the
atom bomb, it was also about
actual responsibility. When I
was (l child I wanted to
become an astronomer. As a
twelve year old, a lone in a
magnificent summer night
full of stars, I felt I knew two
things first hand - God is
present here, and those dots
of l ight are far away balls of
gas. I knew both, only I did
not know how they were
related to each other. This I
intended to find out in
future life."
After meeting Werner
Heisenbcrg in 1 92 7 , he
became conv inced that the
Uncertainty PrinCiple "rep
resented hope to understand
the problem", and therefore
decided to become a physi
cist. He stud ied under both
Heisenbcrg and N iels Bohr
and went on to an extremely
distinguished
career
in
physics, astro-physics and
cosmology. In
1 9 70 he
became Director of the Max
"

Carl Friedrich Freiherr
von Weizsaecker
Carl Friedrich Freiherr von
Weizsaec ker was born in
1 9 1 2, in an age when spirit
was considered to be the sub-
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Plank I nstitute and Hon
orary Professor at the Uni
versity of M unich, and is
responsible for several key
discoveries in modern nucle
ar physics.
He saw in the Quantum
Theory of N iels Bohr a theo
ry about human knowledge
which recognises that sub
j ect and object - mind and
n(lture, spirit and matter are inseparable. "Because
Quantum Theory takes seri
ously that matter, as extend
ed substance, is defined
through being
knowable;
;md that consciousness, as
the thinking substance, is
defined through k nowledge;
it inevitably addresses the
problem of what these differ
ent substances have to do
with each other."
H is certainty regarding the
unified nature of spirit and
matter led him to initiate
conversations with his aca
demic colleagues, and these
were seminal in opening up
real d ialogue between the
d isc ipl ines of natural science
and theology. They led even
tually to the world confer
ence 'Faith, Science and the
Future' sponsored by the
World Council of Churches
in 1 97 9.
VonWeizsaecker feels that
the real problem is not the
understanding of how mind
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and nature, spirit and matter,
God and creation, can be
reconciled; but rather under
standing how they could
ever have been set apart. "I
have never been able to
understand Cartesian dual
ism except as an ideology of
power. Why should extended
real ity ( the universe ) not be
able to think, and why
should thought not be able
to present itself as extended
( manifest ) ?"
Nor does he see this
d ilemma as one which is
confined to p h ilosophical
musings, but rather that it is
at the heart of a future scien
t ific method. He asks: "Why
does it ( nature) present itself
obstinately in three dimen
sional extension ? It is not
the spirit that presents the
first enigma when one
approaches this problem but

the body. Why did spirit
become fles h ? . . ". And:
"Is N ature and with it my
physically v isible brain per
haps only the spirit that does
not know itself as spirit yct ?
Are not a l l the clods of earth
God's children ? Despite the
poetical way of expression
this is not supposed to be an
added-on mythology, rather
a programme of further sci
ence."

The quotes from von Weizsaecker
are taken from hIS speech deliv
ered to the conference on ' Mind
and Nature ' , Hanover, M a y
1 988 , translated from German b y
Marianne Schollen .
Quotions from Rev. Georg e
MacLeod are taken from ' C has
ing the Wild Goos e ' by Ron Fer
guson. Fount Pa/Jerbacks , 1 988 .

Global Forum to
Meet in Moscow

I N JANUARY

1 990 an
event heralding a new
development in interna
tional co-operation will take
place in Moscow. The Glob
al Forum on Environment
and Development for Sur
v ival will be bringing togeth
er over 300 spiritual leaders,
legislators, scientists, artists
and journalists from all over
the world, along with up to

700 counterparts from all 15
Soviet republics, to take part
in a series of workshops and
forums on the problems of
sustainable development.
The intention behind
Global Forum is to bring
together spiritual and tem
poral leaders on an equal
footing, in order to influence
each other and also to
extend their influence for

peaceful change to the com
munit ies they serve. Akio
Matsumura, Executive Co
ordinator, expla ins: "Our tra
d itional ways of thinking
have not proved sufficient to
deal with the great issues of
our time. The hard, practical
realism we have brought to
problems has not always suc
ceeded by itself alone. We
need to balance realism with
ideal ism and moral values,
which can be provided by
spiritual leaders."
This principle - that gov
ernance of the temporal must
be based on spiritual values,
whilst the spiritual finds its
expression in the temporal has been at the heart of
many past civilisations and
has shaped their greatness. I t
is interesting t o note i n this
context that the Moscow
conference has as its Joint
organisers the Supreme Sovi
et, the Soviet Academy of
Sciences, all Soviet fa ith
communities and the Inter
national Foundation for the
Survival and Development
of H umanity. This is the first
time that these great Soviet
institutions have collaborat
ed on a project; a coopera
t ion which they see as the
pattern for the future.
The Forum convened its
first Global Conference of
Spiritual and Parliamentary
Leaders on H uman Survival
in April last year in Oxford,
when it brought together 200
religious and political repre
sentatives from 56 countries
( 1 ) . Whilst it was then antic
ipated that the next confer
ence would be in five years
time, the decision to hold
one in 1 990 was announced
after a meeting of the Steer
ing Committee in Moscow
last October. Global Forum
themselves acknowledge the
role p layed in this develop
ment by Mr Gorbachev. To
quote M r M atsumura, " . . . we
are struck by his emphasis on
the need to fashion a new
way of thinking to tackle
major global issues (2). We
are honoured and encour
aged by the endorsement of
the concept that is represent-

ed by Global Forum".
A l l the forums next J an
uary will consider their role
with respect to those envi
ronmental and development
problems which threaten
global survival . The main
Forum - of spiritual and leg
islative leaders
will be
addressed by Mr Gorbachev
and by United N at ions Sec
retary-General J avier Perez
de Cuellar, after which par
ticipants will d iv ide into
working groups for specific
discussions. These will pre
sent their recommendations
and conclusions at a final
plenary
session.
'Mini
forums' for news media, sci
entists, business and cultural
leaders will also be held prior
to the main event.
Global Forum have per
ceived the importance of
informing and educating
public opinion. Unlike the
Forum,
which
Oxford
reached only a l i mited audi
ence, the proceedings of the
Moscow Forum will be
broadcast worldwide by satel
l ite, and two documentary
films will be produced. One
of its organisers, the Native
American e lder and spiritual
leader Chief Oren Lyons has
summarised what is required.
" . . . the issues are so tremen
dous", he says. "We must find
a process w ithout foundering.
We have to clarify the prob
lems and then educate the
general public. After that the
people can bring pressure on
world leaders." (3) I n Chief
Oren's Native American tra
dition, leadership entails
both a respect for life and an
obl igation to safeguard the
Earth not j ust for the pre
sent, but for seven genera
tions to come. "Th is is a pro
found
instruction . . . "
he
explains. "When this respect,
protection and continuance
of l ife becomes a priority of
humans, then we will have
peace".
( I) Reponed in Issue 6 of
BESHARA .
( 2) In his speech to the United
Nations , Dec 6th 1 988 .
(3) Shared Vision , No I 1 989.
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Conferences
GAlA, EVOLUTION
AND CONSCIOUSNESS

Wrekin Trust .
April 1 989.

Winchester.

This 1 2th conference in the
series 'Mystics and Scientists'
included a d istingu ished
range of speakers. J ames
Lovelock, originator of the
Gaia Hypothesis, gave an
update on current debates
and developments relating
to the theory. Charac terising
it as being essentially scien
tific, he repudiated any mys
t ical overtones that others
might ascribe.
Dr Mae Wan Ho, who is a
Reader in Biology at the
Open U niversity, was less
circumspect in her approach
to science and made a pas
sionate plea for the 're-ani
mation' of nature. "Love",
she said, "is fundamental to
science" and quoted exten
sively from art and literature
to support her claim for
nature to be understood from
within, through empathy
and identification.
Bishop H ugh Montefiore
declared h imself fO be "nei
ther scientist nor mystic" ,
b u t described G a i a a s "the
immanent working of the
Holy Spirit". The following
speaker, designer and author
Keith Critchlow, gave an
invigorating introduction to
"a Socratic vision of the
planet as a l iv ing creature",
throughout which he reiter
ated the need to continually
refer to the principle of unity
in our search for k nowledge.
In a similar vein Brian
Goodwin, Professor of Biolo
gy at the Open University,
described the principle of
the Golden Mean with refer
ence to biological form,
demonstrating the inherence
of dynamic order and inte lli
gibil ity in nature.
Yet Si Blue, a direct
descendant of Chief Seattle,
testified by her presence at
this conference to a new
movement within the Red

COULD DO BETTER
Educational Perspectives on
Science and Religion.

Science and Religion Foru m .
Hens . March 1 98 9 .

I n h is opening address,
chairman Christopher Ish
am, Professor of Theoretical
Physics at I mperial College,
London, spoke of the differ
ence in the way science and
rel igion are taught in our
present educational system.
"The
'profession'
agrees
essen tially on the end points
of modern physics . . . what
might be called the l inear
nature of science. In con
trast, people do not agree on
the end point of religion,
therefore religious teaching
is far more open-ended, a
non- linear
process.
He
pointed o u t that many chil
dren lose their sentiment for
rel ig ion in the nebulous age
from 1 1 - 1 4 years, when
Bible stories and pictures no
longer suffice. It is not until
they are much older that
they become aware of a spiri
tual need as they face the
responsib ilities of adult life .
M r s Rosemary Peacocke,
one of Her Maj esty's Inspec
tors of Schools, stressed that
educat ion must address the
spiritual needs of the stu
dent , and considered it s ig
n ificant that the word 'spiri
tual' is now included, though
undefined, in the new
national curriculum. Mike
Poole, lecturer i n Science
and Educat ion at K i ng's Col
lege , London, fel t that the
rift in attitudes towards sci
ence and religion, already
apparent when children
begin secondary education,
may be partly due to the way
the med ia misrepresent sci
ence as a k ind of bel ief sys
tem rather than as a method
of enquiry.
Chairing the p lenary ses
sion biologist Rev. Dr Arthur
Peacocke pointed out that,
in the present un iversity sys
tem in Britain, there is no
place for interrelating the
two discipl ines. The confer
ence also concluded that
requirements now so urgent
in the fields of science and

I ndian peoples. "Our elders"
she said, "have waited for
the time when the white
man would understand about
what we call 'creative l iving
laws'. Our bible is the whole
world and the cosmos is our
rel igion". In her account,
and throughout those of the
other contributors, lay a pro
found sense of the beauty
and order of the l iving uni
verse, and the urgent need to
change mental att itudes that
lead to its desecration and
despoliation.
Kathy Cresswell
THE SECOND
ANNUAL ECKHART
CONFERENCE

The Eckhart Society. We s t
Wickham , Kent . April 1 989

Four excellent papers were
g iven at this conference
which will do much to fur
ther establish the society as a
forum for serious study and
d iscussion of Me ister Eck
hart's work . Fr Simon Tug
well OP spoke on 'Eckhart's
teaching on Abgeschieden
heit and its Neuplatunist
Background' ( A bgeschieden
hei t
often translated as
'detachment', may also be
rendered by the more accu
rate, if awkward, 'cut-off
ness ) .
Professor
Rowan
Will iams of Christ Church.
Oxford, d iscussed similarities
and dissimilarities i n the
writings of St Teresa of Avila
and St John of the Cross i n
h i s paper 'Eckhart and the
Carmelite Tradition', whilst
Gai Eaton's paper 'Muhy id
d i n Ibn 'Arabi In the Islamic
Tradition' provided a very
informative introduction to
a great myst ic whose writings
so closely paral lel those of
Me ister Eckhart. Prof. Oliver
Davies del ivered a well
researched talk on 'Eckhart
and the Beguines' covering
the intellectual and spiritual
c l imate in N orthern Europe
d uring Eckhart's time.
Martha Chamberlin
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Economics Foundation

rel igious education are also
necessary in all fields of
learning.
Chriswpher Ryan
SAINTHOOD

The S ixth Symposium of the
M uhyiddin I bn 'Arabi Soci
ety. Oxford . April 1 989

The Andalusian mystic and
philosopher Muhyiddin I b n
' Arabi ( l 1 6 5 - 1 240AD) earn
ed the epithet Sheikh al
A kbar
( greatest
master)
because of the depth and
universality of his know
ledge, and this meeting dealt
with a theme central to his
thought. For I b n 'Arabi , the
qual ity of sainthood resides
not with external actions,
but in an interior knowing
of, and being in union with,
God. This union he saw not
as the end of man's spiritual
j ourney, but as the begin
ning, for it is only when man
knows himself i n this man
ner that his real education
and purpose can begin.
The
Symposium
was
addressed by 1 2 speakers
drawn from a l l over the
world. They included Peter
Young, Principal of the
Beshara School of Intensive
Esoteric Education, who
spoke on purity of heart; Dr
Bernard Radke of Bergen
University who presented
the ideas of Hakim Tirmidhi
- a 9th century precursor to
l bn 'Arabi - and Dr Paul
Fenton of Lyons U niversity,
who gave a fasc inating com
parison of the hagiographies
of the Islamic and Jewish
mystical tradi t ions.
Alison Yiangou
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THE ECOLOGICAL
CRISIS A S A N EVOLU
TIONARY & SPIRITU
AL CHALLENGE

The Scientific and Medical
Network. Im/)erial College ,
London . May 1 989 .

The Chairman, Dr Peter
Fenwick , began this open
conference by questilming
the inclusion of the word
'spiritual' in a scientific d is
cussion of the state of the
planet. "We normally act"
he said, "as if the world out
s ide is separate from our
minds. But we now know
that this v iew is a trap, and
that the world is a mental
construct. The task i n this
age is to go beyond the 'half
science' that emerged in the
1 7th century, and come to a
'true science' which includes
both the quantifiable prima
ry qualities and the sec
ondary qualities of the
mind".
This sentiment was appar
ently received with heartfelt
agreement both from the
speakers who followed him,
and from the audience of
more than 1 00 scientists,
psychologists and healers. Dr
Henryck Skolimowski , Pro
fessor of Philosophy at
M ichigan U niversity, main
tained that we shall only
emerge intact from the 'eco
logical crisis' if we recognise
that it demands not only
act ion but a change of con
sciousness. For him, the spir
itual aspect is to do with a
search for meaning, rather
than spec ific practices or
beliefs, and the development
of a new sc ience based on "a
reverential understand ing of
the cosmos".
Monica Bryant of the
I nternational I nstitute for
Studies
in
Symbiotic
Brighton, spoke of our need
to re-establish a proper rela
tionship with the m icrobial
level of life. She quickly
established the importance
of this by pointing out that
there is much evidence from cancer to the increase
in allergy-related disease to
A I DS - that we are suffering
from a major degeneration, if

not a breakdown, in o u r bac
terial systems. She related
this both to the continu ing
'shoot to k i ll' policy of allo
pathic medicine and modern
agriculture, and our att itude
towards the planet as Cl
whole ( as, of course, m uch of
the ecosystem, such as the
atmosphere, is maintained
by micro-organisms ) .
The final speaker, Peter
Russell , author, psychologist
and futurist, developed the
argument that we are in
trouble because we identify
happiness and peace of mind
with material wealth and
security; we are what the
religions
Eastern
call
'attached to the world'.
Whereas all the great Saints,
the enl ightened people, have
told us that it is possible to
live life in a very different
way. I ndeed, he said, to
make that step into a d iffer
ent sort of consc iousness is
our highest purpose, and
quoted St Bernard: "l ife is to
learn to love, and time is for
knowing God".
If one was to encapsulate
the quality of this day, it
would be in the words of
Professor Skolimowsk i , who
resisted the all too frequent
tendency towards doom and
gloom . He maintained that
"we ( mankind ) still have a
stupendous future" and laud
ed the quality of hope.
"Hope is a vector of our
continuing transcendence"
he said. " I t is a re-assertion
that there is meaning in the
universe. Hope is cruc ial to a
life li ved in beauty".
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Cartoon from Monica Bryant 5 preSel11allon. Courtesy ofIISS/Shovel.

that: "The susta i nabil i ty of
ecosystems on wh ich the
global economy depends
must he guaranteed" and
me
"relationships
that
unequal and based on domi
nance are not a sound and
durable basis for interdepen
dence".
The first day considered
the opening up of Europe to
trade in 1 9 9 2 . Seeing this as
an opportunity which could
lead to a more human eco
nomic order, or equally exac
erbate the problems of the
exist ing system, the confer
ence set out to generate
ideas and analyses which will
be conveyed to the European
Parliament. Speakers includ
ed Martin Bond of the Euro
rean Parl iament I nformation
Office who maintained that
"the hour of the Nation
St ate is over" and that the
single market will have
effects that go beyond any
wil ling co-operation bet
ween sovereign states.
There were also two
speakers from the USSR
Academy
of
Sciences,
Vladimir
Kollantai
and
M ikhael Lemeshev, who
gave us a taste of the great
changes which /Jerestroika is
bringing about by speak ing

jane Clark
THE OTHER
ECONOMIC SUMMIT
1 99 2 , Trade and Self

Reliance

New Economics Foundation .
London . Ma)' 1 989

The New Economics Foun
dation has as its aim the gen
eration of new economic
ideas. This, the 5 th Other
Economic Summit which it
has organised, had on the
front of its programme a
quote from the 1 987 Brundt
land Report to the effect
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( lf the imrorta nce of giv ing
control of resources to the
local level. El izabeth Sidney
of the new Economics Foun
dation,
on
speaking
'Changes in values and the
workplace' , made the inter
esting observation that the
1 980's have been charac
terised by a reassertion of the
outer d irection of the 1 9 50's
together with the stronger
inner direction of the '60's
and '70's.
The second day was con
cerned with problems arising
from trade; for instance, how
the ra inforests could be gone
in ten years, having been
dest royed to serv ice develop
ment loans granted in the
1 970's which failed
to
achieve their rurpose of
ind ustrial isation; amI how
exports of arms are some
ti mes 'l inked' to promises of
aid. Paul Ekins, in his
overview of the two days,
pointed out that the vast
majority of the gains in
trade have gone to the
industrial ised nations and
suggested that what is need
ed now is self-reliance for all
nat ions so that they can
control their own pace of
developmen[ .
Graham Dalgleish
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Recalling the Covenant
Concern about the environment is causing many people to question their relationship with the
natural world. Here lane Clark reports on the contribution that the major religions are making to
the debate, and Irene Young introduces a famous speech by the American Indian, Chief Seattle of
Puget Sound in Washington State.

After Assisi
A look at the new alliance between religion and conservation
"I believe that toda y , in this famous shrine
of the saint of ecology , a new and power
ful alliance has been forged between the
forces of religion and the forces of conser
vation . I am convinced that secular con
servation has learnt to see the problems of
the natural world from a different perspec
tive and , I hope and believe , that the spiri
tual leaders have learnt that the natural
world of Creation cannot be saved with
out their active involvemen t . Neither can
ever be quite the same again " .

T

HESE WERE THE words of the

Duke of Edinburgh, spoken in
September 1 986 at the end of
an historic event at Assisi in I taly. I n
his capacity as President of the
Nature
for
Worldwide
Fund
I nternational (WWF ) , the Duke had
welcomed representatives from the
world's five major rel igious traditions Buddhism, Christianity,
H indu ism,
Islam and J udaism - to meet with con
servationists to d iscuss ways in which
they could work together to save the
world from ecological d isaster.
Remarkable not least because it was
the first public event in which all the
world's maj or religions had overtly co
operated with each other, Assisi created
a flurry of interest at the time and was
widely reported throughout the world.
S ince then, one has heard l ittle about
the effects of the meeting, which has in
fact spawned a multitude of activities
and new initiatives whose value can
hardly yet begin to be <1ssessed.
A Rediscovery of Meaning
One of the maj or organ ising forces of
all these events h<1s been the
International Consult<1ncy on Rel igion,
Eoucation and Culture ( I COREC)
directed by Martin Palmer. Asked what
he fel t to be the most important out-

I

)�

(
Illustrations in this article are taken from the book 'Faith and Nature ' , an anthology of scri/nure ,
stories and writings from the different faiths , /Jroduced by WWF. The book is illustrated by Miles
Aldridge , Michael Nicholson , Rachel Ross and Chris White , and it includes an account of the
Assisi event /Jlus the full text of the 'Declarations on Nature ' from which the quotes over/Jage are
taken. All are reprinted by the kind permission of WWF.
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come of the meet i ng in 1 986, he had
no hesitation i n answering: "It is that
through a whole series of d ifferent pro
grammes, the major faiths are re
evaluating what their own scriptures,
traditions and practices have to say
about our relationship with nature and then working to make that a liv ing
practice".
When the idea of a meeting between
the religions and the conservation
organisations was first mooted, Palmer
reveals, the WWF had seen it simp ly as
a matter of the rel igions endorsing their
work, and were surprised when the
fai ths showed a more essential interest.
It was at first suggested that a single,
universal declaration should be pro
duced at the end of the conference, but
it soon became clear that this would
not be truly meaningful to anyone.
I nstead, each of the religions produced
its own declaration - and this had great

God and man, between God and
nature; a re-exploration of the notion
of compassion towards the world".
New Interpretations
Within the Abrahamic traditions
(Judaism, Christianity and Islam ) , one
of the principle texts is the old testa
ment story of N oah, to whom God
promised, at the end of the great flood,
that he would not again destroy the life
upon earth ( see panel ) . Often in the
past referred to as the Noahic
Covenant, with the attention focussed
on what it says about the relationship
between God and man, it is now being
emphasised that it is equally between
God and all l iv ing things.
A longside this is renewed interest in
those people and movements which
have emphasised the relationship with
nature.
J udaism, for instance, has a
long-standing tradition concerning

and St Thomas Aqu inas, the great 1 3 th
century theologian whose writings give
a metaphys ical basis for understanding
our unity with nature. Edward Echlin,
writing last year in the WWF's newslet
ter, N ew Road ( 1 ), quotes St Thomas's
definition of creation, as: "Creation is
none other than the relation of the
creature to the Creator as to the very
princ iple of its being", and goes on:
"This provides a valuable insight
because it describes a real relationship
to ultimate reality which every creature
shares with every other creature. In a
few crisp words, St Thomas defined and
illuminated the same insight that had
moved Assisi, the Celtic monks, the
early Christian writers and J esus himself
- all men are brothers with each other,
with all the living and with all crea
tures"
Another aspect is that ideas which
were previously seen as passive are
being emphasised and turned into
active principles. I n Buddhism, for
instance, the principle of the intercon
nectedness of all things is well under
stood, and the practice of compassion
to all sentient beings is central to the
religion. And so it was found that in
Thailand the areas around the Buddhist
sacred sites - the monasteries and the
precincts of the temples - were virtually
conservation s ites because of the way
the monks treated the land. This atti
tude is now being consciously extended
to other areas.

The Harvest Festival at Winchester Cathedral , 1 987 . Photograph by Tony Berry .

repercussions. Through setting down
their ideas, they realised that they had
an internal job to do, re-examining
their own traditions, before they could
proceed to active involvement with
conservation.
"When most of the traditions were
written
down",
Palmer
explains,
"Nature's relationship w ith the Divine
was assumed. Over the interven i ng
years, i t has simply been left dormant,
and in some cases this has led to a
rather too s implistic 'anthropocen
trism'. What is happening now is a re
affirmation of the Covenant between

trees stemming particularly from the
Rabbinic era, with many texts in the
Talmud relating to their symbol ic
meaning and proper treatment, one
aspect of which is the need to make
provision for future generations. The
World Jewish Congress is now consider
ing making the yearly Festival of Trees,
Tu B'shvat, into a festival of the envi
ronment as a whole.
Within Christianity, interest is rekin
dling in, amongst others , the early
Celtic Church, which was influential in
Europe until the 1 2 th century, the
medieval mystic H ildegard of Bingen,
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Emerging Action
There is no doubt that the religions are
taking the task very seriously. The
H indu delegation responded to Assisi
immediately by holding a conference in
1 987 which brought together the
H indu, Jain and Sikh faiths and the
Tibetan Buddhists to discuss what could
be done in the East. The Roman
Cathol ic Church is now in the process
of establishing a pontifical faculty for
Christian ecology, 'The Franciscan
Centre for Environmental Studies', in
Rome , which will open in September
1 989, whilst the World J ewish Congress
has announced a major educational
project which will undertake research
into written J ew ish sources such as the
Torah and the Talmud, and then dis
seminate material to grass-roots, syna
gogue level.
Several faiths have decided to dedi
cate a fest ival to the environment. The
Muslim World League is working on a
Hajj ( p ilgrimage to Mecca, which each
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God spoke to Noah and h i s sons: "See, I establish m y Covenant with you, and
with your descendants after you; also with every living creature to be found with
you, birds, cattle and every wild beast with you; everything that came out of the
ark, everyth ing that lives on the earth. I establish my Covenant with you: no
thing of flesh shall be swept away again by the waters of the flood. There shall be
no flood to des troy the earth again.
God said: "Here is the sign of the Covenant I make between myself and you
and every living creature with you for all generations: I shall set my bow in the
clouds and it shall be a sign of the Covenant between me and the earth. When I
gather the clouds over the earth and the bow appears in the clouds, I will recall
the Covenant between myself and you and every living creature of every kind . . .
"

The Old Testament . Genesis
There is a natural relationship between a cause and its resulting consequences in
the physical world. In the life of sentient b eings, too, including animals, there is
a similar relationship of positive causes bringing a bou t h appi ne s s and negative
actions causing negative consequences. Therefore, a human und er taking moti
vated by a healthy and positive attitude constitutes one of t he most important
causes of happiness, while undertakings generated through ignorance and nega
tive attitude bring about suffering and misery. And this positive human attitude
is, in the final analysis, rooted in genuine and unselfish compassion and loving
kindness which seeks to bring about light and happiness for all sentient beings.
From the Buddh ist Declaration on Nature

year has a different theme) on the envi
ronment; the Swedish Church has
made M idsummer Day, which is a
maj or event in thei r calendar, an ecolo
gy da y ; whilst the Greek Orthodox
Church has j ust announced that it w i l l
institute a new feast day on 1 st
Se ptember - the first new day to enter
their religious calendar s ince 84 1 A D.
The Church of England h>ls chose n
the Harvest Fest ival as the focus of i t s
efforts, and has begun to t ransf orm it
into a Festival of Creation. In 198 7 , a
new Creation Harvest Celebration was
launched at Winchester Cathedra l ,
, !long with a 'Rai nbow Covenant',
wh ich affirms the rolc of man as 'stew
ard', ra t he r than master, of creation. In
S e pt e m be r of 1 989, c ele bra t ions will
focus o n Ca nterb u ry, where a four da y
festival under the title 'Faith and the
Environment' will echo the Assisi

The Fathers of the Church understood well the marvel of man's dual c itizenship
and the responsibilities placed upon him. In the word of Gregory of N azianzen:
"God sees man upon earth as a kind of second world, a microcosm; another kind
of angel, a worshipper of blended nature . . . He was kind of all upon earth, but
subject to heave n ; ear t h ly and heavenly; transient, yet immortal; belonging both
to the visible and the intelligible order; midway between greatness and lowli
ness".
Most certainly, then, because of the responsibilities which flow from his dual
cit izenship, man's dom inion cannot be understood as license to abuse, spoil,
plunder or destroy what God has made to manifest H is Glory. That dominion
cannot be anything other than a stewardship in symbiosis with all creatures".
From the Christian Declaration on Nature .
In the ancient spiritual traditions, man was looked upon as part of nature, linked
by indissoluble spiritual and psychological bonds with the elements around him.
This is very much marked in the Hindu tradition, probably the oldest living reli
gious tradition in the world.
The H indu viewpoint on nature is pe rm e ate d by a re v erence for life, and an
awareness that the great forces of nature - the eart h , the sky, the a ir, the water
and fire - as well as the various orders of life including plants, and trees and
forests and animals, are all bound to each one other within t h e great rhythms of
nature. The divine is not exterior to creation, but expresses itself through natural
phenomena.
From the Hindu Declaration on Nature
When we submit to the Will of God, we become aware of the sublime fact that
all our powers, potentia Is, skills and knowledge are granted to us by God. We are
H is servants and when we are conscious of that, when we realise that all our
ach ievements derive from the M ercy of God, when we return proper thanks and
respect and worship to G o d for our nature and creation, then we become free.
Our freedom is t h a t of being sens i b l e , aware, responsible trustees of God's bounty
and gift.
Allah is Unity: and His Unity is also reflected in the unity of mankind and the
unity of man and nature. His trustees are responsible for maintaining the unity of
H is creation, the integrity of the Earth, its flora and fauna, its wildlife and natu
ral environment. Unity c a n not be had by discord, by setting one need against
another or letting one end predominate over another; it is maintained by balance
and harmony.
From the Islamic Declaration on Nature
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Assisi

event ; it will include a pilg rimage, ser
vices from differen t fa iths and a confer
ence on Chris ti an Faith and Eco logy
( see page 1 8 ) .
'

'

A Two-Way Challenge
But perhaps more im port a nt than any
spe cific proj ect, is the continuation and
expansion of the dialogue begun at
Assisi. Several faiths have been drawn
into the alliance since 1 986 - the
Bah'ais, who have produced their own
decl aration on nature, and some of the
ancient religions of t he American
I nd ians, the Austral ian Aborigines and
the South American peoples. WWF
has instituted a network of individuals
and groups who wi sh to part ic i pa te and
established a newsletter 'The New
Road' as a foru m where the ideas can be
shared. There have been high -level
meet ings between the religions >lnd
consortia of scientists and environmen
tal groups such as the Un ited N,nillns
En v i ronmental Programme ( U N EP ) ,
the WWF and NACRE (The North
American Conference on Rel igion a nd
Ecology ) in America and The G reen
P a rt y in the UK; wh ilst at grass-roots
,
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level more than 60,000 religious groups
of all denominations throughout the
world have met with conservationists
du ring the past three years.
Martin Palmer sees this as vital not
only for the rel igions, but also for the
conservat ionists. "Without the interac 
tion with the faiths", he says, "the envi
ronmental movement would be com
pletely lost in terms of values and
ethics. They are able to accept them
from the religions in a way which they
cannot from political ideologies l ike
Marx ism". More than this, he perceives
the initiative at Assisi as a two-way
challenge, in that it calls into question
the way i n which many professionals in
the conservation movement - WWF,
UNEP, IUCN and suchlike - approach
their task. "The basis on which secular
conservation operates at the moment is
a soul less one," he contends ( 2 ) . "It has
really sold its soul in a Faustian k ind of
bind to the very forces which are
destroying the natural environment
. . . in the sense that it has tried to a pply
a purely economic criterion to the
wealth of creation, and has made that a
util itarian approach - so that you j usti
fy preserving the natural environment
on the grounds of its usefulness to us."
An example of the sort of arguments
which are used is that we should not
destroy the rainforests because we do
not yet k now what its p lants or an imals
might y ield for us in the way of
medicines, food or genetic material.
Palmer sees this 'utilitarian anthro
pocentric economics' as not only limit
ed but dangerous. What happens, he
asks, if a creature is found to have no
use ? A re we really saying that millions
of years of evolution are only j ustified
by its usefulness to man ? He has said :
"There is a profound need to inject into
conservat ion, into the secular under
stand ing of the environment , an idea
that actually the whole of creation has
intrinsic value in itself, precisely
because it has come from the D i vine. . . .
Whether we see it or not is totally irrel
evant. I t is important in the eyes of
God. No more, no less. That is the
insight, and the hope, that we can
bring from the spiritual side . . . because
it is prec isely because we know that the
Divine operates and revels and enjoys
the whole of creation, that we know
also that there is hope." (3).
In l ine with these sentiments, the
WWF announced in March a major
five year 'Biodiversity' campaign to
prevent the accelerating extinction of

species, and increase awareness of their
intrinsic value.
New Perceptions
A l l of this does not mean that all con
servation ists should f o r m ally em brace a
religious faith - any more than it is
expected that the faithful should all
become activists. What is hoped for is
that they should come to k now that
there are other ways of looking at the
matter. "The environmental c risis is as
much a crisis of imagination as
i t is of the physical means",
Palmer contends. "If you
appeal to the lowest common
denominator, basically to selF
ishness and self-interest, you
will get a selfish, self- interest
ed response. What rel igion has
to say, and has always had to
say, is that there is more to the
human being than j ust selfish
ness, than j ust greed, than j ust
envy. It has pointed out the
d ivine image in us; the poten
t iality for crea t ivi t y ; the <lbil ity
to take that which is wrong
and transform it through the
outward expression of the soul
touched by the div ine" ( 4 ) .
These
sent iments
are
echoed by the Director of the
British environmental organi
sation Friends of the Earth,
Jonathon Porritt, who has
taken an active part in the
Network and will be speaking
at the Canterbury conference
in September. Representing a broad
spectrum of people with stances ranging
from political activism to the biocentric
sp irituality of deep ecology, Porritt has
repeatedly made known his bel ief that
the transformation to a 'green' society
must include a spiritual d imension.
There is a pragmatic aspect to this
bel ief; any cool analysis, he claims, of
our present sit uation m ust conclude
that effective change in the way we
treat the pl an et is going to require a
real change in the way that we in the
industrial ised nations live. Porritt is not
afraid to use words like 'selflessness' as
indications of the k ind of change that is
requ ired , and resists the proposal that
the planetary crisis will necessarily pre
cipitate the imposition of restrictions in
a totalitarian way. "Unless people actu
ally embrace the changes that are
required, I do not think that they will
work", he said at a recent conference
( 5 ) , "We have to al low the perception
of the word 'self-interest' to take on a
d ifferent meaning. Self-interest at the
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moment means the accumulat ion of
consumer durables, of accumulat ing
more pOlVer through money. Whereas
things like success and progress ha v e a
wider mean ing, in the tota lity of
human experien ce, not j ust materially".
Porritt, who is himself a Christian,
correct l y perceives t his redefinition as
rel igious in nature, and is fiercely criti
cal of the churches for not art iculat ing
the challenge suffiC iently. He points out
that many people in the developed

Buddhist novices planting a pine tree in
Gangtok , Sikkim , India. Phow WWF/ Ham
Dieter Ho/rach .

world have turned, and are continuing
to turn, away fro m estahlished religions;
and there is even a substantial cri tique
which l ays the blame for t he way in
which European civi lisation has treated
the earth at the door of the Christ ian
interprewtion of the Old Te s ta men t (in
particular G enesis 1 . 2 8 ) . He perceives
a definite movement aWdY from
monotheism as it is understood in the
West towards t he pantheistic , animistic
concepts of t he an cient, prim iti\'e peo
ples. These he sees as embodying "the
notion that IVhate\'er Divine forces may
be involved, they are immanent, not
external to the earth or vested in a
super-natural deity. They are part of us
and part of every l iv ing thing on earth
- the old-fash ioned , very powerful, very
inspirational notion of the sacredness of
all living and non-l iv i ng things." In
speaking of the effect of the env iron
mental crisis on the faiths, he says: "Let
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us hope that institutions like the
Church of England can genuinely find
new life in coming to terms with these
matters. If not, I do not believe that
they will have any relevance at all in
helping to shape the evolution or future
of mankind".
Unity and Balance
Porritt's opposing of the so-cal led
monotheistic and pantheist tradit ions
begins to seem too simplistic in the
context of current developments. Over
the last few years there has been an
increasing recognition that the primi
tive peoples - those whom Laurens van
der Post has called the 'first men' of
America, Africa and Australia - are not
simple nature worshippers but have a
strong sense of an absolute real ity
which encompasses the dest iny of all.
A t the same time, any examination of
religions such as Christ ianity and
J udaism reveals that they do recognise
in some degree - and have always
recognised - God's immanence in the
creation.
In fact, one of the most strik ing
effects of Assisi has been the growing
understanding between the faiths, and
a movement in each towards a balance
of the different aspects - transcen
dence and immanence, supernatural
and natural, stewardship and servant-

(
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hood, ete. I t is not expected that a those cultures - and those people - who
'universal rel igion' will emerge from the have understood in a more integrated
d ialogue; indeed, Martin Palmer feels way have been characterised by an atti
strongly that diversity is to be encour tude of gratitude and thanksgiving
aged. "Just as one needs a gene pool to towards their creator, and by complete
propagate a diversity of species," he confidence in his continuing generosity
says, "so what we hope for is that this and provision.
conversation and debate will allow a
Such thoughts give a hint, perhaps,
diversity of approaches to develop".
of the great potential of the impulse
However, diversity only flourishes which man ifested at Assisi and the rad
where there is recognition of implicit
ically different attitudes which it could
unity; and all faiths are ult imately in engender. Not the least effect is a deep
agreement about the unified nature of en ing understanding of the essent ial
unity of ex istence, which resides not
reality as the source of the unity
between man and God, between man
only in acknowledging the oneness and
interconnectedness of all things but in
and nature. The idea of selflessness,
which Porritt extols, does not, in the coming to know the truth of what
Aquinas called 'the very principle of
end, simply mean renunciation, but
implies the ahl ity to identify with our being'. Th is is beautifully expressed,
in the WWF's anthology of scriptures,
something other than the self - with
commentaries and stories from the d if
greater dimensions of
the whole.
Porritt himself has pointed out that the · ferent religions, 'Faith and Nature' ( 7 ) ,
very use of words like 'resources' and
in a saying by the J ew ish myst ic Rabbi
'sustainable' betrays a point of view i n Schneur Zalman.
which there i s a devourer and
something to be devoured ( 6 ) ; whereas "Everyone who has insight into the
matter will understand clearly that
everything created and having being is
absolutely naught w ith regard to the
Activating Force, which is i n all creat
ed being. This Force constitutes its real
ity and draws it forth from absolute
nothingness to being. The fact that all
created th ings seem to have existence
and being in their own right is because
we can neither conceive, nor see with
our physical eyes, the Force of God
which is in the created world . Were the
eye able to see and conceive the vitality
and spirituality in each created thing,
which flows through it from its di vine
\
source, then the physicality, materiality
and substantiality of the created world
wou ld not be seen at all; because apart
from the spiritual d imension it is abso
lute nothingness. There really is noth
ing in existence besides God". ( p49 )

f j' j "? "
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( 1) Founded as a forum for the exchange of
these ideas after Assisi; available from WWF
International, Switzerland.
(2) From 'Nemesis and Genesis', a paper
given w the Arcane School Conference IJl
1 988 , published by World Goodwill.
( 3) ibid
(4) From 'Believing in the Environment ' ,
given w the Council for Environmental
Education in 1 987, abo published by World
Goodwill.
( 5 ) From 'Gaia: A New Internationalism ' , a
Resurgence Lecture April 1 989
( 6) A seminar at Beshara Sherborne in 1 988
( 7) Century/ Rider Publications with WWF.
Our thanks to ICOREC for their help with
this article .
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e May Be Brothers After All . . .

Irene Young introduces a speech by one of the great orators

Washington
National
Photograph by Bill Ross .

Park .

of the North American Indian tradition, Chief Seattle .

T

HIS SPEECH , which is widely
known

as

Chief

Seattle 's

Testimony , is a reconstruc tion of
an undocumented oration by Sealth ,
patriarch
of
the
Duwamish
and
S uquamish I ndians of North We s t
America. I t was elicited by an offer, fro m
a representative of Presiden t Pierce i n

1854 ( 1) , t o buy the traditional living
places of the tribes in what is now
Was hington S tate in return for a reserv a
tion in which they could live their lives in
peace . Chief Seattle , a man of large and
imposing s tature with a voice that could
be heard clearly for half a mile , emerg e s
as one of the great prose poets of America

and seems tailormade to be the patro n
saint and hero of ecology . With cry s ta l
clarity the profound truth h e expresses is
projected through time to reach an age
beleaguered by the effects of its unthinking
desecration of the environment .
And y e t , essentially , the beauty and
trans-his torical potency of his statement
derives from a unitive vision known to
mystics and sages from all traditions and
epochs . The cosmos is seen as a harm 0 nious and ordered whole in which the
Creator is universally pres ent yet tran
scends in His being the flux of nature a n d
the passing of tribes . As in many oral tra
ditions Chief Seattle expresses thoughts in
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images and graphic similes of nature d i s 
/)laying through them an intimate and
intuitive a/)preciation of the great mys tery
of existence , man's place and relationshi/)
to the world he lives in and to God . This
knowledge is not mere passive observation
but rather participation in the process of
wholeness itself, in which there is n o
essential separation between the knower
and that which is known .
To relegate this testimony to the s tatus
of a declaration of primitive nature w or
ship or animism would be to fail to per
ceive i ts fineness of discrimination . At dif
feren t points our attention is drawn to
' the earth as Mother' , ' the earth as self
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and to the earth as sacred charge to man
from God. This is neither vague nor con
tradictory but a precise expression of the
'
real subtlety of man .I nature , for he is at
once the dust of the earth , the child of the
earth and its appointed guardian .
With a dignity founded on humility and
service to Life itself, Chief Seattle testifies
to that which he has been given to know.
The /)urpose of G od in giving the white
man dominion remains hidden and
unknown to him but is accepted as an
aspect of the total order, and knowledge
of it is referred to God . Thc ap/)(lre n t
absolute o/)/)osition between thc native
American culture and the whitc man who
is fired by hungers , passions and belicfl
which will inevitably erode tribal values is
not ignored . However judgement is sur
rendered in an encompassing faithfulness
and trust that the decisive word is to the
Creator who is universally compassion
ate . All men are indeed subject to the
common destiny . Therefore for us equal
ly , to listen and receive the meaning and
responsibility implied hcrc requircs both
humility and unmitigated vcracity .
Most directly and optimistically this tes
timony invites and /)romises , one might
even say predicts as inevitable , the discov
ery of the secret of its beauty. For it is the
invitation to the discovery of thc nu th of
the One God , revealing His Beauty in
innumerable different forms which is the
very special message , eternal and undy
ing, that lies at the heart of true bro t he r
hood. A heart and mind predis/)oscd to
this truth knows the profound mystery
that underlies all crcation and change ,
real flexibility of action and res/)onsc , all
meaning and discernmcnt of value . S uch
a heart and mind can be large enough for
the truth contained in all forms and
receive the meaning of Chief Seattle 's
communication without despondency or
harking back to an irretrievable Utopian
age . The spiritual values demand to be
passed on , they are the sound of a com
pletion yet to come . A generation , neither
exclusively white nor red , may yet hear
the essential message and its transform a
tive potential for establishing a global
vision which perceives the underlying re a 1ity of the interconnectedness of all things .
I t is this grand vision that is the dynamic
pivot of the balance we yearn for and
which is indicated to us by Chief Seattle .
We ignore at our own peril such a gener
ous ex/)osition of the an of living.
" We may be brothers after all . We s hall
see .

( I ) This is the most lIkely date 1 t has Cl/SO been
given CIS 1 854/5 Clnd 1 865 which belong to
different presidents .

The Chief's Testimony
HE
G REAT
CHIEF
in
Washington sends word that he
w ishes to buy our land. The
Great Chief also sends us words of
friendship and goodwill. This is kind of
him, since we know he has little need
of our friendsh ip in return. But we will
consider your offer, for we know that if
we do not sell, the whiteman may come
with guns and take our land.
How can you buy or sell the sky, the
warmth of the land I The idea is strange
to us. If we do not own the freshness of
the air and the spark le of the water,
how can you buy them I Every part of
this earth is sacred to my people - every
shining pine needle, every sandy shore,
every mist in the dark woods, every
c learing and humming insect is holy i n
t h e memory and experience o f m y peo
ple. The sap which courses through the
trees carries the memories of the red
man. The whiteman's dead forget the
country of the ir birth when they go to
walk among the stars. Our dead never
forget this beautiful earth , for it is the
mother of the redman: we are part of
the earth and it is part of us. The per
fumed flowers are our sisters; the deer,
the horse, the great eagle, these are our
brothers. The rocky crests, the j u ices of
the meadows, the body heat of the pony
and man all belong to the same fam ily.
So when the G reat Chief in
Washington sends word that he wishes
to buy our land, he asks much of us.
The Great Chief sends word that he
will reserve us a place so that we can
live comfortably, to ourselves. He will
be our father and we will be his chil
dren. So we will consider your offer to
buy our land, but it will not be easy, for
this land is sacred to us. This shining
water that moves in the streams and
rivers is not j ust water, but the blood of
our ancestors. If we sell you our land
you must remember that it is sacred ,
and you must teach your children that
it is sacred, and that each ghostly
reflect ion in the c lear water of the lakes
tells of events and memories in the life
of my people. The water's murmur is
the voice of my father's father. The
rivers are our brothers, they quench our
thirst. The rivers carry our canoes and
they feed our children. If we sell you
our land you must remember and teach
your children that the rivers are our
brothers, and yours, and you must
henceforth give the rivers the kindness
you would give any brother.
The redman has always retreated

T
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before the advancing whiteman, as the
mist of the mountains runs before the
morning sun, but the ashes of our
fathers are sacred, their graves are holy
ground. And so these hills, these trees,
this portion of the earth is consecrated
to us. We know that the whiteman does
not understand our ways - one portion
of land is the same to him as the next,
for he is a stranger who comes in the
n ight and takes what he needs. The
earth is not his brother but his enemy,
and when he has conquered it he moves
on. He leaves h is fathers' graves behind
and he does not care; he k idnaps the
earth from his children, he does not
care. H is fathers' graves and his chil
drens' birthrights are forgotten. He
treats h is mother the earth and his
brother the sky as things to be bought,
plundered, sold like sheep or bright
beads. H is appetite will devour the
earth and leave behind only a desert.
I do not know; our ways are different
from your ways. The sight of your cities
pains the eyes of the redman, but per
haps it is because the redman is a sav
age and does not understand. There is
no quiet place in the whiteman's c i t ies
- no place to hear the unfurl ing of
leaves in spring or the rustle of insects'
wings. But perhaps it is because I am a
savage and do not understand. The
c latter only seems to insu lt the ears.
And what is there to life if a man can
not hear the lonely c ry of the whipoor
will, or the arguments of the frogs
round the pond at night ? I am a red man
and do not understand. The I nd ian
prefers the soft sound of the wind dart
ing over the face of a pond, and the
smell of the wind itself, c leansed by a
midday ra in or scented by the p ifion
pine. The air is precious to the redman,
for all things share the same breath.
The beast, the tree, the man, they all
share the same breath. The whiteman
does not seem to notice the air he
breathes: like a man dying for many
days he is numb to the stench .
But i f w e sell you our land, you must
remember that the air is precious to us,
that the air shares its spirit with all the
l ife it supports. The wind that gave our
grandfather his firsr breath also receives
his last sigh. The wind must also give
our children the spirit of l ife. And if we
sell you our land, you must keep it apart
and sacred as a place where even the
whiteman can go to taste the wind that
is sweetened by the meadow's flowers.
So we will consider your offer to buy

Phowgra/Jh by Phil H .

o u r land. If w e decide t o accept, I will
make one condition: the whiteman
must treat the beasts of this land as his
brothers. I am a savage and I do not
understand any other way. I have seen a
thousand rotting buffaloes on the
prairie, left by the whiteman who shot
them from a passing tra in. I am a savage
and I do not understand how the smok
ing iron horse can be more important
than the buffalo that we kill only to
stay alive. What is man without the
beasts ? If all the beasts were gone man
would die of a great loneliness of spirit,
for whatever happens to the beasts soon
happens to man. A l l things are con
nected.
You must teach your children that
the ground beneath their feet is the
ashes of our grandfathers. So that they
will respect the land, tell your chi ldren
that the earth is rich with the lives of
our kin. Teach your children what we
have taught our children - that the
earth is our mother. Whatever befalls

the earth befalls the sons of the earth; if
men spit upon the ground, they spit
upon themselves. Th is we know - the
earth does not belong to man, man
belongs to the earth. This we k now. A l l
th ings are connected , l i k e the blood
which unites one family. A l l things are
connectecl . Whatever befa l is the earth
befalls the sons of the earth. Man did
not weave the web of l ife, he is merely
a strand in it. Whatever he does to the
web he does to himself.
But we will consider your offer to go
to the reservation you have for my peo
ple. We w i l l l ive apart and in peace. I t
matters l ittle where w e spend t h e rest of
our days - our children have seen their
fathers humbled in defeat; our warriors
have felt shame and after defeat they
turn their days in idleness and
contaminate their bodies with sweet
foods and strong drink . It matters l it tle
where we prtSS the rest of our drtys.
They are not many: a few more hours, a
few more winters and none of the chil-
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dren of the great tribes that once lived
on this earth, or that roam now in small
bands i n the woods, w i l l be left to
mourn the graves of a people once as
powerful and hopeful as yours. But why
should I mourn the passing of my peo
ple ? Tribes are made of men, nothing
more . Men come and go l ike the waves
of the sea. Even the whiteman whose
God walks and talks with him as friend
to friend cannot be exempt from the
common destiny. We may be brothers
after all, we shall see.
One thing we k now, which the
whiteman may one day discover - our
God is the same God. You may think
now that you own Him as you wish to
own our land, but you cannot. He is the
God of man, and His compassion is
equal for the redman and the white.
This earth is precious to H im , and to
harm the earth is to heap contempt on
its Creator. The whites too sha l l pass,
perhaps sooner than other tribes.
Continue to contaminate your bed and
you w i l l one n ight suffocate in your
own waste. But i n your perishing you
will shine brightly, fired by the strength
of the God who brought you to this
land and for some special purpose gave
you dominion over this l af'd and over
the red man. That destiny is a mystery
to us, for we do not understand when
the buffalo are all slaughtered, the wild
horses are tamed, the secret corners of
the forest heavy with the scent of many
men, and the view of the ripe hills blot
ted by talk ing wires. Where is the
thicket? Gone. Where is the eagl e ?
Gone. A n d what is it to say goodbye to
the swift pony and the hunt? The end
of l iv ing and the beginning of survival.
So we w i l l consider your offer to buy
our land. If we agree it will be to secure
the reservation you have promised;
there perhaps we may l ive out our brief
days as we wish. When the last redman
has vanished from this earth and his
memory is only the shadow of a c loud
moving across the prairie, these shores
and forests will still hold the spirits of
my people. For they love this earth, as
the newborn loves its mother's heart
beat. So if we sell you our land, love it
as we have loved it; care for it as we
have cared for it; hold in your m i nd the
memory of the land as it is when you
take it; and with all your strength, with
all your heart, preserve it for your chil
dren and love it, as God loves us all.
One thing we k now: Our God is the
same God. This earth is precious to
Him. Even the whiteman cannot be
exempt from the common destiny. We
may be brothers after all - we shall see.
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Letters

De8r S i r,
With a de e p sense of grati
tude
I
received
your
BESH A R A Issue 7, and with
great
interest read the
thought provoking articles
in i t , especia lly 'Compassion
Through Understanding'.
I honest l y say that this
journal should be read by the
fo l l owers of every re l igi on , as
i t cont ai ns ,Irticles appealing
to e v e ry re l i g i o u s p e rso n.

VCll f)r Hammaiaw((
SaJJhatissa
British Mahabudhi Society

Dear S i rs ,

The last issue of BESH ARA
cuntained a report on a
recent survey uf Christian
bel ief in Brita in. The survey
is fascinating because it pro
duced contradictory results
which can suggest e ither
that Christian bel ief is in
terminal decline (church
attendance down, k n', l w l 
edge of the c reed confused )
or that i t is in the b l o o m of
h ea l t h

(ecumenism

s t rong,

wide
spread ) . H ( )w i s t h i s d i sc re p 
, 1 nc y ro b e e x p l , l in e lP The
m,lg,lz ine suggests that t h e
d i screp,lIlc i es a rc evidence o f
<I h ea l t h y process of growlh
a w a y from t he es se nt i a l l y
limiting e x t e rn a l form of
re l i gion t l l its more universal
interior meaning.
i n d i v id u a l

seek i n g

ingly, in his speech which
was printed i n BESHARA 8,
'Technology and the Fu ture'.
Accord ing to K ing, western
society is dangerously unbal
anced - it has a tremendous
development of material
forces and technology hased
on v i rtu a l l y nothing spiritu
al.
Traditional
restraints
evaporat e as faith in re l ig i o n
dec l i nes, t here by prod u c i n g
d i srespec t for th e law a n d
even
t e rrorism .
W h a t is
needed in t h e future then, is
n or more t ech n o l o g y b u t

Thi;, is an important pllint
because it helps to c l a ri fy Cl
related d iscrepancy regarding
the status of spiritual ity in
western society. On the one
hand, it is asserted that west
ern soc i e t y is a material cor
n ucopia lack ing a spiritual
focus or ground. A s N orman
Cousins once remarked, we
enjoy the world's hi g h es t
s ra n d , l rd of t h e low I ife. On
t h e o t h e r hand, however, it
is c laimed that wc ;He enter
ing , I ' n ew age' of sp i r itu a l i t y.
We enJoy an u np a m l l e l ed
l 1 1 e,lsure of freedol11 to seek
;l11d III fi nd fo r ourseh-es, and
the po wer of tradi tion or
i nst i r ut inns to c o mp el or
limit our assent has never
been weaker. Accordingly,
the question of spirituality in
the \\'est is open to t w o con
tradictory
interpretations,
dependi ng on which indica
tors you choose; it is the best
of all times; it is the worst of
all tin-,es. A nd w ha t expla ins
the contradiction ) The same

s p i r i t u a l e v o l u t ion . Th is l a t 
ter i s produced when indi
viduals del iberately cultivate
interior reality. Notice then,
that while King recognises
the same contradiction, he
views it more as an unneces
sary mistake than as an
opportunity. Thus he sees
the movement away from
external forms as a mistake
for whic h the movement
towards inner meanings is a
solution. But m ight it not be
better to say that the former
is not a so m uch a pro hle m
as a pre-condition for which
the latter is nor so much a
a
as
harvest.
s olu t i o n
Perh;IJls wh,n we a re see i ng
here is nor a p ro h l e m n eed 
in g to b e sol ved h u r ,1 process
w a n t i n g to b e e n c oura g e d .

mO\'emenr away from ex[er

md

forms

(which

d e c a y ) [()

th e quest

mean i ngs

( w h ic h

a re

in

( or i n n e r

is

in

h l ool1l ) .
I n rerest i ng l y,

A l e x ander

K i ng d e a l s

with he same d i s 
crep;lI1cy, though less s a t i sfy-

John Bardi

Dc ;! r fr i en d s ,
Thank you for the latest and
very impressive issue of
wanted to
BES H A R A .
c larify a few points in t he
piece 'Rethink ing Man and
Nature' ( Issue 8 ) . The ch ief
critic of 'b iocentrism' in the
S ta tes is M u rray Bookchin
(nor Bochn i n ) and his rea
sons for criticising it are not
l i m i t ed to th e propos i t ion
th,n ecology is ' p ure ly s o c ia l ' .
' Eanh F i rs t ' , wh i c h is

American

,111

p u h l i c a t io n

of
though t
and
a c t i o n , p u h l ished two art i 
c les which aroused the ire of
many libertarians. One of
th e m suggested that A I DS
was a good th ing because it
would reduce population;
the other suggested that
Mexicans should be proh ib
i t e d from immigrating to the
States. C r i t ics of b iocenrrism
from within the environ
mental movement fee l that
the philosophy contains
ant i-human elements that
may have carried the anti
anthropocentric reaction to
the point of ac t u a l m isa n 
t h rop y ; that it may have
a c t u a l l y e x c l uded ' t h e soc i a l '
al together. Bookchin is nor
h i ocen t r i c

the o n l y person in the G reen
to see rhe d a nger in
th is fla tten i ng-out ten d e n c y,
t h i s anti-hu manism.

c u rrent

Peter Lambuurn Wi!sOl1
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More
y than the
Imeless

Richard Twinch visits an unusual new building at the Krishnamurti Foundation

A

RCHITECTURE

AS
it
is
normally practised today is very
much a matter of subject ive
j udgement and whim, largely ruled by
fashion. But the newly completed
headquarters of the Krishnamurti
Foundation in H ampshire, England, is
different. Initiated and inspired by
Krishnamurti h i mself and designed by
Or Keith Critchlow, this original and
innovative building is a rare modem
example of what is possible when there
is an intention towards expressing a
greater purpose.
Krishnamurti was a man of un iversal
stature whose major cont ribution to
2 0th century thought has perhaps been
to question the basis upon which value
j udgements are made, and so go to the
root of our cond itioned views of the
world . He maintained that it is our
conditioning which prevents us from
seeing the real ity as it is - but he
resisted being drawn into saying what
that reality is. H is method ( if method is
a name which can be ascribed to i t )
was t o face the inqu irer with a 'mi rror'
or 'blank sheet' which could then al low
them to examine themseh-es.
As with all such men there were, and
are, many who wished to attach a lclbel
to him, but he rejected all such labels,
including the role of 'teacher'. When a
claim was made on behalf of I ndia for
the copyright on his many books after
h is death, on the grounds that he was
Indian, Krishnamurti's retort was "I am
not Indian" despite having been born

in the sub-continent. Being a 'c itizen of
the world', his works have been left to
the Krishnamurti Foundation ( now
based in the new build ing ) which
d istributes both books and v ideo-tapes
worldwide.
The Centre, whose construction did
not begin until after his death in 1 986,
reflects his . philosophy. The basic
concept is to provide a suitable setting,
the 'blank sheet', where people can
come and read the books, watch videos,
meet, d iscuss and, most importantly,
have space in which to grow spiritually
without the encumbrance of formal
religion, teachers or '- isms'. In Keith
Critchlow, who taught for many years
at the Architectural Assoc iation and is
currently at the Royal College of A rt,
Krishnamurti found a deSigner whose
b lend of talents, honed from a l ifetime's
study of geometry and sacred design,
made him uniquely able to transfer that
vision into formal expression.
Or Critchlow's involvement with the
proj ect began after he gave a lecture on
Thoronet Abbey. This was founded by
S t Bernard of Clairvaux in 1 1 46 and
was the first building in
orthern
Europe to adopt the pointed arch
( albeit only j ust pointed ) blending
Islamic and Christian elements. It was,
i nCidental ly, one of Le Corbusier's
favourite buildings. Critchlow was
meet
subsequently
to
asked
Krishnamurti, who was at the same
time interviewing a nu mber of other
architects. H is 'interview' consisted of a
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series of rhetorical questions posed by
Krishnamurti such as "What will my
building look l ik e ?" finally conc lud ing
w ith "Arc we commun icat ing ?" to
which the interviewee responded in
the affirmative .
Or Critchlow explained later that it
was not so much an interview as
K rishnamurti indicating what he
wanted and what needed to be
considered in the design . Afterwards he
was asked to present a scheme for
evaluation. M uch to the consternation
of a young colleague ( Peter G ilbert,
who was later to help with the design ) ,
Critchlow refused o n the grounds that
according
to
competition,
Krishnamurti's philosophy, was the
cause of great unhappiness. He knew
this because his father had been deeply
influenced by Krishnamurti and he
himself had studied Krishnamurti's
writings from the age of 13 .
He was
subsequently given the j ob, even
though as yet there was no design.
In the middle of the following n ight,
Or Critchlow awoke with the idea of
the build ing as a person seated cross
legged look ing at the view and
immediately transferred his thoughts to
paper. Later he was to ask f or a phrase
in keeping with trad itional practice for
sacred architecture which the building
would express. After del iberation the
phrase that came was: "The world is
you , and you are the world" which
corroborated the image of the seated
person .

BES HARA

The following morning sketches were
presented both to Krishnamurti ami to
the trustees of the Foundation. Mary
Lutyens (daughter of Sir Edwin
Lutyens) later wrote in :1n account of
this event that "Krishnamurti himself
was more impressed with the man than
his designs ." ( 2 ) . I n such ways are
marriages / buildings made !
Krishnamurti did feel, however, that
Critchlow was sensitive to what he
wanted the Centre to be, especially the
quiet room. "There should be a room
where you go to be quiet", Mary
Lutyens quotes him as saying. " That
room should be used for that and not
for anything else. It should be l ike a
fountain fil ling the whole place. That
room should be the central flame; it is
l ike a furnace that heats the whole
place. If you don't have that, the
Centre becomes j ust a passage, people
coming and going, work and activity".
And so the building hinges around
the 'quiet room' as the hub or 'vertical
axis' of the design, with a 40ft square
courtyard providing the central focus.
The courtyard is flanked by the
adjoining sitting-room and d i ning
rooms, and the k i tchen and l ibrary look
onto it across a wide ambulatory, paved
with tiles. The 'legs' of the sitting
person
evolved
into
wings
of
accommodation culminating in what
appear to be small houses. These, the
dining-room,
sitting
room
and
conservatory share a spectacular view
across the Estate.
CRITCHLOW REQUIRED the help of a

firm of architects and brought in a local
practice, Triad ( partners N igel Lane
and J ames Connell , proj ect architect
J on A l ie n ) to do working drawings and
detailed design. Meanwhile he started
work on the fine geometry of the
build ing, which, encompassing both
the large and the small scales, enabled
him to blend the elements into a
un ified whole, much as a good cook
blends his ingred ients. You may say that
this is
something that all good
designers do, but what is special about
Critchlow's approach is the use of
geometry to ensure that a proper
b:11ance is maintained; a process which
requires constant, time consuming
j uggl ing until the design finds its own"
balance.
N umber is a lso an important
element, and he takes care in choosing
appropriate numerical 'assonance'
Geometry not only has the benefit of
harmonically relating man to his
environment ( Le Corbusier's Modulor

is one such method but works only i n
one dimension) b u t i s essential i f the
building is to m irror the soul of man.
Plato wrote that "the soul is
mathematics" and geometry, Critchlow
affirms, is the medium for its
expression. H is designs involve what he
calls ' integral geometry ' , which works
in three dimensions of space and one of
time
the latter allowing for
movement through the building. As
with all artistic expressions the whole
balance must accord with the eye
( beauty being in the eye of the
beholder ) , and, in the case of rel igious
buildings such as Thoronet Abbey or
the Suleymanye mosque in Istanbul, or
musical buildings such as the Holywell
Room in Oxford, this also includes the
ear.
This emphasis on geometry places
the Krishnamurti Centre i n the
tradi t ion
of
what
Christopher
Alexander has termed
'timeless
building. ' I t is, one feels, very much i n
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The geometry of Thoronet has infused the
Krishnamuni Centre , and its arches are to be
found in the oak arches of the dining and
sitting rooms . Elsewhere Krishnamurti and
Critchlow were concerned not to echo the
design of previous aeons . A flattened elliptical
arch was chosen for the quiet room , the
entrance door fanlight and the internal arc h e s
of the library , with the curve coming down to
meet the hand of a s tanding /Jerson . Both the
closeness of the arch and the closeness of the
roof owside are symbolic of the integration of
what we call 'heaven and earth ' , or
transcendent and immanent reality. This
embodies the idea that the purpose of a building
is to remind those who use it constantly of the
unity and integrity of life , and this happens on
many levels both hidden (in the geometry that
develops the spaces) and apparen t (in the
arches , rose windows and panes of glass) .

the spirit of what the Prince of Wales
was calling for when he said in 1 986: " I
think it i s t ime t o resurrect the
principle by which c lassical Greece
operated - in particular we should hoist
the flag of Polyc litus from the h ighest

B E S HARA

Great care has been taken in designing the
windows , which Critchlow sees as the filter
through which the beauty of the world is
perceived - a filter which again constantly
reminds the observer of his source . What then
appears to be an 'olde;worlde ' pastiche - why
all those small panes when you can have gre a t
big ones? - is actually a statement concern i ng
the essence of man. The windows 'call' to the
occupant to come to them to look out rather
than giving the view with no effort . Once the
viewer is next to the window, the full
panorama unfolds .
Photograph by Neil }inkerson .

tower block. He said: 'Proportion is not
a matter of individual taste, but
depends upon mathematical laws of
harmony which could only be broken
at the expense of beauty' " ( 1 ) .
The 'mathematical laws of harmony'
expressed through geometry re; iterate
timeless relationships, and hence are
'classical'. They are not, however,
static, since they appear in the fabric of
the new ( steel, concrete, glass, etc . ) as
well as the old ( stone, brick and wood)
and are themselves subject to the
ultimate arbiter: beauty. Critchlow
himself is fond of quoting the
philosopher S.H Nasr: There is
nothing more timely than the timeless'.
That the Centre is in conformity to
the Prince's clarion call for a more
meaningful architecture is confirmed by
the fact that the Prince, researching his
book 'Visions of Britain' has seen
drawings and photographs and is said to
admire the building.

do it within budget.
Critchlow realised that he was
dealing with quite another quality of
builder when he proudly presented
some brick samples stuck to a card .
George Smith's reply was "I'm not
touching that, I can't see the back of
it", since he knew that the whole brick ,
not j ust one face, was important if it
was to be used successfully. ( The
building uses hand;made grey bricks
made near Gloucester. Critchlow was
del ighted with this find and talks
lyrically of the craftsmen who make
such special objects. The grey is used to
match the local flints used around the
quiet room and provide the tonal
contrast with the more traditional red
Sussex bricks ) .
There i s n o doubt that the

craftsmanship at the Krishnamurti
Centre is superb. The lead;work on the
windows
and
the
plasterwork
throughout the building are quite
exceptional, and the wood;work, which
includes massive structural oak beams
and columns as well as delicate lambs'
tongue mouldings around the windows,
is to be entered for a 'craftsmanship'
award to give it its full recognition.
Indeed, the whole building resonates
with the care with which it was built
and Critchlow is able to point out
many e legant solutions that the
builders had found to awkward corners.
It is a credit to the design team that the
builders were allowed to innovate in
this way, reminding the architects that
they by no means rule supreme.
A feature of the building is that light
penetrates whenever possible, and
windows are placed in such a way as to
make the building seem transparent,
without resorting to scaleless window
walls. While drinking coffee in the
dining room, a glance up shows the
courtyard and beyond, through another
window, the ambulatory. Beyond that,

One of the early drawings , showing how the seated figure inspired the layout of the building.
\. .1 ...�

concerned that
every aspect of the building, including
the building materials, should be of the
very highest standard, and the choice of
builder was therefore crucial. Four of
those chosen for interview were major
national contractors who unanimously
declared
that
the
building was
impossible to build within budget. One
of the
local
contractors
looked
promising, but the quality of work was
not considered quite good enough.
Finally one George Smith and his son
(a quantity surveyor) appeared. He
started by saying that he was in semi;
retirement but that on seeing the
design his reaction was "I'd l ike to
build that". Furthermore he agreed to

{ ••

KRISHNAMURTI WAS

© Keitn Critchlow
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through yet another window, one can
see the library and beyond again,
through the fourth transparent layer,
the sight of daffodils growing outside.
Discovering new and different views is
a constant source of enj oymen t, for
they are not contrived . N or is this
occupat ion confined to adults, since
Critchlow has ensured that the glazed
doors and windows are low enough to
al low children to participate.
The h igh level dormer windows
provide further opportunity to catch
shafts of sunlight break ing through
clouds to illuminate corners and render
the surfaces alive. The feeling in the
dining room and sitting rooms, with
their tall e ight-sided oak columns
arched over and supporting the p itched
roofs, is more l ike being in a ship than
in a fixed building s ince the l ight
constantly shifts and moves and d istant
views open and c lose .
ON E
the
A PPROA C H ES
Krishnamurti Centre from the rolli ng
countryside, it signals its newness only
by the brightness of the timber ( which
wi 11 tone down to grey) and the
occasional pile of work man's tools
where some minor adj ustment is still
being made. Its appearance echoes the
AS

barns and houses round about, with
hipped tiled roofs and contrasting soft
greys of flint and reds. The immediate
architectural antecedents are the
country houses of Lutyens and Lethaby
built in the trad it ion of the 'Arts and
Craft' movement of t he 1 9th century,
which was itself a restatement of the
perennial trad ition of building where
materials in the hands of craftsmen,
and the landscape itself, moulded the
form of the bu ilding as much as 'design'
and 'function' . I ndeed, we are reminded
that form and function did not always
carry the division that 1 9th and 20th
century thought imposed upon them.
However, to confine this building to
a 'nostalgia for the past' would be to
mistake
appearances
(however
d isarming) for reality since it is a d irect
result of a fresh spiritual inspiration
And it embod ies the major feature
which distingu ishes 2 0th century
architecture from the building of
previous eras - the freedom of space.
This was initiated, as Reyner Banham
so eloquently describes in 'Space, Time
& Architecture' ( 3) , by Einstein and
Relativity Theory, which swept aside
formal preconceptions. The 'modern'
movement, alas, has interpreted the
freedom this created by reformalising

the formless and identifying it with
concrete, steel , 'h igh tech', window
walls ete. The mistake has been to
confuse means with ends. The real
importance of space is that it represents
the sou l , and the building itself is like
the body, confined to space and in a
perpetual process of decay. The
building, however, is like a musical
instrument 'played' by l ight , wherein
the precise proportions and d isposit ions
of the elements determine the timbre of
the 'music'. So freedom of space is the
pre-requisite
of
truly
'modern'
build ings, since the natural place of the
soul of man is in freedom, whether he is
at home, at work, in the theatre or
even on the sportsfield.
( 1 ) At the launch of
the Inner City
Development Tnts t .
(2) 'Krishnamuni and the Open Door' b y
Mary Lutyens John MLl1'1'ay 1 988.
( 3 ) Harvard University Press .
Richard Twinch trained as an architect at
Cambridge
tbe
and
Architectural
Assoc iati()n. He currently runs Cl building
is
technol()gy
consultancy
and
corresp()ndent on Computer Aided Design
for Buildi ng Design and Atrium magazines.
Colour photographs by Michael Chalifour.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
One ofthe world's great teachers.
We have publ ished 22 of his books, most of w h i c h
are i n pri nt. They i n c l u d e the fo l l ow i n g :

KRISHNAMURTI'S NOTEBOOK

KA I P OI

j. Krishnomurti, foreword by Mory Lutyens
'a remarkable mystical document' said The Times of this u n i q u e
daily record of Krishnamurti's perceptions and state of
consciousness

1985 £4.95 p b 0 575 0376 3 6

Kairos is a non-sectarian organisation which takes into consideration
all the revealed traditions of mankind: it is fou nded on the principle

THE AWAK ENING OF I NTELLIGENCE

of the Unity of Being. That is the intrinsic unity of the viewer and that

j. Krishnomurti

which is viewed. Krishnamurti summed this up in his phrase: "you

The most comprehensive record of h i s teaching

are the world and the world is you".

1986 £7.95 pb 0 5 75 03948 5

Kairos is a n educational char'ity specifically founded to promote the

THE FUTURE IS NOW: Krishnamurti's Last Talks in
India.

recovery of traditional (perennial) values in the arts and sciences.
This has deep and complex implications, yet can be simplified into a

J. Krishnomurti

view which is focussed on the Unity of Being and the fundamental

His very last message transmitted in the form of p u b l i c
conversations and question a n d answer sessions

interrelatedness of all things. For the ancient Greeks, the word

mathema

originally meant 'study', so the four mathematical

A rts/Sciences we know as the

Quadrivium

1988 £8.95 hb 0 5 75 04371 7

can be understood as

uniting the nature of inner perception by which we 'study ' and the

Available from leading booksellers. In case ofdifficulty please
contact the Sales Department, Victor Gollancz Ltd,
14 Henrietta Street, London WOE 8Q). Tel. (01) 836 2006.

nature of the source of our impressions of the outer world.
Kairos promotes these four studies of Arithmetic, Geometry, Music
and Astronomy by offering worksheets for personal study and
occasional seminars, talks and workshops to promote direct
experience. If you want to know more, please write to:

A Critchlow, 21 Broomhouse Road, London SW6 2QU
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Inner Infinity
by Michael Cohen

T

HE IDEAS BEHIND the new sci

ence of chaos have their roots in
19th century mathematics. In
this period the revolution inititiated by
Sir Isaac Newton in the 17th century
reached its apogee. The physical laws
governing a wide range of natural phe
nomena had been made precise, and
the mathematical techniques necessary
to apply them had been refined and
deployed with triumphant success, lead
ing
eventually
to
the
Industrial
Revolution. The upshot was a deter
ministic view of science in which,
provided the initial state of the physical
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system was known, its future develop
ment could be predicted precisely,
whether one was dealing with machin
ery, planetary motion or the movement
of skaters across ice.
This view of the universe was, in
principle, made obsolete by the appear
ance of quantum mechanics in the
1920's, which introduced a fundamen
tal indeterminism into science. But
quantum effects are usually negligible
except where events on a minute scale
are being considered, and so in most
areas of thought the deterministic
mind-set has continued to be predomi-
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nant throughout the 20th century.
Nonetheless, it was already known at
the turn of the century that there were
severe l i mitations in this point of v iew.
The problem is that, even if one
accepts the Newtonian picture and
assumes that the development of a sys
tem is predic table, one can never k now
the initial state exactly. Any measure
ment, however carefully done, can only
achieve a certain degree of accuracy. In
the s implest cases, this is of no impor
tance, since a s light change in the start
ing point has only a small effect on the
future behaviour. In more complex sys
tems, however, even the s lightest
degree of uncertainty ( even in the
1 000th decimal p lace ) regarding the
initial conditions destroys any possibili
ty of future prediction after a relatively
short time - as Ilya Prigogine explains
so well in the next article. These sys
tems are now called 'chaotic' and have
been discovered to be ubiqu itous
throughout nature - to the extent that
it seems extraordinary that they have
only really been studied duri ng the last
2 5 years.
The Butterfly Effect
One of the pioneers in chaos theory
was the meteorologist Edward Lorenz .
I n about 1 960, he was exploring the
possibility of using a computer to pre-

Fig . 3 . The Triadic Koch C urve , showing the
pattern repeating at every degree .

11.1111
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Fig . 2 . The divergence of weather patterns
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dict the weather. He programmed his
primit ive computer with Cl few equa
tions to model an idealised version of
weather patterns, gave it various initial
cond itions and mapped the outcomes.
H e discovered the chaotic nature of his
equations by chance one day when he
wanted to repeat a previous run. He
found that h is resu lts on the second
experiment diverged sharply from the
first after a very short time ( Fig 2 ) .
I nvestigating the cause, h e d iscovered
that he had not used precisely the same
starting conditions, but that the second
set differed from the first by a miniscule
amount - i n the 4th decimal place.
Lorenz went on to study chaos inten
sively and concluded that it led to
ineluctable l imitations on weather pre-

d ic tion. H is d iscovery became known
as the 'butterfly effect' - the idea being
that the stir of a butterfly's wing in
Braz il could set off a tornado i n Texas.
Lorenz was only one of a number of
scientists who, at first in isolated
groups, stumbled across chaos in the
1 960's and 1 970's; and the story of how
the science emerged is vividly told in
the best selling book by James G leick
enti tled 'Chaos' ( I ) . Most of the work
ers had wide sc ientific backgrounds and
a non-reduction ist atti tude that pre-d is
posed them to the perception that
'chaotic' phenomena could be manifes
tations of a higher-level order. To
understand something of this order, it
is necessary to first understand some
thing about another phenomenon
which has come to the fore s ince the
1 960's - fractals.
Fractal Geometry
Traditional geometry deals with straight
l ines, smooth curves and surfaces. I n
the 1 9 70's, the mathematician Benoit
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Mandlebrot suggested that these stan
dard geometric obj ects are not suitable
for p icturing the irregular forms which
occur everywhere in nature, such as the
shape of a c loud or a leaf. Consider, for
example, one of M andlebrot's favourite
examples, the coastline of a country. A
stretch of coast which appears straight
from a d istance will, at c lose quarters,
be seen to contain inlets and lagoons. If
we magnify a small portion of one of
these inlets, then further smaller inlets
will appear, and so on, ad infinitum .
It is c lear that to model a coastline
exactly mathematically, one would
have to generate a curve that is
infinitely j agged at every level of mag
nification, and hence it would be of
infinite length. Such c urves were actu
ally modelled by mathematicians in the
1 9th century; a famous example is the
'snowflake' curve generated by H elge
von Koch and known formally as 'the
triadic Koch curve' ( Fig 3). This curve
is infinitely crooked, and 'self-similar'
i n the sense that, at any level of magni 
fication, the curve looks t h e same.
( Such a curve can, of course, only be
drawn to a certain degree of accuracy;
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but then, nobody has ever drawn with a
ruler a perfectly Euclidean straight line
with zero thickness ) .
These strange curves had come to
l ight as the result of the need to put the
foundations of mathematics on a rigor
ous basis, and to make notions such as
' length' and 'smoothness' preciseThey
were an unwelcome side-effectof the
process, and to most 1 9th century
methematicians, they appeared mon
strous and pathological - an attitude
which persisted down to the present
day. Mand lebrot's suggestion that the
very properties which generated suspi
cion made them su itable for model l ing
natural form was, therefore, revolut ion
ary. There were only a few int imat ions
from earlier times to pal liate the gener
al revulsion; in h is book , 'The Fractal
Geometry of N ature', ( 2 ) Mandlebrot
quotes the reaction of the late 1 9th
century mathematician, Cesaro, to the
Koch curve:
"This endless imbedding of this shape
into itself gives us an idea of what
Tennyson describes somewhere as the
inner infinity, which is after all the only
one we could conceive of in nature.
Such s im ilarity between the whole and
its parts, even its infinitesimal parts,
leads us to consider the triadic Koch
curve as truly marvellous. Had it been
given l ife, it would not have been possi
ble to do away with it without destroy
ing it altogether, for it would rise again
and again from t he depths of its trian
gles, as life does in the un iverse."
(f) 43 , (Mandlebrot's translation)
Fractional Dimension
Another mathematical concept made
precise in the early 20th century was
that of d imension. Everyone knows, for
example, that a circle is one-dimen
s ional, the surface of a sphere two
d imensional and a solid cube is three
d imensional, and these results are con
firmed by the modern theory. When
the d imensions of the Koch curve and
its fel lo'l"s are calculated, however, they
turn out not to be whole numbers ( for
instance, the d imensions of the Koch
curve is abou t 1 . 26 1 8 ) . This was a fur
ther cause of suspicion amongst the
community of mathematicians, but for
Mandlebrot, it had an intuit ive mean
ing. For him, the dimension gives a
measure of the degree of 'j aggedness' of
the curve and the rate at which the
irregularities appear as degree of magni
fication increases. Both of these have
applications to natural phenomena.
Mandlebrot coined the word 'fractal'

(from the Latin 'frac tus' meaning irreg
ular or broken ) for any geometric curve
or surface which has a fractional
d imension. The Koch c u rve is j ust one
of the simplest examples. In
'The
Fractal Geomet ry of N ature' he gives
many other examples, all of which d is
p lay the same ' inner infinity' of irregu
larity. They are all self-similar, in that
the same features rec ur at any level of
magnification - although in the most
interesting ones, never in the same way.
Mandlebrot indicates how such pro
cesses have their counterpart in nature,
and gives examples from many diverse
areas - from the formation of galaxies
to the network of arteries in the human
body.
Computer Graphics
The explosive development of high
quality computer graphics in the last
fifteen years has been one of the great 
est stimuli to the growth of fractal
geometry. All books on the subject are
ful l of beaut iful computer- drawn p lates.
( Fig 3 ) . Mandlebrot's techniques have

Fig. 4. Barne's [ern [raetals

been improved and supplanted by
M ichael Barnsley, whose method
allows, with the iteration of a few easi
ly-programmed rules, the construction
of many fractals resembling natural
forms. One of h is earliest examples is
the fern ( FigA ) which was done on a
small desktop computer. H is methods
have such elegance and power - and
the results are so startling - that one
feels that he has truly stumbled onto
one of nature's secrets.
Fractal techniques have been used for
spec ial effects in the cinema, the earl i 
est large-scale example being several of
the computer-generated sequences in
Star Trek 2 ( most notably the 'Genesis'
planet transformation sequenc e ) .
Order i n Chaos - Attractors
To return to the question of there being
a high degree of order in chaotic sys
tem: the unexpected regularity behind
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chaotic phenomena can most easily be
d isplayed by considering the 'phase por
trait' of a system. Figure 5 i l l ustrates the
behaviour of a simple, non-chaotic sys
tem such as a pendulum. Sa shows the
pendulum swinging regularly backwards
and forwards, but in Sb friction eventu 
a l l y forces it t o come t o rest. The final
state of rest, which in this case is a
point at the origin, is cal led the 'attrac
tor' of the system , and any trajectory
will spontaneously approach nearer and
nCCHer to it.
Figure 6 is a phase portrait in three
dimensions of one of the chaotic sys
tems considered by Lorenz. Here the
artrac tor, wh ich was a point in the pre
\' iou, diagram, has become the extraor
dinary surface known as the Lorenz
attractor. Any trajectory will approach
and stay near this surface, whose intri
cate structure, with ne ighbouring
st rands passing to different wings,
occurs at every level of magn ification.
Indeed, the Lorenz attractor is a k ind
of fractal, not i n ordinary space but in
the abstract mathematical space of the
phase portrait. The fractal structure
explains both the unpredictability of
the unfoldment of any specific traj ecto
ry ( in that any two traj ectories which
begin close together wil l eventually
diverge in the manner explained above
and th is is reflected eXclCti y in the frac
tal structure of the attractor ) and the
hidden regularity of the system as a
whole. Indeed, taken as a whole, the
cIllrac t ur shows the most remarkable
degree of order and beauty, and this is
refl ected in the system at every level.
An example of this is the tides. The
exact motion of each wave is impossi
ble to predict, but the ti mes of the high
and low tide can be pred icted centuries
in advance.
The Lorenz attractor was one of the

•
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earliest examples of fractal attractors .
They have now been found in dynami,
cal systems governing the unfoldment
of a whole range of natural phenomena,
from the rattling of a car bumper to the
patterns formed by frost and the fluctu,
ations of the stock market.

The Geometrisation of Nature
All these developments are part of a
wider trend towards the use of geometry
to obtain a qualitative understanding of
nature. The development includes
another theory - catastrophe theory which was formulated by the French
methematician Rene Thorn around
1 9 70 as an attempt to describe the way
in which sudden abrupt, 'catastrophic'
change takes place. This theory, which
aroused much controversy, falls outside
the scope of this article, but for those
who wish to know more about it, there
is an excellent account in a recent book
by Ivar Ekeland called 'Mathematics
and the Unexpected' ( 3 ) .
Here i t i s enough say that these three
theories - chaos, fractals and catastro'
phe - are j ust the beginnings , it seems ,
of a new approach to natural phenome,
na, which one might call holistic and
qualitative, rather than reductionist
and quantitative - an approach which
was pioneered at the end of the last
century by the great mathematic ian,
scientist and polymath Henri Poincare
( 1 854, 1 9 1 2 ) 'Mathematics and the
Unexpected' is the best attempt to
date at taking an overview of the whole
field, and is especially interesting
because Ekeland attempts to place the
mathematics in a wide cultural and his,
torical framework, relating it to the
roots of Western culture. Originally
published in French in 1 984 , the book
has won the coveted J ean Rostand prize
for scientific writing directed to the lay,
man and has j ust appeared in English
translation.

•

The Laws of Freedom
The study of fractal attractors is the
first serious attempt in modern science
to mirror the tension, found every,
where in nature, between unexpected,
ness and regularity. Ekeland focuses on
this tension at the end of h is book
where he relates it to two different ways
of viewing time. These he sees as exem,
plified also in many great works of art
and philosophy, and takes as one of his
examples the Illiad and the Odyssey of
Homer. In the Odyssey, he says, "time
is a s ingle block, from beginning to end.
The present announces the future and
accomplishes the past". The Illiad, on

Figure 5 . The motion of
a
system
can
be
represtented by a 'phase
portrait'
which
plots
velocity against position .
The state of the system
at any moment is given
by · a point on the phase
plane , and the behaviour
over time is represented
by a curve called a ' tra,
jectory' .
Fig 5a (right) shows a
pendulum swinging re g u,
larly. Fig 5b ( below)
shows the effect of fric,
tion which s lowly brings
it to a halt .
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the other hand, is "an epic of the pre,
sent . The present is no longer comman,
deered by the past, and it enters the
future with full freedom". It is "an iso,
lated instant of time, which carries its
own j ustification". Ekeland says:
"This is very like the opposition
between modern indeterminism and
classical determinism . . . On the one
side we have a continual happening,
where the present builds history in an
unpredictable way. On the other we
have an eternal being, where the flow
of time is j ust a human illusion. Gods,
or scientists, can see the past and the
future at once , as an eternal present,
and satisfy themselves that there is
nothing new under the sun". (p 1 l 7 )
"The true nature of time", he goes on,
"evades mathematicians . All they can
do is to express the tension between
these two extremes".
The geometric view has provided the
basis for a "way of seeing", and thus of
seizing the reality of phenomena in an
inclusive way. G leick quotes one of the
pioneers of chaos, Robert Shaw: "You
don't see something until you have the
right metaphor to perceive it". ( p262 )
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One repeatedly finds in the declared
aspirations of its proponents
the
promise of a return to an older view of
sc ience, that of Goethe, which is root,
ed in a wish to enlarge our immediate
perceptions of the everyday. M itchell
Fe igenbaum, whose d iscovery of the
'Fiegenbaum Numbers' is a cornerstone
of the new theory, put it like this:
"Somehow the wondrous prom ise of the
earth is that there are things beautiful
in it, things wondrous and alluring, and
by virtue of your trade you want to
understand them". (Chaos , p i 8 7»
The new ideas have been born of an
alliance between such age,old desires
and the refinement, in the late 20th
century, of the technical tools needed
to give them expression in the language
of science. It is as if Nature herself has
displayed a new face to us, and
demanded that her ageless beauty be
seen with fresh eyes .

( 1 ) Heinemann , London , 1 988 .
(2) W. H . Freeman , 1 982 .
(3) University of Chicago Press . New Yo r k
1 988
Dr M ichael Cohen obta ined a PhD i n
mathemat ics at Newcastle in 1 978. He cur,
rently teaches mathe matics in London.
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The Rediscovery of Time

Science in a world of limited predictability
by Ilya Prigogine
/ lya Prigogine has made his name investi
gating the phenomenon of self-organ isa
tion in nature . He won the Nobel Prize
for Chemistry in 1 977 for his work on the
thermodynamics of systems which are far
from equilibrium , and has written a best
selling book , 'Order Out of Chaos ' , on
the subject . ( 1) In this article , which i.1
taken from a talk he gave at the 'M ind
and Nature' symposium in Hanover last
year, he explores some of the /Jhilosu/Jhical
implications of the new sciences of chaos
and self-organisation .

remember when I was young that I
read a sentence by Eddington ,
which I kept in my mind for many
years. Eddington wrote: "In any attempt
to bridge the domains of experience
belonging to the spiritual and phy s ical
sides of our nature, time occup ies the

I

k e y position".
Now this is completely true. Time is
an essential concept in the sc iences. It
is also the basic e lement of our existen
tial experience. Time is at a j unction,
with science and nature on one side
and mind on the other. In c lass ical sci
ence, there was a strange duali ty
between these two sides; Einste in said
not so long ago that for h i m , time as
irreversibil ity, as e x istent ial experience,
was an illusion. However, today, fewer
and fewer scientists would, I believe,
accept this point of view. And it i�; t h i s
change in o u r point of vie w which I
would like to describe in this lect u.T .
The 20th century has been Cl remark
able one in physics. It started with new
theories and concepts such as relativity
and quantum mech an ic s . Then in the
second third of the century, there
occ urred a lot of ab solut e ly une x pecte d
discoveries, which no b ody could h av e
predi cted ; namely, the d iscovery that
matter is unstable; that elementary par
ticles can transform one into the other;
that the u n i v erse itself has a history
(c lass ically the idea was that there
could be no h istory of the universe
because the u niverse a l ready cont a ins
everything ) . Then, more recently, has
come a third major discovery; that non
equ i l ibri u m irreversibil ity
can be a
source of organisation.

Th ese cha nges rad ica lly alter our
v iews on space and time. And what we
are try ing to do now, in the sc iences , is
to incorpora te these unexpected discov
eries into a more consistent picture.
God-like Knowledge

"for a sufficiently inform e d
being, nothing can happen
which is not already in the pre sent"
I said above that from the point of view
of c l assical physics, there was a d ichoto 
my. Physics viewed t h e uni verse a s a
giant automaton, which sat isfied time
reversible and deterministic laws ( see
panel on page 3 1 ) . On the oth e r hand,
for us, when wc con te mpla te our own
internal, spiritual life, wc con stant ly sce
the importance of creativity; the fact
that time flows forward towards the
future but not backwards to the past
( ie . it is irreversible ) ; the fac t that we
have at least the feeling that we see
order coming out of disorder, new ideas
arising from the coming together of
fragments.
Now the view of c l assical physics was
not an accident. It was elaborated in a
very
famous
d iscussion
between
Leibnitz and Samuel Cl ark speaking in
t he name of N ewton. This is stil l a very
int e resting discussion to read today
nearly t wo centuries after it took pl ace .
Leibnitz a ttacked N ewton, saying that
Sir Isaac N ewton has a very poor idea

of God, because he bel ieves t h a t God is
i nferior to a good watc hmaker. This was
because, in the view of Newton, God
had to come to repa ir the un ive rse from
time to time. In other words, in more
modern l angu age, one would say that
N ewton, curio usly, was in favour of an
ev olutionary view of the universe.
Clark retaliated b y saying that the
idea of Le ib n i tz - that e ve rythi ng was
created in a single step - made of God a
rex otiosus because once the creation of
the universe has tak en place, God has
no more hold ove r it .
What i s so important about this dis
cussion is that there is a theol ogi cal
component to it, and this is very
revealing about the way in which peo-
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plc understood the role of the scientist
in the 1 7th century. In their theology

,

as people imagined God at this time,
God knew everything; for H im, there
could be no d ifference between past,
present and future. And indeed ,
Leibnitz again and again says that for a
suffic iently informed be ing , n othing
can happen which is not al ready in the
present Therefore, for t he scientist who in this sense would be the repre
sentative of God on earth - also, time
should be an il lusion, as I qu ote d
E instei n a s saying
I n other words, one of the main com
ponents of classical science was the
a ttempt to reach a k now l edge such as
wc imagine God would have. And I feel
t hat one of the most important things
we ha v e learned in t his cent ury is that
such a knowledge is i mpossible - that,
in essence, we have only ' a wind ow on
nature and to know more we have to
extrapolate. We are ourselves involved
in the nature which we d escribe.
.

.

Thermodynamics

" . . . the non-linearity of these
reactions leads to the giving up
of deterministic descriptions . "
I would like to explain to yo u bri e fly
how this new aspect has come into
physics. First, by sp ea k ing about non
equ i l ibrium processes - thermodynam
ics - t hen abou t classical mechanics
because I be l i eve that is where we see
the b iggest cha nges . I will then go on to
s pea k about some recent ideas of cos
mology and the role of time and irre
v ersibi li ty in the creat ion - or, i t would
be better to say, in t he starting - of our
uni v e rse
Thermodynamics, as most people
know, is based on the Second Law ( see
pa n el on page 3 1). Th is second law says
that for any isolated system, ( ie. a sys
tem which is c losed to outside influ
ences ) , its entropy will increase. If it is
not isolated, then entropy will be pro
duced, anyway, by irreversible process
es. Now peopl e h ave a lw ay s tried to
mini m ise t he Second Law; to say - this
is rather a trivial statement. If I have
tw o boxes, and in one I put 1 00 parti
cles and in the other 20 pa rt ic les and
j o in them toget her, then, of course,
after some time I wil l have 60 pa rt icles
in each. That is rather trivial; so wc
don't have to worry ,1bout the Second
Law.
Blit now we know that this att itude is
complete ly wrong, because we un d er
stand that irreversible processes ( see
.

panel ) - and I should point out that the
whole of chemistry consists of irre
versible processes, as does the whole of
b iology - create both order and d isorder
at the same time. If I again take the
example of two boxes; if I put hydrogen
and nitrogen into them and heat one
box and cool the other, then after a
while I will have more hydrogen in one
side and more nitrogen in the other. In
other words, I produce order. It is true
that I have had to pay a price - in this
case, I have to pay a price because I d is
sipate energy through the heat flow but the fact is that this price leads to
order. And this is well understood now
in many other cases
So we have to change our paradigm.
The classical paradigm was that a crys
tal, for instance, was an ordered obj ect.
But we now know that even a nice
crystal is far from being completely
ordered; the particles within it are mov
ing and this motion is described by
incoherent thermal waves. On the
other hand , phenomena wh ich we pre
viously be lieved to be d isordered - such
as turbulence - appear today to be
highly ordered . I n order for turbulence
to occur, particles have to be correlated
over an enormous d istance - much
larger than the inter-molec ular d is
tances within the crystal . The sub
stance has to be coherent on a macro
scopic scale. Therefore we now under
stand that non-equil i brium processes such as turbulence - contain much
more order than most, or even all, equi
I ibrium processes.
This completely changes our view on
the relationsh ip between order and d is
order on the one hand, and equil ibrium
and non-equ ilibrium on the other. ( see
pane l ) . And over the last few years
more and more such phenomena have
been d iscovered - in hydro-dynamics
( the sc ience of flowing) , in chemistry,
in the science of materials, ete. Not a
month goes by, it seems, without some
new k ind of non-equil ibrium structure
being d iscovered. What we are seeing,
in essence, is an unexpected evolut ion
of chemistry, because chemistry is a sc i
ence of irreversible processes. It is also a
sc ience of non-linear processes ( ie. pro
cesses which are characterised by inter
act ion between the parts and feed
bac k ) , because chemical processes
involve unpredictable elements such as
coll isions and interactions between par
tic les.
What I want to emphasise here is
that the non-l inearity of these reactions
leads to the giving up of deterministic
descriptions. In other words, the system

can only be described in a probabilist ic
way; we cannot pred ict where it will go.
Quantum mechanics has become
famous for introduc ing probabil istic
concepts on a microscopic scale; now
we have probaSilistic concepts on the
macroscopic scale. So, as I said, non
equi l ibrium physics is in a period of
exponential expansion .
Dynamics

" . . . there is a real differe n c e
between having finite knowl
edge, such as we have, and
going to the limit of infinite
knowledge. "
To all that I have said above, it is per
haps possible to say: wel l , all this is still
phenomenology. It involves systems
with many particles which I cannot
solve exactly from the point of v iew of
dynam ics. I t is therefore interesting to
see how this problem of irreversibility
can be related to a revolut ion in
dynamics which has been happening
over the past thirty years. I want to read
out to you a paragraph written by a very
famous Bri tish mathematic ian two
years ago:
" I have to speak on behalf of the broad
globa l fraternity of practitioners of
mechan ics. We collectively wish to
apologise for having misled the general
educated public by spreading ideas
about the determinism of systems satis
fying Newton's Laws of Mot ion which
after 1 960 were to be proved incorrect"
This statement by Lighthill (3 ) is quite
amazing. I t happens, of course, that
individual scient ists apologise for mis
takes whic.h they may have made. But
that somebody in the name of all peo
ple doing c lassical dynamics should
apologise f or a mistake made for three
centuries is something unique, I think,
29

in the history of science. What he says
is that the whole interpretation of clas
sical dynamics - the interpretation
which was the basis of all our philoso
phy of space and t ime, of the way in
which Kant and Bergson and others
have seen classical science - was wrong.
What is this new type of dynamical
system which has been d iscovered )
The great names are Poincare at the
end of the last century/beginning of
this, :md Kolmogoroff, who is perhaps
the greatest mathematician of this cen
tury. What Kolmogoroff d iscovered is
that there are many dynamical systems
wh ich are so unstable that whatever
the initial d istance between two traj ec
tories in time they will d i verge expo
nentially ( see Diagram 1 on page 2 5 ) .
E\'en if the d istance between them was
initially very smal l , after some time it
will become as large as you want. The
way in wh ich this expansion grows is
called the 'Lyapounov exponent', and
this exponent determines what we can
call the 'temporal horizon' of the
dynamical system, after which we can
no longer talk about trajectories at all.
I n other words, after a certain time,
the concept of a trajectory ( ie . that the
obj ect has a definite path along which
it is moving) is lost, whatever the ini
tial cond itions may be. The only way
out of this is to know the initial cond i
tions exactly - which wou ld be to have
infinite knowledge. But in physics we
never know the starting conditions
exactly. We can have knowledge of
them to whatever precision we wish to
define, but what we know is always a
small region of space , not a point. And
the important thing to realise in these
unstable dynamical systems is that
there is an essential difference between
knowing a small region and going to
the l imit of a point; in other words,
there is a real difference between hav
ing finite knowledge, such as we have,
and going to the limit of infinite
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knowledge.
For stahle dynamical syst ems, there is
no d ifficulty; you can go to the l imit o(
infin ite knowledge. That is why
astronomers tell me that we can pred ict
the position of the earth with respect to
the sun in ahollt five m i l l ion years,
which is a l ready qu i te a i<uge t i me.
However, nohody can hope to predict
the weather f o r hetter than one or two
weeks. It is not that we are more stupid
in meteorology or c l i m atology than in
astronomy, bllt that the systems lI'e are
dealing w i th a re unstable; they ha\'e
Lyapounov-exponents and this makes
them very diffi c u l t to prcd ict. A nd
what is so extraord i nary - what still sur
prises me - is that this type of unstable
dynamic is pre\'alcnt; we find them
e\'erywhere - in liqu ids, in gases, in
quantum mechanics, everywhere. A nd
the reason is - and I don't want to go
into techn icalit ic,; herc - I h m you find
this type of i nstahil ity e\'Cry t i me you
have strong resonances; every t i me you
have osc illmllrs which hal'C the same
frequenc ies, or frequenc ies which a re
very c lose togethcr and can thcrcfore
transfer energy. Resonancc leads to \'Cry
chaot ic behaviour, and this is why we
find so many of these u nstable systems
in nature.

Spontaneity in Nature

"We see the appearance of
spontaneous processes which
we cannot control in the strict
sense which was imagined to
be
possible
m
classical
mechanics . "
So how do thesc systems behave - in
contrast, for instance, with planetary
motion ) The most import a nt c lement is
that they are not controllahlc. The
classical view of nature, of the bws of
nature, of our relationsh ip with nature,
was dominat ion . We assumed that we
can control everything, then if we
change the initial conditions, the tra
j ec tories change; if we change the i n i 
t ia l wave function, then the final wave
function is sl ightly changed. And this
remains true for very many situations.
When we send a Sputni k i n to space, for
example, fortunately, we can control i ts
trajecto ry.
But that is not the general s ituat ion.
If, for instance, I take a few hundred
particles and give them a l l k inds of
pos i t ions and speeds, then whatcver I
do, I cannot prevent them from rcach
i ng thermal equilibrium after some

t i me. The system escapes m y control
and hdu1I"cs how it Iyants rn, regardless
of the instruct ions I gavc i t .
N o w y o u m ight say, wel l , , 1 syst em
with a few hundred partic les is a very
complex one; it is not surprising that
we cannot control it. But recent ly some
of my colleagues have perf ormed
numerical analysis - computer experi
ments and other analyt ical cdculation
- f or thc simp lest problem in elec tro
dynam ics, which is t he em ission of rad i 
m ion.
l i I h;ll'C any charge which is osc i l la t 
ing, i t rCldiates accord i ng to c l assical
elecr ro-dyn,ll11ics, and scnds l ight i nto
space; In quantum mechan ics, we
would say that it ,ends photons. What
they ha\'e shown is that we can p reparc
the i n i t ial charge i n many ways, and we
can even prevent the system from rad i 
at ing f o r some time, b u t whate\'er we
do, after some time, it hegin,; to he ha \'l'
accord ing to la\\'s of electrodynamics.
In other words, i t escape, from our con
tro l .
T h e main p o i n t I want t o emphasise
is that we now see a greater spont aneity
i n nature; that wc see the appe,l r,lllCe of
spontaneous processes which we Clllnm
control in the strict sense wh ich was
imagined to he possihle in c L1ssical
mechanics. Th is is not, of course, a giv
ing up of sc ient ific rat iona l i ty. After all,
we ha\'e not chosen the world in which
we are l i ving. We scient ists have to
dcsc ribe the world ,1S wc find i t - and
we find th;n it is h ighly unstable.
Howe\<er \I·hat I want to emphasise is
th,ll th is knowledge of i nstabil ity may
lead to new types of strCltegies, to new
ways of interac t i ng II'ith systems.

Cosmology

in some sense, time pre 
cedes existence - because m
the initial vacuum, time is
already there but it is not man
ifest. "
t(

• • •

Thermodynamics and c lassical dyn
amics are, of course, part of c lassical
physics. And it is very rem;l rkable that
it is precisely those parts of c lassical
physics which were supposed t o be in a
final form - or a nearly fi nal form which are changing so much in the pre
scnt evolut ion of science. A nd we can
expect that this evolut ion in c lassical
physics will also have profound conse
quences in the modern fields such as
qu,llltum mec hanics and relativ ity,
because all these wcrc, in essence, born
inside c lassical physics, and they have
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used some oi the concepts of stable
dyn<lm ical systems which were for so
long considered to bc the only type to
exist .
There is no more dramatic example
of the i ncreasi ng role of time in our
I' ie\\, of the world than cosmology.
Modern cosmology, what we m ight call
theoretical cosmology, is essentially an
outgrowth of E inste in's theory of gener
al relat i v i ty. The first model which
E instein made of the universe was a
static geometrical one in which t i me's
arrow had no role whatsoever. Then
came an unexpec t ed de\'elopment ; the
oret ic ians l ikc Friedman showed that
E inste i n 's equat ion was unstable, and
then, in 1 92 9 ( 3), i t \\'as d isc()\ued
th;lt the unil'Crse is moving in rcspect
to liS. So, it seemed that a strictly static
universe was not poss ible. But many
people were not very worried by that,
heGllISe, they said, it is s i mply a geo
mer ric11 motion; there IS noth ing
intrinsic in i t .
Bl it then came o n e o f the greatest
d iscl l\'Cries of th is century; the d iscov
ery of the residual black body rad iation
( 4 ) . I t was found that that our universe
is fu l l of photons, which must have
originatcd at a very e:l rly stage o( its
de\·elopment. A nother way of saying
this is that the lIn iverse is fllll of
entropy. In fac t , our uni verse has a very
strange, dual struc ture. It seems that
there are actually \'Cry few material par
ticles floating in a bath of photons. We
do not see the phor ons so easily noli'
because they a re at , I very low tempera
ture, but i n ear l ier times they rcally had
pr<lc t i c a l ly all the energy.
Now this discovery me,lllS that we
hal'C to take very seriously the idea of
the evol ut ion of the universe . And,
moreover, th,lt the evolut ion of the
universe is cert ainly not the evolution
desc ribcd by the ord i nary second law of
thermodynamics. In the ordinary sec
ond law, entropy is increasing; wc start
\I'ith low entropy and we go to h i gh
entropy. But in the development of the
IIn i \'ersc, most of t he entropy, apart per
haps from a hundreth of a percen t , was
produced at the beginning. The heat
death is beh ind us, and not in our
future. The u n i versc, in one way or
another, started w i th an enormous
entropy explosion; with an enormous
irreversible process. In other words, the
universe started with the armw of t i me.
Time a nd the universe have heen born
at the same moment.
Now how do we expla in this in terms
of modern cosmology, the basis of
which is Einstein's equat ions I Wel l , if
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wc follow Einstein's equations back in
time, e,lrl ier and earlier, we come even
tu ally to the famous B ig Bang, to a sin
gu l arity or an initial point at which the
universe st arts. How do we understand
this very early stage of the u ni v e rse ?
I am going to put forward a hypothe
sis . There is Cl \'ery interesting book,
rec entl y
published,
by
Step hen
Hawking, c alled 'A Brief H istory of
Time' ( 5) . H awking, as you perh ap,;
know, is a phenomenon. H e is very ill
but despite that he is producing some
\'ery important ideas, and some n( t he
things which I am going to me ntinn
now are c losely related to h is work.
As you know, one of the most curious
obj ects of modern cosmology is a hlack
hole. The idea behind a black hole is
t h at matter, under i ts own gravitation,
c an i mp lode or contract, and at some
point it forms a b lack hole. In a black
hole, m atter is trapped inside a mem
brane ; it c annot escape because it is sta
bilised, you m ight s ay, by se lf- gr a v ita 
tion. We do not know whether black
holes exist 111 nature at present.
H awking says that he thinks the re is a
9 5 ')() c h ance that they do; [ am not an
astronomer, [ don't know.
Hawking h as discovered a thing
c al led ' Hawking's R adiation' . H e h as
d isco\'ered th at black holes arc not so
bl ac k, but that in fact they emit radia
t ion. To understand how this c an h ap
pen, one has to ha ve an understanding
of the 'quantum vacuum'. A vacuum is
normally considered to be simply
e m p t iness; but when we speak of ,1
qu antum vacuum, then we h a\'e to
understand that the emptin ess is only
apparent; that it is act ual l y full of fluc
tuations, �md consists of pairs of parti-

Fig. 7. Benard convection
teristic s/Jace dimension of .Inch a cell 15 in Ihc
millimetre range ; whereas molewlar d!.lwnces
are in the range of l O·7mm .

Notes
Time Reversibility
The major laws of physics, such as Newton's Law, and even Einstein's Laws of
Relativity, are time symmetric in that they are equally valid whether time flows
forwards or backwards, and time reversible in that a l l actions coul d be undone
without changing the basic nature of the system. For example, N ewtonian
dynamics are often demonstrated by showing the interactions between billiard
balls. If one was to run a v ideo tape of such a demonstration backwards, then
there would not be anything remarkable about it; in fact, it would be hard to
tell that it was going backwards. Another example is the gradual extension and
return of a spring. Should the spring stretch, however, then it would be an irre
versible process.
The Second Law of Thermodynamics{fime Irreversibility
The Laws of Thermodynamics were formu lated by the Viennese scientist
Ludwig Boltzman in the 1 9th century. They are effectively statistical formula
tions which allow us to predict the way in which heat energy will behave. The
Second Law states that in any closed system, the overall entropy ( which is
approximately equivalent to the degree of d isorder ) will increase. It is the only
law in physics which embodies the irreversibility of time.
The very interesting s ituation it indicates can be demonstrated by consider
ing shuffling a pack of cards. If we start with the pack in order, with all the
suites in numerical order, then the initial entropy is 0. Each t ime we shuffle the
pack, the order decreases until such a time as the cards are basically in a ran
dom order. Then the entropy has become infinite, or at least exctremeley large.
Each individual action d uring the shuffling conforms to N ewton's Laws and is
reversible; but the overal l effect is irreversible. In fact, it is statistically possible
that we could shuffle a pack from its d isordered state into a perfectly ordered
one, but it is so unlikely that should we take a video of the shuffling and run it
backwards, we regard what we see as remarkable.
Equilibrium and the Heat Death
The Second Law - which was formulated by Rudolph Clausius as 'The energy
of the world is constant; the entropy of the world endeavours to increase" tells us that in the absence of balancing forces, things have a tendency towards
equality and amorphousness. If, for instance, we have two rooms, one hot and
one cold and open the door, then heat will flow from one to the other until the
the temperature is equal between them. When this has happened, the heat
flow stops and the system is said to be in a state of equilibrium. Interpreted as a
general tendency towards dissolution and decay, the Second Law was extrapo
lated by 1 9th century scientists to argue that the entire universe is heading
toward a state of amorphousness and what is called a 'heat death'. I t is interest
ing that Darwin was developing his theory of evolution, which posited that l iv
ing things have a tendency to evolve towards higher and h igher degrees of
complex ity and order, around the same t ime.
Non,equilibrium Systems and Self,organisation
The new phenomena which have been d iscovered can be explained by a sim
ple experiment done by Benard. He basically heated a l iquid in a specially
arranged way. When he started, the system was all at the same temperature and
was therefore in equilibrium. As the temperature rose, the molecules at the
bottom of the container became hotter than those at the top, and an equalising
process - convection - began. At a certain definite temperature, Benard found
that the liquid arranged itself into the patterns shown in the photograph on
the left, which have become know as Benard cells. The system at this point is
said to be ' far from equi librium ' . As the heating went on, the pattern eventual
ly broke up and the system e n tered another phase - that of 'turbulence' which is now understood to be an ordered 'chaotic' state. The emergence of
long-range co-ordination and order in these far from equilibrium systems,
which was not suspected by classical thermodynamics, is analagous to the
organisation which is found in l iving organisms. Hence they are called 'self
organising' .
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cles and anti-particles which are con
stantly being created and annihilated.
Now these 'v irtual part ic les', as t hey are
called in quantum mechanics, can i n
some way in teract with the black hole
to cause it to emit radiation. This
means that the black hole loses mass
and it will eventually evaporate.
Following fmm this, it is possible to
imagine a very simple mechanism for
the creation of the universe which
includes the concept of the arrow of
time from the very beginning; in which
space-time transforms into matter, and
this is the beginning of our universe.
To situate this statement, let me
mention two things. I n the Newto n ian
v iew we had a separation between
space/time and matter. The two were
not connected, and space/time was seen
as a k i nd of reservoir in which matter
was floating. In Einstein's universe , we
have a famous equat ion in which on
the one side we have the geometry of
the world ( which describes space/time)
and on the other matter. What is novel
about this situation is that matter and
space/time are now connected; they
form a k ind a unit. But I would like to
go one step further, because our uni
verse is not only a complex system, in
which we would like to find some un ity,
some un ification and rclate the various
forces - the strong, the weak, the elec
tro-magnetic, ete. But we also k now
that it is an evolving system, and that it
is evolving on all the levels of which
we have knowledge - on the geological
level, on the human level , on the cul
tural level , on the level of the universe
itself. Therefore we would expect that
while there is a relationship between
space/time and matter, this relationship
is not symmetrical . We would expect
that space/time should be able to give
rise to matter, but matter cannot give
rise to space/t ime. As a friend of m ine
said when I explained this theory to
him, it is like a wave which can give
rise to foam, but the foam cannot give
rise to the wave.
Now the mechanism is a very simple
one. We do not start from nothingness
- nobody om start with nothingness.
We start with the vacuum, in which
there are fl uctuations and, now and
again, virtual particles. We imagine
that these v irtual particles become con
densed, by chance, into a small region
of space and there are so many of them
that they form a black hole. (We find
that it is necessary for about 1 02 1pho
tons to be in the same region to form
someth ing like a black hol e . ) Once the
black hole is formed, the fluctuations

are destroyed; they are stabi l ised; a s we
said above, the black hole acts like a
membrane, it prevents the fluctucnions
from dissipating. The only way in
which a black hole can decay is to emit
radiation through Hawki n's radi ation,
and when it decays like t h is, it emits
real matter. So in this Illodel , the histo
ry of the early moments of the un iverse
would
be:
space/time
(quantum
space/time or the quantum vacu u m )
giv ing rise t o black holes, which in turn
give rise to matter. Th is is not the place
to go into deta ils, but let me j ust men
t ion that the calculations lead to a very
good agreement with all the thermody
namical data which we presently have
on the un iverse .
Th is process is irreversible. And the
most important thing about this model
is th'lt it means that instead of being
born of a singu larity, the un i verse is
born of instability; the instability of the
vacuum. A nd so we see that we have
the same type of phenomena go ing on
at every level of nature - irreversible
processes producing both order and dis
order, producing at the very start both
the baryons which have made poss ible
the emergence of galaxies and finally
life, and the photons which are essen
tially waste products of the universe.
A nd irreversibil ity - the arrow of time
- would appear at the very, very begin
n ing of it all. I would l ike even to say
that in some sense , time precedes exis
tence - because in the initial vacuum,
time is already there but it is not mani
fest. But when there is a large fluctua
tion, then it J umps into a new stage and
then the irreversibil ity becomes mani
fest.
Implications
HI

can talk about the ongm of
life, or about the date that
someone was born, but I can
not speak about absolute
time . "
I would like to finish b y mak ing two
observations. One is that in a model
such as I have just put forward, we are
at the limit between time and eternity ;
here, irreversibi lity and eternity arc
becoming the limit of one another.
Indeed, if this were a true model, our
uni\'erse \\'l]uld have an arrow of time
from the \'Cry beginning. It would have
a di rection. We could speak about the
age of this universe, and say that it is 1 5
bil lion years or something like that.
However, we could never speak about
an absolute age, because this phe-
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nomenon could start again. S o I can
speak about irreversibil ity - ie. relative
time - but I cannot speak about an
absolute time. I n the same way, I can
talk about the origin of l ife, or about
the date that someone was born, but I
cannot speak about absolute time.
Irre\Trsibility would be Cl k ind of eter
nal property of the universe, and there
fore when we are on this k ind of r ime
scale, the difference between time and
eternity becomes something much
more fragile.
N ow it is quite remark able to me then
this change in our view of time has
appeared at the very moment when the
h uman race is going through an age of
trans ition - when instabil ity, Irre
versibi l ity, fluctuation and ampl ifica
t ion are to be found in every area of
human ac tivi ty. For instance, the idea
of chaos and amplification has become
very popular in the United S tates after
1 9th October 1 98 7 - the famous 'Black
Monday' of the crash on Wal l Street. I t
seems that there i s a n overall atmo
sphere , an overall cultural atmosphere,
be it in science or in the humanities,
which is developing at the end of this
century. As I mentioned at the very
beginning, in the classical sciences, the
view we saw when we looked from the
inside and the v iew from the outside
were opposite to each other. Today, the
images converge. That is an event
whose importance, I think , extends
beyond science.
( I ) 'Order Out of Chaos ' hy I lya Pngoglne
and [sahel S tcngcn . I-Ieinemann , 1 984 .
Fontana l'aIJCrhaci< , 1 985
(2) Sir james Lighthill , I'roVOlt ()f Unit'ersi t)'
College Londoll .
( 3 ) When Edwin I I uhble observed that there
is a 'red-shift' in the frequcncy of ltght trans
mitted hy dis tant stan and galaxies , which
indicates thar they are moving away from us .
(4) If there was a hig hang, then some of Its
residual heat wouUi be eX/Jected to remain in
the uni1JCrse . I n 1 965 , Penzias and Wilson of
Bell Telc/Jhone Laboratories discovere d a
homogeneous background radiation of about
3 OK , which was taken as confirmation of the
theory
( 5 ) Bantam, 1 988 .
This /Japer was given at the 'Mind and
Nature' Conference , organised hy the
Foundation of Lower Saxony in Han()ver
May 2 1 st-27th 1 98 8 , and reprinted u,ith their
kind permission Man)' of the papers will
appear in a book this swmncr, Ill/hUshed by
Scherz Verlag. For further information , please
contact: S tiftung Niedersachscn . Ferdinand
S trasse 4, 3000 Hanover I West Germcln), .
,

N B . Notes and bmckels within the text ure b y
the editor
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The Tarkovsky Window. Phorogra/)h by A Chipling

Means of Expression
Delia Whitbread talks about her stained glass window 'A Tribute To Tarkovsky '

Delia Whitbread is a s tained glms artis t and mural designer who
is /)resentiy s tudying Visual Islamic Art at the Royal College of
Art . Her window was originally designed for the Hetie)'/Hart i e y
Wood S tained Glass Competition in 1 98 7 , where it lUas cam
mended. I t has been on displa), at S t lames Church , Piccadilly ,
London , since ]anuar)' 1 989 .

T

H E A LL-TOO-BRIEF work ing life of the great Russian
film-maker Andre i Tarkovsky ( 1 9 3 2 - 1 98 6 ) was a tes
tament to j ust how much sacrifice the life of an artist
must entail if he is to maintain the integrity of h is vision.
Ta rkovsky made three fi l m s in Russia that \\'on great
acc laim; but 'M irror', made in 1 9 7 4 , \\'as deemed 'inadmiss-

ably elitist' by the authorit ies and fur ther fund ing was with
held. Over the next four years, he m ade 24 applications
before deciding that, if he was to continue his career in the
way he wished, he would have to work in the West. In the
subsequent move he lost not only the country he loved , but
also his home and h is son, who was not allowed out of Russ ia
to see him until he was dying of cancer five years later. His
last film, 'The Sacrifice', is ded icated to his son and features a
man who makes a choice between saving the world or losing
his home. Such is the dreamlike nature of Tarkovsky's film
world that one is never sure at the end if the 'hero' is a mad
man or a v isionary. But certa inly Tarkovsky was a visionary,
and so it was the last scene of The Sacrifice' that I chose as
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the i nsp irat ion for my stained glass tri bute to his work.
In my design I have inc luded all the major elements that
recur in the complex and poetic imagery that is Tarkovsky's
particular \' ision; fire and water, trees and sunlight, words and
icons, I n the branches of the tree are flowers bearing the
names of the seven fi lms he made and there are extracts from
the poetry of his father, Arsen iy Tarkovsky, i n both Russ ian
and English - poems that he used in several of his fi lms. In
the movement of light t o dark across the window and the c i r
cle enc losing the burn ing house I wanted to suggest the natu
ra l rhythm of nature that runs through all Tarkovsky's fi lms
and makes them, however apocalyptic i n tone, a v isual plea
sure and a profoundly moving experience,
In h is book ' S c u l p t ing in Ti me - Refle c t ions , ) J 1 t h e
C inema' ( I ) Tarkovsky writes m m' i ngly abour h is w,)rk as a
fi lm director, and a lso of the role of an in sllc iety and the
responsibi l i ty of the artist. He saw art as cruc i,ll to hUIl1(m i t y's
aspiration towards God and uni ty, saying:
"The striving for perfect ion leads an artist to make spiritual
d iscoveries, to exert the ut most mora l effort. Asp i rat ion
towards the absol ute i s the moving force of the development
of mankind. For me the idea of rea lism in art is l inked with
that force. Art is real istic when it strives to express an ethical
ideal. Realism is a st riving for the truth and the truth is
always beautifu l . Here the aesthetic ideal coinc ides with the
ethicaL"
In his uncompro m is i ng s p i ritual stance Tarkovsky is not,
however, sent i mental - he does not believe that the artist
should shun the 'dirt' of human existence and says that "dia
monds are not to be found in black earth; they have to be
sought near volcanoes", Nor does he underest i mate his own,
or any other art ist's, imperfect ions and limi tations; rather he
sees these as a necessary part of the expression of any work of
art that makes it a u n iquely human ac t i v ity. He sees the mas
terp ieces of the world "scattered l i k e warn i ng notices in a
m inefield" - often unrecognised in the time of their creation
for they were seen as 'dangerous', "When an optimistic world
v iew is the order of the day, art becomes an irritant."
"We should long ago have become angels had we been capa
ble of paying attent ion to the experience of art, and allowing
o ursel ves to be changed in accordance w i t h the ideals it
expresses, A rt only has the c a pac i ty, through shock and
catharsis, to make the human soul good ,"
A lthough Tarkovsky bel ieved that art should not play safe
but address itself to the real moral problems of the world
even though hy so doing it risked rejection - he is scath ing
about what passes for modern art, He saw the obsession with
being 'avant-garde' as a s ign of the moral degeneration of the
artist who prefers personal expression to truth, and d isplays
what ought to be seen as experiments as finished pieces of
work p u rely for the ' instant reward' of ego gra t i fic a t i o n .
Tarkovsky's o w n model comes from t h e example of the icun
paintings that feature so prominently in his films, In sac red
art, the artist sacrifices h is ego for the expression of a f orm
that is non-personal, and submits h imself to the d isc ipline of
the craft invo lved w i th the same humil ity, 'Andrei Rublev'
was a film he made to celebrate in epic style the l ife of the
most famous of R ussia's icon painters, Jnd it is Rublev's icon
The Tri n ity' that repeats into the d istance i n my de:,ign,
Tarkovsky saw this beaut iful painting as a perfect i mage of
100'e, brotherhood and reconciling fa i t h ; but his film shows in
-
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graphic detail j ust how unlovely, cruel and fai thless the t imes
that gave it b irth could be.
I t i s on j ust that paradox that t h e p rofo u n d truth of
Tarkm'sky's vision is based: not a sent imental love of beauty
that denies human pa in and suffering, but an encompass ing
of both within the same frame. H is films are not easy because
they demand that the viell'er give up looking for a storyline
and l i ve in the moment of the experience . He chooses images
hy instinct and intuition - not with a d i rector's usual wish [0
man ipula t e the audience into seeing th ings his lI'ay, but in
order to he as true as possible to hi:, own v ision, lie oft en
used h is dreams as a source, H is hope was thar his aud ience
would make of those images the ir own truth :
" . . . an image can be created and make itself fe lt. It may he
accepted or rej ected. But none of th i, can he undc'rstood in a
cerebral sense, The idea of infinity C1I1n, ) t be expressed i n
words or even described, bllt i t cu, b e apprehended through
art, which makes infi n i t y tangi b l e . The absolute is only
attainable through fa ith and the creative act."
The art of see i ng is as important as the art of creat i ng, and it
is this understand i ng th at is crucial to an apprec iat ion of
Tarkm'sk y\ \\'ork , When I read his book, it was t h is pass ion
ate commitment to t ruth and the desire to communicate that
so moved me that I \\'anted to make the w i ndow, The task
was a labour of IO\'e ,md in the struggles I had to perfect the
design I saw it W , IS a gift to have been given the opportunity.
To Tarkovsky the mle of the artist was always to he a servant
to a higher idea l , finding in such a servanthood that "true
affirmation of self that can only be expressed in sacrifice". In
his complete humanity Tarkovsky ne\'er underestimmed the
pain of that sacrifice but k new, as all art ists know, that onc
works first and foremost to redeem one's own pain, bot b the
personal and the political; hoping, often wi thout any idea of
why, to transform both oneself and, by the grace of Cod , the
world in which one l ives:
"Suffering is germane to llur existence; indeed holV, without
it, should we be able to 'fly upwards" And what is suffering !
Where does it come fro m ? From d i ssatisfact ion, from the gulf
between the ideal and the point at whicb you find yourself!
A sense of 'happiness' is far less important than being able to
confirm your soul in t he fight for freedom which is, in the
true sense , div ine",
"Art affi rms all that is hest in man - hope, faith, love, beauty,
prayer . . . What he dreams of and what he hopes for . . . When
someone who doesn't know how to swim is thrown into the
water, instiner tells his btKly what movements will save h i m ,
The art ist, tol l, i s driven b y a k ind of i nstinct, a n d h i s work
furthers man's search for what is eternal, transcendent, d i vine
- often in spite of the sinfulness of the poet h imself."
"What is art ! Is it good or eviJ i From God or from the dev il I
From man's strength or from h i s weak ness ! Could it he ,I
pledge of fellowship, an image of soc ial harmony ! M ight that
be its func tion ? Like a declarat ion of love: the consc iousness
of our dependence on each uther. A c, ll1fession. An uncon
scious act that none the less reflects the true mean ing of life
- love and sacrifice."
( I ) Translatiun h)' Kitty HWHer-13lair, B(Jdley l leild , Londun 1 9H6 .

'A Tribme (() Tarkm',ky' IVill he '1Il d i,piay in Sr j ame' Church,
Picaddilly, Lllndon, until l he end uf Septemher
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W.B.Yeats and the New Age

Kathleen Raine assesses the p lace of the great poet, who died 50 years ago this year

T

he end of the first world-war
and the beginning of the second
saw the advent of the Modern
Movement - essentially a secular, anti
traditional,
rationalist
movement ,
rejecting t h e past, valuing innovation
and the break ing of old forms.
Doubtless this iconoclasm had its posi
tive side in that much nineteenth cen
tury l iterary and pictorial lumber had
little value. But convention - the rule
of habit - and tradition, as a c urrent of
unaging spiritual wisdom, are very dif
ferent things, between which the
destructive impu lse does not d istin
guish. I n literature, strict verse-forms
used with skill gave p lace to 'free verse'
( which has s ince itself become a con
vention and a hab it ) , irreverence was
the vogue and I remember the shocked
surprise with which my own generation
at Cambridge learned that T.S.Eliot was
a practising Christian! Eliot could be
forgiven because he did write in free
verse, and h is imagery was drawn not
from outworn poetic symbols but from
contemporary imagery of the modern
city and personae l ike K l ipstein and
Burbank and Sweeney.
But Yeats was another matter; his
"rose upon the rood of time", his Celtic
Twi l ight with its long memory, the
beauty of his verse ( for beauty at that
time had given place to stark rea lism ,
the c rude, and a taste for mild obsceni
ties intended to shock the middle c lass
es) did not fit the pic ture at all,
although from his youth to his death
Yeats's was a presence too great to be
wished away. What were these modern
movement revolutionaries ( and Marxist
politiCS with its doctrine of 'soc ial real
ism' was also coming into vogue ) to
make of the roads ides of the West of
Ireland where
" . . . . . the voices melted into the twilight,
and were mixed with the trees, and
when I thought of the words, they too

Yeats . Photograph taken during his last years .
Courtesy of the Mandcr and Mitchenson Theatre Collection
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melted away, and were mixed with the
generations of men. Now it was a
phrase, now it was an attitude of mind,
an emotional form, that had carried my
memory to older verses, or even to for
gotten mythologies. I was carried so far,
that it was as though I came to one of
the fou r rivers, and followed it under
the wall of Paradise to the roots of the
trees of knowledge and of I ife . There is
no song or story handed down among
the cottages that has not words and
thoughts to carry us as far, for though
we can k now but a little of the ir ascent,
one knows that they ascend like medi
aeval genealogies through unbroken
d ignities to the beginning of the world.
Folk art is, indeed, the oldest of the
aristocracies of thought, and because it
refuses what is passing and trivial, the
merely clever and pretty, as certainly as
the vulgar and insincere, and because it
has gathered into itself the simplest and
most unforgettable thoughts of the gen
erations, it is the soil where all great art
is rooted."
How different from the ephemeral ide
ology of the Modern Movement! Later,
in b itterer and barer words, Yeats wrote:
"We were the last romantics - chose for
theme
Trad itional sanctity and lovel iness;
Whatever's written in what poets name
The book of the people; whatever most
can bless
The mind of man or elevclte a rhyme;
But all is changed , that high horse rid
erless,
Though mounted in that saddle H omer
rode
Where the swan drifts upon a darken
ing flood".
Pegasus, the winged horse, who i n the
Greek mythology carried the poets into
high regions of inspiration.
TRADITION, THE SACRED, and the

beautifu l : do they not go together, and
is not, at the heart of all these, the
answer that we give to the ancient
question, 'What is Man )' The modern
assurance of the material ist ideologies
prevailed in intellectual c ircles, and
Yeats's voice, when he declared man to
be a spiritual being, with a spiritual des
t iny, was almost alone. It seemed to his
contemporaries that in this he was out
of-dat e, that he disregarded or was
ignorant of, the newest find ings of sci
ence, etc . , etc. Now we see it otherwise:
when Yeats declared that: "The three
provinc ial centuries are over; wisdom

and poetry return", the words were
prophetic - a self-fulfi l ling prophecy,
perhaps, since the words of the greatest
poet of his century are themselves the
agent of the change they proclaim. I t
was t h e purpose o f Yeats's l ife-work to
reverse the premisses of materialism, to
reaffirm the supremacy of the spirit, to
discover and to describe real ity in terms
other than those of a materialist sci
ence. He was mocked by his avant
garde contemporaries for 'dabbling' in
spiri tism and occultism, for his bel ief
that the material world is not all. In the
words of one of these, "the supernatural
forms no part of our mental furniture".
Now we can see how great was the
transformation Yeats env isaged and
himself laboured to bring about. It is
the Modern Movement that has now
become but a closed chapter in the 'his
tory of ideas' while the abiding truths
Yeats all his life served are unchanged .
Yeats was more than a great poet, his
was one of the great transforming
m inds of his age.
In the first year of this century, Yeats
addressed fellow-members of the
M agical Society of the Golden Dawn in
words which are, again, prophetic:
"We have set before us a certain work
that may be of incalculable importance
in the change of thought that is coming
upon the world ."
In his poetry, as in all those other activ
it ies which llccupied his life - theatre ,
politics, magical and psych ical research
- Yeats served the I magination, which
he understood in Blake's sense, as 'the
true man', the sacred source, and he
was at all times "engaged in that end
less research into l ife, death, God, that
is every man's reverie".
SON OF AN AGNOSTIC artist father,
grandson of the Anglican Rector of
Drumcliff in County Sligo in the West
of Ireland, Yeats shared the Anglo-lrish
culture of his fam ily, but grew up also
close to the Irish country-people, dou
bly l inked to the invisible worlds by the
Catholic religion and the vestiges of
the older, pre-Christian body of Celtic
mythology and folk-lore - C l continual
awareness of the presence of an unseen
world.
In
an
essay entitled
'Swedenborg,
Mediums
and
the
Desolate PLlCes' (dated 1 9 1 4 ) , append
ed to his friend Lady G regory's work on
'Visions and Bel iefs in the West of
Ireland ', Years outl ines 'a doc trine of
souls' which he had begun to formulate
through comparing evidence of country
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beliefs, t h e findings o f psychical
research ( in which Yeats was himself an
active investigator over many years )
and the v isionary teachings of the 1 8th
century mystic, Swedenborg. This essay
foreshadows his later work, 'A Vision',
in which the complete system is set
forth. This complex symbolic system,
comprising both the soul's history and
the h istory of civilizations and their
changes, was first published in 1 920; a
greatly revised version was publ ished
later, in 1 9 2 8 . Though 'communicated'
through the mediumship of his wife,
George Yeats, the work bears traces of a
l ifetime of study of the records, written
and unwritten, of the 'excl uded trad i
tion'
of 'the
learning of the
I maginat ion'. There is an entire consis
tency and unity in Yeats's development
from first to l ast, and all his studies
relate to a single theme.
Yeats's investigations i n the fields of
the 'paranormal' - psychical research,
fol klore, and the techniques of magic were but aspects of a greater whole. We
can now, considering his work i n the
context of his own t ime and of our
own, see him as the forerunner of a
great transforming v ision. The academ
ic world, unwilling to confront the rad i
cal nature of Yeats's thought, like to
cite C l phrase from 'A Vision' in which
some d iscarnate spirit tells him "we
have come to give you images for poet
ry". But by 'images' and 'poetry' Yeats
intended no mere li terary mode, but a
mode of thought, a discourse of " the
deeps of the mind" clothed in images
whose resonances communicate truths
of the Imagination, in Blak e's sense of
the word, as the divine indwelling spirit
of prophecy - truths incomm unicable
in discursive terms, since they concern
values and meanings, not facts. In all
his stud ies Yeats was exploring the fron
t iers, gathering the lost fragments of a
real ity whose very existence is denied
by the ideologies of materialism. I t was
his lifelong and deliberate purpose to
open other regions, to chart a different
map, a world establ ished in spiritual
real ities. This simple central purpose
was the restoration of the Perennial
Philosophy, which he did by l i felong
studies of the records of that tradition,
written and unwritten.
From his own account Yeats had read
Swedenborg even before he became the
first edito r and greatest disciple ( If
Swedenborg's greatest follower, William
Blake. At the age of twenty Yeats also
became acquainted, through the Dublin
Society,
with
the
Hermetic
Theosoph ical movement, and a thread

of Ind ian thought runs through h is
whole l ifework, which finally became a
ful l commitment, through his teacher,
Sri Puroh it Swamy, to Vedanta. But his
j ourney led him through many pro
found studies, the first of which was
Blake, whose Prophetic Books first
appeared in the Quaritch edition edited
by Yeats and Edwin J . Ellis ( an associate
of the Pre-Raphael ite world in which
Yeats's father moved ) . It was Blake who
proclaimed the supremacy of the
I magination - the ' Divine Humanity',
which was to remain Yeats's own guid
ing principle. From the Theosophical
Society he parted company, but pursued
his studies in psychical research for
many years, and l ikewise his studies in
the Western esoteric tradition of magi
cal techniques, Christian Kabbalah and
Rosicrucian symbolism.
H is story is of a continuous adding to
an edifice of knowledge, a lways ground
ed in the one theme of the primacy and
creat ive power of the I magination. He
read Plato, and the Neoplatonists,
many of whose works were translated
into English for the first time by Blake's
one-time friend, Thomas Taylor the
'English Pagan', and re-issued by the
Stephen
Society.
Theosophical
Mackenna's beautiful l iterary transla
tion of Plotinus he a lso read; and the
Cambridge
Platonists,
More
and
Cud worth. Later, he came, through
Ezra Pound ( who at one time acted as
Yeats's secretary ) to know the great
J apanese Noh drama of the spirit-world,
and he himself based two plays - The
Dreaming of the Bones', and 'Purgatory'
on the Noh model . Thus he was
adding, throughout his l ife, piece to
piece of a lost knowledge which would
be, as he believed, the foundation of a
renewal of a N ew Age, already
announced by Blake and Swedenborg,
and whose advent Yeats saw in terms of
the Great Year of ancient astrology.
THESE ARE BUT A few of the land

marks in Yeats's continuous l ifelong
studies in a learning not taught in
schools. Indeed, widely and deeply read
as he became over the years, the read
ing of a poet is very different from the
erudi tion of the scholars: whereas the
latter read in order to acquire informa
t ion, the poet's reading is a search for
truth and reality. Book- learning was
only one part of Yeats's studies - in
astrology and magic, psychical research
and folk-lore, book- learning played no
part. This again has proved baffling and
repugnant to the academic world, and
yet there is a consistency and unity in

County S ligo where Years spent his later years . Courtesy of the Irish Tourist Board.

Yeats's thought which includes all these
and more besides.
So great is Yeats's mastery of words
and images that an uninitiated reader
may remain satisfied with the form
without d iscerning the resonances and
overtones of his profound imaginative
thought which link that thought with
the sacred tradit ions of all religions;
I nd ian, Islam ic, Platonic and Christian
also.
L ike
Botticelli
and
other
Florentine painters, he possessed the art
of veiling his learning in the airy-light
garb of beauty - which at once conceals
that learning from those incapable of
receiving it, while offering c lues to
those able to recognize their presence.
Those who do follow the many c l ues, so
casually offered, as it seems, in Yeats's
writings, will discover how great and
exact is that knowledge of the whole
body of imaginative l i terature and phi
losophy, of Europe and beyond.
Having, so to say, scanned the whole
horizon of available knowledge of the
universe of the soul, from Plato to
Blake, from Dante to Goethe to
Shel ley, from Porphyry to the Noh
Theatre of J apan, the Golden String he
had followed through its many wind
ings led him at last to India; and in his
last years Yeats, with Sri Purohit
Swamy, translated the twelve principal
Upanishads, to several of which he
alludes in 'A Vision'. Even to the pre
sent time Yeats's poetry has been stud
ied and d iscussed in ignorance and d is
regard for the l ife-current of sacred tra
dition which fertilised it. I ndeed the
works Yeats himself studied are not
l ikely to be found on any university syl
labus - Dee and Paracelsus, Myers and
Lombroso
on
Afterlife,
the
Coomaraswamy's 'M irror of Gesture',
the poems of Kabir, the 'Kabbala
Denudata', 'The Secret Common
wealth of the Elves, Faun and Fairies'
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by the Rev. Robert K irk of Aberfoyle.
Neither for that matter are Plato,
Proclus, Porphyry and Plotinus, The
Hermetica , the M iddle-Eastern sects
and poets, the Bhagavad Geeta and the
Upanishads.
TS. El iot's works are interwoven
with allusions to l iterary sources,
Engl ish, French and I tal ian, generally
known and studied in the English
FclCulties of Western Universities. But
between these two great poets lies a
watershed. At the time it was taken for
granted that TS.El iot's was the more
seminal , the more contemporary mind
and guide to the future; while Yeats's
greatness as a poet was in spite of, not
deeply rooted in, his disreputable dab
b lings in occult studies. Now it is clear
that the civilization upon which Eliot's
work is supported, and of which it is the
last great flowering, belongs to the past;
"A greater, a more gracious time is
gone" - in Yeats's words. But Yeats, in
look ing towards the root of all civil iza
tions, the human imagination itself and
its manifold creative powers, and to the
sacred trad i tions of the Perenn ial
Philosophy, in all its branches, and
above all to India, has opened for us a
door towards the future - "the rise of
soul against intellect, now beginning in
the world". Great artist though he was,
his poetry is more than cm 'art'. It is a
prnfound mode of though t, an exten
sion of the frontiers of the imagination,
an enlargement of human conscious
ness as yet barely understood, but a
great tower of thought awaiting our
arrival.
Kathleen Raine is C l d istinguished scholar
and poet, and the ed itor of the j ournal
devoted to the sacred arts, Temenos. Her
published works include 'William Blake',
(Thames and H udson 1 97 0 ) , 'Yeats the
I nitiate', ( Alien and Unwm 1 98 6 ) and
'Selected Poems' (Golgonooza Press 1 98 8 ) .

Ismail Hakki Bursevi' s
translation of and commentary on

FUSUS AL-HIKAM
by Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi

rendered into English by Bulent Rauf
with the help of R. Brass and H. Tollemache
It is with great plea sure that the Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi Society is
able to announce the publication of the first three volumes of this
major work of Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi, who is known in the Islamic
world as 'The Greatest Shaykh'.
Born in Andalusia, Spain, in 1 1 65AD, Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi left
Spain when he was in his early thirties and travelled East, visiting
the Maghreb, Cairo, Mecca, Anatolia and Baghdad before settling
in Damascus. On his journeys, he met and conversed with the
greatest mystics, divines and philosophers of his day. He was an
outspoken critic of religious and philosophical dogmatism, but
nevertheless was, and is, revered as a saint and teacher of
incomparable stature.
Ibn ' Arabi wrote some five hundred books, of which he considered
the Fusus al-Hikam, written just a few years before his d eath in
1 240 AD, to be the most important. The title has been translated as
'The Bezels of Wisdom' and 'The Wisdom of the Prophets', and its
Volume 1
Ismail Hakki Bursevi's
Introduction. Adam and
Seth.

theme is the infinite wisdom which is at once unique in itself and
many faceted in its expression. It consists of twenty-seven
chapters, each treating a unique aspect, or 'bezel', of wisdom as
exemplified in a particular prophet in the line from Adam to
Muhammed. It is simultaneously an explanation of the
profoundest meaning of man's existence and perfectibility and an

Volume 2
Noah, Idris, Abraham,
Isaac and Ishmael
Volume 3
Jacob, Joseph, Hud, Salih,
Jethro, Lot, Ezra and
Jesus

Each volume £40.00
(including postage worldwide)
Available from all good
bookshops and from the
Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi Society,
23 Oakthorp Road,
Oxford OX2 780, England

esoteric exegesis of the Qur 'an.
This translation of the Fusus has been rendered into English from
the Turkish translation and commentary of Ismail Hakki Bursevi
( 1 653 - 1 725AD), a Shaykh of the Sufi Order of the Jelvetis. His
extensive commentary, published here in full, is regarded by many
as the best of the many which the book has inspired, whilst his
Introduction, which forms an integral part of Volume I, is a
masterpiece in itself.

"This book is beyond ordinary measure. It is beyond the general
run of mystic writings and is more than just a book of meanings.
It is to do with the meaning of meanings, with the meanings,
realities and know ledges of God ...
"

from Rosemary Brass's Introduction to Volume 2
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Reviews

nevertheless an interesting and infor
mative account.
The Home Planet
Edited by Kevin W Kelly
MacDonald Queen Anne Press , London ,
1 98 8 . H/back , 252pp , £20 . 00

• • •

in brief

S C IENCE

The New Physics
Edited by Paul Davies
Cambridge University Press , 1 989 .
Hlback. 5 1 6pp. £30

This beautiful l y i llustrated book makes
a sweeping survey of the latest develop
ments in physics, from astrophysics to
superconductors, chaos to fundamental
particles. The articles are written by
leading figures in their fields, who, the
dust-jacket c laims, "have been meticu
lously edi ted to ensure that they will
appeal to a wide range of readers". They
are indeed c learly written, substant ial
and fascinating accounts hot from the
laboratory with genuinely helpful dia
grams and ill ustrations. But there are
still quite a lot of equations and such
like around, and excellent as it is, it is
not really a work for the complete lay
man in the same way as, for instance,
Professor Davies's own books are .
The Ages of Gaia

by }ames Lovelock
Oxford University Press , 1 98 9 . H/back ,
244pp , £ 1 3 .50
In 1 979, J ames Lovelock put forward

the Gaia Hypothesis, which proposes
that the earth and all its life-systems
behave l ike a single organism - a theory

which has since generated wide-spread
interest both within and beyond the
scientific community. In this book,
which he calls 'A Biography of the
Living Earth', he explores Gaia further;
first as a theoretical model for evolu
tion, and then as it has operated during
d ifferent eras of the development of the
earth. He concludes with a considera
tion of the wider i mp l ications of the
hypothesis, such as its compatibility
with religious belief and the new scien
tific theories of chaos and self-organisa
tion.
The Symbiotic Universe
by George Greenstein ,
William Morrow and Co . New York ,
1 98 8 . H/back , 262pp, $ 1 8 95 .

Arguing from the recent d iscoveries of
'the fine-tuning' of the un iverse, and
the conclusions of quantum mechanics
concerning 'the observer',
George
Greenstein, Professor of Astronomy at
Amherst College, USA , proposes that
the cosmos had to bring forth life in
order to exist. He sees that there is a
( mutual
dependence )
symbiosis
between the physical universe and l ife ,
and in this book, which is written for
the general reader, he explores the idea
both philosophically and in the realms
of cosmology and particle physics. He
feels obliged to distinguish between the
scientific 'anthropic' principle and the
medieval idea of anthropocentrism,
which he sees as suffused with unwel
come rel igious connotations, but this is
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This is a rav ish ingly beautiful book
which consists solely of p ictures taken
d uring space missions, j uxtaposed with
quotations from astronauts about their
feel ings and impressions as they look
back at their home planet. There are
the now-familiar views of the whole
earth, and also a stunning series of
cloud, sea and surface formations. The
book has been prepared by the
Association of Space Explorers and co
publ ished with the Soviet agency, M ir,
and so is the result of uncommon inter
national co-operation; each quotation
is printed in the original language as
well as in Engl ish. The project was part
ly funded by the I nstitute of N oetic
Sciences in Cal ifornia, which perhaps
explains the extraordinarily low price
for a book of this quality.
WORLD AFFAIRS

The Gaia Peace Atlas
Survival Into the Third Millenium
General Editor: Or Frank Bamaby
Pan Books , 1 988 . P/back , 2 7 1 pp ,
£ 1 0 . 95

Peace is inseparable from a sustainable
future, argues this atlas, wh ich contains
much information not col lected any
where else and a number of considered
proposals for action in both the short
and the long term. It was produced by a
group of six writers under the ed itorship
of Frank Barnaby, a former head of the
International
Stockholm
Peace
Research Institute, the outstanding
independent source of information on
weapons manufacture, trade and disar
mament. Barnaby has brought his con
tacts into the book; it includes messages
and contributions from an unparalleled
gathering - including political leaders
( Reagan, Gorbachev, Thatche r ) , spiri
tuals ( the Pope, the Archbishop of
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Yor k ) and 'Greens'. The nine chapters
are introduced by people of real distinc
tion in their fields and the whole thing
is underpinned by specialist knowledge.
The multiplic i ty of voices occasionally
j ars, but overall this is a significant
achievement and should make its mark.
The Inner Limits of Mankind
Heretical Reflections on Today's
Values, Culture and Politics
by Ervin Laszlo
One World , London , 1 98 9 . Plback ,
1 43pp , £4 . 5 0

Public attention is increasingly being
foc ussed on the lim ited physical
resources of the earth, but Ervin Laszlo,
the foremost exponent of systems phi
losophy and general evolution theory
and a member of the Club of Rome,
argues that we are tackling the wrong
issue. The truly decisive l imits are
inner, not outer, and it is only by
redesigning our think ing and acting
that we can solve the problems which
we currently face. There is much that
it is sound and sensible in Laszlo's
analysis, which is basically an opti
mistic one. The next phase of humani
ty's evolution, he argues, is the bringing
about of " a globally integrated soc ial,
cultural and technological system", but
this will happen only if we manage to
transcend our own inner limits.
MYSTICISM

Rumi and Sufism
by Eva de Vitray-Meyerovitch
Translated from French by Simone Fattal
The Post-Apollo Press , New York , 1 98 7 .
Plback , 1 65p/) , $ 1 2 . 95

This book is an excellent introduction
to one of the greatest spiritual masters
of all t ime. J alal'udin Rumi l ived in
Konya, now in Turkey, during the 1 3 th
century. He was the inspirer of the
Mevlevi order of dervishes ( the
whirling dervishes) and his vast legacy
of mystical poetry is amongst the most
profound ever written. Eva de Vitray
Meyerovitch gives a c lear and scholarly
exposition of his life and thought; plus
a history of the subsequent develop
ment of the Mevlevi Order and a good
introduction to Sufism in general . She
draws out the univ e rsality of Rumi's
thought, describing how in his l ifetime
he had fol lowers from all the religions including atheists. Containing as it
does extracts from Rumi's letters and
works wh ich are not yet available in
Engl ish, this book will interest even
those who already know something
about Rumi.

The oldest known portrait of Rumi . from ' The SLtjism of Rumi . '
The Silence of God
The Answer of the Buddha
by Raimundo Panikkar
Orb is Books , New York , 1 989 .
Plback , 268p/) , $ 1 6 . 95 . ( British distribu
tion by Fowler Wright of Leominster)

"When I began writing this book , early
in the si x ties" this book begins, "my
odyssey had already included the expe
rience of the confluence of Christianity
and H induism. But . . . I had yet to expe
rience - in intellec tual depth and emo
tional intensity - both that great post 
Ch ristian phenomenon cal led atheism,
and that great post-H indu phe
nomenon ca lled Buddhism" ( px v ) .
Raimumdo Panikkar i s a distin
guished exponent of inter-c ultural stud,
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ies with a vast knowledge of his subject
and an original point of v iew. In mod
ern man, he observes, simple fa ith in a
"fatherly, protective, good and alm ighty
God" is in decl ine, but neither are we
able to leave off bel ieving in so me
thing.
In this situation, Buddhism,
which refuses to define ult imate real ity
and
has even, perhaps, "elim inated
God from the path of salvation", has
much to say, and can encourage us to
embrace "a new innocence in which
false alternati ves will be by-passed".
In a profound and fasc inating analy
sis, he goes on to rescue Buddhism which, he points out, is qual ified by
hope, compassion and the promise of
l iberation - from comparison with false
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al ternat ives l ik e athe ism, n i h i l ism and
cynicism, ete. and to explore the
'si lence' of the Buddha in the face of
u l t i m'lte quest ions. " . . . it seems to me",
he says, " that the reason for the si lence
of the Buddh'l resides prec isely in the
fact that this u l t imate real ity is nnt . . .
U l t i mate real ity is so supreme ly ineffa
hle and transcendent that, :itricd)'
speak ing, Buddh ism w i l l be cons t ra ined
to deny it the very c haracter of Being.
Being, after a l l , is what is: but what is,
by the very fact of i ts b ei ng, is in so me
manner thinkable and communicable.
It belongs to the order of manifestation,
of b e i ng . And therefore i t cannot be
considered to be the u l timate rea l i ty
itself." (p 1 4 )
He goes on: "When the Buddha
refuses to respond then, it is not for any
subj e c t i ve reason - neither his own, nor
that of his hearer, not that of human
nature - but i n v irtue of an ex igency of
rea l i t y itself. H is is not a methodologi
cal si lence or a pedagogi c a l si lence, but
an ontic si lence. H is si lence nor only
clothes rhe reply, it i n v,ldes the Lples
t ion. He is not onl y s i lent, he reduces
to si lence".
The Spirit of the Earth
Reflections on Teilhard de Chardin
and Global Spirituality

centre that is itsel f in formation. Far
from neing shaken in my fa ith by such a
revol ution, it is with irrepressible hope
that I welcome the rise of this new mys
tic ism and ant icip,lte its inev itable tri
umph". ( p I 1 8 )
The Upanishads
Transi(l(ed by Eknathe Easwarcm
Arkana , 1 98 8 . Plbac/< , 249/)1) , [5 . 99

The Upanishads are mystical texts
attached to the end of e a c h of the
H indu scriptures, the Vedas, In h is
Eknathe
introduction,
l e n gthy
Easwaran expla ins that the word sug
gests 'sitting down near' and that they
record the ancient teachings of illumi
nated sages to their intimate students.
Unlike the Vedas, which are like
re" ealed scriptures with strictures on
rel igious bel ief and c onduc t
the
Upanishads concern themselves with
the p e re nn i al , myst ical wisdom of
Oneness which cannot be reached by
ritua l . Eknathe Easwaran is a Sanskrit
sch( )lar who now runs his own medita
t ion centre i n A merica . This book con
tains his new translat ions of the ten
princ ipal Upanishads, p l us the beau t i fu l
Slwetashvatara and four mi nor yoga
Upanishads.
,

GENERAL

By Ursula King
Paragon Hous e , New York , 1 989 .
Plback , 1 98pp , £ 7 . 25

S pir it u al i t y is a personal and collective
matter, says Ursula K ing, but it now has
to be developed in a cross-cultu ral con
text, as created by our contemporary
po l i t ical, cultural, soc i a l and po l i ti c a l
rea l i t ies. It is i n this sense that one can
talk of a ' g lob al sp i r itua l ity' The
French Jesuit priest and mystic Tei lhard
de Chard in, she feels, had rea l i nsight
into this matter, and it is this which she
at tempts to draw out. Ursula K ing holds
the ch'lir of Theo l ogy at Bristol
University ,\tId the book is both an
excellent survey of c u rrent ideas and
devcinpments in in ter-faith communi
cat ion, and an education in Tei l hmd 's
vision.Tei lhard has attracted critic ism
from many quarters, but from Professor
K i ng's account he emerges as a man of
great sp ir i tu a l i ty whose ideas have not
yet been fully understood. "One m ight
say that a hitherto unknown form of
rel i g io n . . . is burgeoning in the heart of
modern man", she quotes. "God is no
l on ge r sought in identification with
things that annihilate p e rsonal ity, nor
from an escape that dehuman ises man.
God is attained . . by entry into a total
sphere which embraces all things
a
.

.
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A dream artifact from the 5aom IJculJle

of

Orissa , India . From 'Dreams ' .

Tibetan Medicine

I n the first part he describes both the
metaphysics and the appl ication of
Tibetan medic ine, whose roots lie in
the four med ical tantras. I n the second
half, he draws para l l els between
Tibetan and Western medic ine, and
suggests ways in which they can be
prac tised in conj unction. This is a rig
orous and cl ea rl y \\Titten book, perhaps
more for prac t i t io n e rs than for the gen
eral reader, but fasc inating nevetheless.
Dreams
David Coxland and Susan H i ller
Thames and Hudson , London , reprint
1 988 . Plback , 96pp , £5 . 95

A re- issue of one of Thames and
H udson's 'Art and I magination' series,
this coffee table book contains a wide
ranging introduction to its subject and
a wealth of beautiful images drawn from
all c u ltures a nd trad i t i on s .
The Creative Manager
by Peter Russell and Roger Evans
Unwin Pa/xrbacks , 1 989 .
Hlbaci< , 2 1 31)/) , [ 1 2 . 95

This book emerges from the cons u ltan
cy and training workshops wh ich the
authors have done for businesses
throughout the world , and its interest
lies as much in what it reveals about
the way modern business i s c h ang i n g as
i n t he spe ci fi c ideas. Evans and Russel l
argue t h a t w e are entering an era which
will be characterised by constant, accel
erated change; in order to cope, every
one, espec ially those with a leadership
role, will have to develop their own
flexibility, overcome their fixed ways of
thinking and learn to act from what
they call "a still centre of inner stability
and calm from which we can think and
act with greater clarity and creativi
ty" .They believe that all real change
starts from the ind ividual and that the
great undocumented area which man
agers now have to tac k l e i s the "myste
rious inner d i mensions". We m ust
learn , they say, to l is ten to our own
inner w isdom.
A Mantis Carol

by Tom Dommer
Arkana , 1 988 Plbaci< , 283/>1) , £8 . 99

by Laurens van der Post
Hogarth Press 1 975 . Penguin , P/Back
edition , 1 989 . 1 68pp , £4 . 5 0 .

Whilst much attent ion has been given
to Chi n e s e med ical prac tices slIch as
acupuncture, the ancient and sophisti
cated Tibetan system has remained
almost unknown. In order to write this
book, Tom Dummer, a practising
osteopath and Buddh ist, studied with
Tibetan doctors in Dharamsala, the
refugee he adqu a rters of t he Dalai Lama.

"And al w a ys Mantis would have a
d rea m . . . and the dream would show
him what to do".
This stone-age text concerning Mantis,
who was for the first people of Africa
symbol of their h ighest meaning,
achieves an immediate contemporary
relevance in this re m a rka b l e book ,
which has j ust been released in p ape r
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back. In a tale of fact stranger than fic
t ion, Laurens van der Post is led to an
encounter with a lone bushman, not
this t ime in the Kalahari desert but
amid the skyscrapers of 20th century
New York . I nitially brought to America
as a c ircus freak, Hans Taa ibosch set
tled, l ived and died there, and the qual
ity of his life is revealed in his impact
on those that gave him shelter.
However, the ful l weight of its meaning

only comes to l ight in a completion
occurring after his bodily death. This is
brought about through the recognition
and appreciation that Sir Laurens, with
his u n ique knowledge of man and bush
man, is able to give. It is not j ust as a
representative of the anthropological
past that this child of Mantis is brought
to the reader, but as herald of a new
fulfi lment of the human spirit which is
yet to be released.

J ung. A Biography
by Gerhard Wehr.
Shambhala , New York , 1 988
H/back . 550pp . £20 . P/back £9 . 95

J ung. The Wisdom of the
b ream
by S tephen Segaller and Merrill Berger
Weidenfeld and Nicolson , 1 989
H/back . 2 1 1 pp . £ 1 2 . 95

Hilary Williams
ERHARD WEHR'S b iography is
an excellent introduction to
J ung. Described on the dust
j acket by Franz J ung, c.G. J u ng's son, as
"the best available biography ( and ) a
thoroughly reliable piece of documenta
tion", it is suitable for either the casual
reader who knows little about his life,
or for the more fully informed who
would like more detai l .
Apart from three short essays a t the
end of the book - one on western con
sciousness and eastern spirituality, one
on J u ng's contacts, dialogues and dis
putes with well-known figures of the
time, and one on J u ng's influence - the
author does not attempt an examina
tion of J ung's ideas as such but rather
presents a straight-forward biography
w ith a thoughtful commentary and
many p ithy quotations culled from both
J ung's formal writings and h is personal
correspondence. I ts great merit is that it
allows the largeness of spirit and quality
of its subject to shine through, and per
haps more than any other biography,
draws out the inner, spiritual aspects of
J u ng's life and work .
Certainly, Wehr has a fascinat ing
story to tel l . J ung was born in 1 8 7 5 , the
son of a Protestant pastor of whom he
later said:

G

"He did a great deal of good - far too
much - and as a result was usually irri
table. Both parents made great efforts to
lead devout lives, with the result that
there were angry scenes between them

• • •

in depth

only too frequently. These difficulties
understandably enough, shattered my
father's faith ... " ( p I 6 )
" . . . h e did not k now the immediate l iv
ing God . . . . I saw how hopelessly he was
entrapped by the Church and its theo
logical thinking. They had blocked off
all avenues by which he might have
reached God d irectly, and then faith
lessly abandoned him." (p48)
The young c.G . J ung decl ined a career
in the ministry and as a student his
attention turned to psychic phenome
na. One day, in a flash of inspiration, he
became aware that the only career pos
sible for him was psychiatry: " Here
alone the two currents of my interest
could flow together and in a united
stream dig their own bed . Here was the
empirical field common to b iological
and spiritual facts, which I had every
where sought and nowhere found. Here
at last was the place where the coll is ion
of nature and spirit became a reality."
(p66)
He consequently became a d istin
guished young doctor working at the
Burgholz l i clinic in Zurich and it was
here that he was introduced to the
work of S igmund Freud. In describing
their meeting, Wehr draws on J ung's
autobiography, 'Memories, Dreams and
Reflections' where he said of Freud:
" ( H e ) was the first man of real impor
tance I had encountered ; in my experi
ence up to that time, no one else could
compare with him . . . I found him
extremely intelligent , shrewd, and al to
gether remarkable." ( p49 )
The two men corresponded avidly for
many years but the eventual break was
inevitable. It happened when Freud
said to his younger col league: "My dear
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J ung, promise me never to abandon the
sexual theory. . . You see, we must make a
dogma of it, an unshakeable bulwark ."
J ung describes his response as fol lows:
"First of all it was the words 'bulwark'
and 'dogma' that alarmed me; for a
dogma, that is to say an indispensable
confession of faith, is set up only when
the aim is to suppress doubts once and
for all. But that no longer has anyth ing
to do with scient ific j udgement; only
with personal power drive. That was
the th ing that struck at the heart of our
friendship." ( p I 0 7 )
I n fact, a s Wehr's account makes clear,
J ung could not accept Freud's central
premise - that "all neuroses were caused
by repression of sexual traumata" - and
he shrank from the thought that all of
human culture could be thought of as
the morbid product of repressed sexuali
ty. His own insights and experiences
pointed far beyond the personality and
caused him to question the whole
philosophical and scientific premises on
which Freud's psychoanalysis rested.
J ung wanted to explore the psyche's
tendency to unity, and this needed a
more profound method of enquiry and a
larger theoretical framework than that
which Freud - who had concentrated
on repression and the personal uncon
scious - had provided.
In 1 9 1 2 , he entered a mid-l ife crisis
which lasted until around 1 9 1 7 . During
it, he had many extraordinary dreams
and experiences, which he later
described as: " a fiery stream of basalt;
out of them crystallised the stone which
I could then work on . . . The years when
I was pursuing my inner images were
the most important of my l ife . . . It was
the 'prima materia' for a l ifetime's
work ."
In one dream he saw a row of sar
cophagi, going back in chronological
order to the 1 2th century. As he walked
past the l ine of what he thought to be
dead forms, one figure after another
came to life on being looked at or
touched . Wehr quotes him as saying
later that "such contents are not dead,
outmoded forms, but belong to our liv
ing being". He also conversed with an
ancient and venerable figure whom he
called Philemon who was for him
equivalent to a spiritual gu ide and of
whom he said: "He conveyed to me
many an illuminating idea." ( p I 84 )
Consequently J ung formu lated what
became for him central organising ideas
such as 'the unification of the oppo
sites', 'the collective unconscious' and
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' the archetypes' . He constantly stated
that he was no theologian or meta
physician, and indeed whilst having a
l ively and pragmatic interest in the
spiritual and psychological, he had a
very limited interest in the philosophi
cal. He saw himself as an empiricist
rather than a theorist and derived his
insights not from a principial under
standing but from an empirical quest.
Consequently terms like 'the collective
unconscious' and 'archetype' remain
vague. For J ung everything of value had
to be gained empirically and experien
tially: "All my writings may be consid
ered tasks imposed from within; their
source was a fateful comp u lsion. What I
wrote were things that assailed me from
within myself. I permitted the spirit
that moved me to speak out." (pZ09 )
J ung's perception of the importance
of the unification of the opposites
brought him eventually to take an
interest in alchemy. He spent many
years reading and translating texts and
found in the alchemical images of those
who sought the 'philosopher's stone' a
path of inner transformation corre
sponding to the outward chemical and
physical transformations of metals.
U l timately, the goal of the multi-stage
process was the successful unification of
the opposites in the 'unus mundus ' . H e
came to understand h is own experi
ences of 1 9 1 3- 1 7 as corresponding to
processes of alchemical transformations,
and would quote Gerhard Dorn, the
1 6th century Paracelcist: ''Transform
yourselves into living p hilosophic
stones."
I n 1 944 Jung had a serious heart
attack and was very close to death for
some time. H is later descriptions of the
things that were shown to him, too
lengthy to be quoted here but amply
covered by Wehr, are striking and beau
tifu l . To a terminally ill American col
league he wrote during the following
year:
"When you give up the crazy will to
l ive and when you seemingly fall into a
bottomless mist, then the truly real l ife
begins with everything that you were
meant to be and never reached. It is
something ineffably grand . . . Not I was
united with somebody or something
it was united, it was the hiros gamos, the
mystic Agnus. I t was a silent, invisible
fest ival permeated by an incomparable
fee l ing of eternal b liss such as I never
could have imagined as being within
human experience. Death is the hardest
thing from the outside and as long as
we are outside of it. But once inside you
-

lung. Courtesy of the Institute of Analytical Psychology .

taste of such completeness and peace
that you don't want to return" ( p343 )
"After the i llness a fru itful period of
work began for me. A good many of my
principal works were written only then.
The insight I had had, or the v ision of
the end of all things, gave me the
courage to undertake new formulations.
I no longer attempted to put across my
own opinion, but surrendered myself to
the current of my thoughts. Thus one
problem after the other revealed itself
to me and took shape." ( p349 )
Consequently, a new emphasis became
added to Jung's practice. He wrote:
" . . . the main interest of my work is not
concerned with the treatment of neu
roses but rather with the approach to
the numinous. But the fact is that the
approach to the numinous is the real
therapy and inasmuch as you attain to
the numinous experiences you are
released from the curse of pathology."
(p347)
H e d ied in 1 96 1 at t h e age o f e ighty
six, and was buried in the family grave
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which bore the same inscription as the
one he had chosen to carve in stone
over his own doorway: "Called or not,
God will be present."
Since his death, many of the con
cepts which he introduced and worked
with, such as 'complex', 'archetype',
'introversion' and 'extroversion', 'a n i
mus' and 'anima', ' the collective uncon
scious', have found their way into com
mon parlance, or been naturally
absorbed into our own collective under
standing of the world . Others have
remained more obscure and difficult to
understand. Perhaps this is partly
through the intrinsic subtlety of the
concepts and partly through the provi
sional and exploratory character of
J ung's understanding, which he h i mself
acknowledged.
"I can only hope and wish," he said
in a letter in 1 946, "that no-one will
become a J ungian. I do not advocate
any doctrine, you see, but only describe
facts and draw certain conclusions
which I think are worth discussing .. .!
promulgate no cut-and-dried doctrine,
and I perhorresce at 'blind adherents' . I
do not refuse anyone the freedom to
adjust the facts in h is own particular
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way, for of course I take this liberty
myself." ( p3 5 3 )
']UNG, THE W ISDOM of the Dream'
gives some insight into j ust how far this
hope has been fulfi l led. Publ ished as a
companion to a recent telev ision series
( 1 ) , it aims to be an introduction to
J ung's thought and purports an analysis
of his ideas. But considered alongside
Wehr's book, it is a sl ighter work in
every way. R id ing on the tide of J ung's
current popularity, his expansive reflec
tions are reduced to categories and the
attempt to 'up-date' the ideas merely
trivialises because of the lack of under
standing of what is universal in his
thought. Like many books on the man,
it is the actual quotations from J ung
himself ( mostly very famil iar ones from
'Memories, Dreams and Reflections ' )
that leap out from t h e page - l i k e j ew
els in a dark cave.
Where it does achieve a certain
freshness and originality, is that the
authors have taken the trouble to inter
v iew people who actually knew J ung
and/or have a professional interest in
him. These include Dieter Bauman ( an
analyst and J ung's grandso n ) , Marie
Louise von Franz ( who worked with

J ung on his alchemical studies and has
made herself a special ist in fairy tales ) ,
J oe and J ane Henderson ( American
analysts who were analysed by J ung) ,
Don Cuppitt ( the theologian ) , J ames
H il lman ( the foremost exponent of
Archetypal Psychology) and Robert
J ohnson (who studied with the J ungs
and Sri Aurobindo ) .
The quotations are bundled together
under categories of subject matter, but
one can nevertheless d iscern d istinct
strands among J ung's followers and
those that have been influenced by
him. The Hendersons' and von Franz's
observations are generally psychological
and adhere to what have become the
'orthodox' terminology. Cuppitt gives
us a k ind of modern humanistic, psy
chological ly based theology, whilst
J ames H il lman has settled himself into
the world of archetypes. H is contribu
tion is valuable for his understanding
that things constantly change , a lthough
he seems to lack the corollary insight of
unchangeability. Robert J ohnson tends
to spiritual insights and, for my money,
has a greater depth of understanding
into concepts like 'myth' and 'collec
tive unconscious'.
Shortly before he d ied J ung said to a

friend : "Today nobody l istens anymore
to what l ies behind the words . . . to the
I deas that underlie them. Indeed, my
work consists above all in giving new
names to these Ideas and realities. Let's
take for example the word 'uncon
scious'. I have j ust finished reading a
book by a Chinese Zen Buddhist. I felt
as if we were talking about one and the
same thing and were s imply using dif
ferent words for it. The use of the word
'unconscious' is not the decisive thing;
what counts is the Idea that lies behind
this word."(Wehr, p449 )
On the evidence of 'J ung The
Wisdom of the Dream', he would com
plain equally about the way many of his
followers interpret h is work today; the
'J ungians' are on the ascendent. It l ies
in the ability of the reader to read
between the l ines and d iscern that the
great, ever-questioning spirit of J ung is
alive and awaits more eloquent and
inSightful expression than we have
been offered here.
( I) Shown in Britain on Channel 4, May
2nd , 9th and 1 6th 1 989 .
H i lary WiIliam is a therapist who l ives in
Cambridge
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Awakening Osiris: The
Egyptian Book of the Dead
Translated by Normandi Ellis
Phanes Press , 1 988 P/back ,
£9 . 00

2 2 2pp ,

Jeremy Naydler
H E ANCIENT EGYPTIAN 'Book
of the Dead' is a collection of
'words of power' in the form of
hymns and incantations, whose princi
pal purpose was to enable a soul to j our
ney through the Underworld, meeting
and overcoming the forces of opposi
tion which that region harbours. The
end of this journey was the divinization
of the soul through its union with the
god Os iris. These are sacred texts which
express the ancient priestly wisdom in
symbolic language that is of great
refinement and sophist ication. Every
word, every image, every reference to a
god, to a mythic place or mythic being
is del iberate and exact. The sacred writ
ings of ancient Egypt ( of which the
'Book of the Dead' is but one collec
tion) together constitute a symbolic sci
ence of the spiritual world , as precise in
its own way as are any of the modern
physical sciences.
The translator who wishes to make
these texts accessible to the modern
reader is therefore faced with a d ilemma
- for it is of their nature, as it is of any
modern scientific tract, that they can
be comprehended only after years of
study. Should the translator therefore
smooth over, or even eliminate, sym
bolic and theological references which
would be lost on the non-specialist
reader? Or should he or she be as l i teral
as possible, but thereby risk producing a
translation that to the modern reader is
at first sight incomprehensible ? The
dilemma is heightened by the fact that,
unlike modern scientific tracts, the eso
teric l iterarure of anc ient Egypt con
tains layers of meaning whose ultimate
significance is only revealed to one who
returns again and again to contemplate
their profound spiritual content. I t is
not 'knowledge' in the modern scient if
ic sense, but a type of initiatory wis
dom.
N ormandi Ellis' new trans lation of
the 'Book of the Dead' (which she has
retitled 'Awakening Osiris ' ) takes the
first course. She sets out, in her own
words, "to blow a l ittle dust off the old

T

Text and Vignette from the Papyrus of
Netchemet . Courtesy of the British Museum .
From E. A. Wallis Bud!;e 's classic translation
of 'The Book of the Dead' which has just been
re-issued Arkana Penguin; paperback , £8 . 9 9 .
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A R T A N D T H E S A C R E D

John Lane

L ife

and

art have been put into

separate compartments. The arts have
been confined to concert halls, galleries,
museums, or the private collections of
the wealthy; its value has become that of
an investment. Ordinary life is inundated
with mass-produced objects that have no
beauty. John Lane, in THE LIVING
TREE, makes a plea for bringing art and
life together again.
In his foreword, the painter Cecil Coil ins
writes:
"There is a growing awareness that
modern art is approaching a severe crisis,
and that sooner or later it will have

to

undergo a ruthless evaluation. John Lane
has written an important book which
goes straight to the heart of this crisis."

THE

LIVING

T R E E covers the growth of

sacred painting in the twentieth century;
the

work

of amongst others Pierre

Bonnard, Eric Gill, Cecil Collins and
Francis Bacon; the unity of religious,
aesthetic and practical life in a vital
culture; the decline of Modernism; the
arts as the proper vehicle of spiritual
knowledge and the role of the artist in
today 's world.

Includes 50 b/w reproductions, and 16 colour
plates of the author's work.
ISBN 1 870090
Order

from

IS3

your

Price:

£ 1 2 . 50

bookseller:

p/b.

in case of

difficulty from the publishers:- Green Books,
Ford House, Hartland. BIDEFORD, Devon
E X 39 6EE ( Te l : 02374 62 1 ).

GREEN BOOKS

Egypt ian book and let it shine anew i n
a more modern era". The result i s not
so much a translation as a completely
new rendering of the 'Book of the
Dead' , whose relationship to the origi
nal is often, to put it mildly, tenuous.
She has chosen to rewrite the 'Book of
the Dead' as a series of prose-poems;
spiritual songs that sc intillate with a
richness of imagery and such incandes
cent beauty that anyone who did not
know the original would find them
q u i te irresistible. The ' Book of the
Dead' seems to pu lsate with nelV vigour
- but the quest ion arises as to whether
this is s t i l l the ' Book of the Dead' , or
whether it is too far from the Egyptian
papyri to legi timately lay claim to that
t i t le. Those who know the scholarly
translations of E.A. Wal l is Budge ( and
to a lesser extent R.O. Fau lkner) w i l l
h a v e l i tt le doubt that Ell is's 'transla
t ion' severely alters both spirit and con
tent of these remarkable writings. Gone
is the symbolic prec ision of the original;
many of the s ignificant references to
gods, mythic situations and mythogra
phy are obscured or e l i minated; and lost
are the subtleties of mean ing which can
only breathe when the theological and
ritua l context of the papyri are
retained. R i chness of symbol ism and
incantatory force are sacrificed to an
overly lav ish prose which too often t ips
into a very modern k ind of sentimen
tality - the antithesis of the pristine
egolessness that is so characteristic of
ancient Egypt.
It is an irony of Ell is's translation
that, because what comes through from
the original appears in such a weakened
and attenuated form, it is thereby made
more appeal ing to the modern reader.
No doubt this translat ion w i l l prove to
be the most popular j ust because it
leaves behi nd so much that is d ifficult.
One doesn't have to work hard to read
E l lis's lush and seductive prose, but by
the same token there is less here to
work on. 'Awakening Osiris' makes the
'Book of the Dead' accessible to the
modern Western mind by effectively
denying the reader access to the
ancient Egyptian mind. It is therefore
not a book for the serious student of
ancient Egyptian spirituality, whom it
w i l l a lmost certainly antagon ise. Read,
however, as a personal evocat ion of
ancient Egypt that takes its inspirat ion
from the 'Book of the Dead ', it stands
in its own right as a work of imagina
t ive power and beau ty.
Jeremy Naydlcr is a gardener who !i" es in
Oxford
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Christianity and the World
Religions
by Hans Kung.
Collins Fount Paperbacks , 1 987.
PIBack , 460 pp , £5 .95

Martin Notcutt

HRI STIANITY AND

the World
Rel igions' is the offering of an
influential Christian theolo
gian to what he calls the "slow awaken
ing of glohal ecumenical consc ious
ness."
Hans Kung helieves in the value of
d ialogue between people of different
bel iefs. There may be many reasons
why he bel ieves it is good, but in the
end he holds that it is essential for
peace . He says, "The alternative today
is peace in the ecumene ( inhabited
worl d ) or destruction of the ecumene
i tself." Rel igions, religious leaders, sin
cere believers, have a special responsi
h i lity in this.
The book arose from a series of lec
tures given in 1 982 at the U niversity of
Tubingen, Germany, by H allS K ung and
three learned col leagues. Each of these
scholars gave four lectures on one of
the world's religions - Islam, Buddhism
and H i nduism. And after each paper
Hans K ung would present a second
paper, a 'Christian response' .
It h a s t o h e said that t h e book h a s its
problems. First, some of the material
has not made the trans i t ion ro print
successfu l ly. The general structure of
the hook is over-compl icated, and it is
burdened with too many intentions.
But if we put aside the informative lec
tures, we are left with an original work
by Hans K ung, comprising his twelve
'Christ ian responses.' I n them, he d is
p lays a characteristic w i l l ingness to
grapple with thorny issues, and to
ignore the anxieties of authorities. And
the writing is so ful l of ideas, that often
try i ng to fol low it is l ike try i ng to grasp
a catherine-wheel.
I n an area where scriptural guidance
is lacking, he tends to fal l back on a
h istorical and social perspective. For
example, he regards I ndia as providing
the prime example of ' mystical rel i 
gion'. Here h e refers t o the specific
practices of yogins, ete. for this is quite
distinct from popular H indu rel igion.
"The basic experience of mystical
piety, " he says, " ... is a renunciat ion
and d issolution of the human , a declica
t ion to infinity, which c l i ma xes in
ecstasy or nirvana . . . It is a process of
self-transformation, in which the mys-
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t i c Clppears as o n c who goes w i thout
hut, i n the end, as one who k nows. The
h ighest point of a l i fe of mys t i c a l piety
i s reached i n extraord i nary experiences
beyond
norma I
c onsciousness
M ys t i c a l piety is fam i l i:n w i t h the most
soph i s t i c a ted methods of ,lscet i c ism and
med i tation so as to induce myst i c a l
states and t h u s find t h e w a y to redemp
t ion." ( 1'1 7 6 )
B y c o n t ras t he points o u t that
although the life of ' p rop he t i c re l i g ion '
inc l udes experience of receiving a ' ca l l '
or r ev e l a t io n from God, extraordinary

ecstatic experiences are not the object
of religious l ife nor the meelsure of the
relationship with God, which is realised
in prayer, faith and moral conduct.
"The highest charisma, according to
Pau l , is not ecsteltic speaking in
to n g u es,
b u t fai t h , h op e, and lo\·e.
P ro p h et i c
p iety,
as
e m bo d ied in
J u d a is m , [ sl<lm, and ev en Ch ris t i an it y
stands out most e mphat ic a l l y by a k ind
of spontaneity th�lt cares l i ttle for sys
tems ami methods, ps ych ol og i c l l tech

niques and training." ( 1' 1 7 7 )
Based o n a hi stor i c a l e x p l ana ti on , K ung
sees i n these two d isposi t i ons two fun-

trad i t ions.
d istinct
damenta l ly
A I though he ,l c k no w ledges that the
t l\'C) d imensions are present in bot h
Western rel igion and E:lstern rel igiun,
h e w ishes tu , l \' oid red u c i n g one t ype tu
the l l t h er.
In response to what h e desc r i hes as
the three ' c l ass i cl l ' affi rm,ltions o(
H induism - that 13rahma and the world
are wholly one ( t he advalta vcdanta of
Shanbrel ) ; that BrClhm<l and t h e world
ar e w ho l l y separelte ( the dvalta doctrine
of Madh\'a ) ; and the ' t h e i st i c monism'

of Ramanujel - Kung undertakes a
rel"iew of 'Christian' think ing on the
re la t i on between God and the world.
He arrives at a posi t ion close to that
ex p resse d by N i c h ol as of Cusa, who
described the world as the exp licatlo
Del, the unfold ing of God. H e says:
"There is no way to talk about Clocl
here except in par:ldoxes, in a coincl
dentia oP/)osirorum . As Bon hoe ffe r s a i d ,
' G o d i s the Beyond amidst o u r l i ves'.
This strikes me as an underst:lIld ing llf
G od for modern times :lIld rhe wo r l d ,l(
Llrgc. N m only does i t tally wi th r he
contemporary scientific world picture,
but i t a lso seems a pprop r i a t e to t h e s t i l l
more uniform pattern o f I nd i a n t hi n k -

CADUCEUS
Evolving a vision for creative health

i ng : ,1 Gud hlth i m m ,ment in and supe
rillr tll the w()r1d, a God whu ,1S t he
be,Her, m,l inLl incr, :lIld coml" l Il ion of
the II'mld is s i m l l l LlI1eOusly the depth,
the cen t re , ,mel the height ( i mages a l l )
of the world , l I1 el 1 ll ' 1Il . Precisely because
God is t h is way, he cm J ustly he c a l l ed
the C ITa tor, consenTr, :mel c Ol ll p ict cr of
the l\'Urld. That is why Christ i<ln
t h i nk ers halT lImicrswud Gud's cre
,l t iv e n:l t u re :l S h is I' i ta l ity and the
power of his being, as the fu l lness of h i s
s c l f- g i\' i ng to t h e o t her, the world .
Christians see th is process, in the d eep
est sense, as l o \· e . " (�,207 )
If nothing e l s e , th i s book demonstrates
what good things can come out when a
person of generous spirit l istens c a r efu l 
ly to o th ers . Thus despite a l l its d iffi c u l 
ties, 'C h r is t i a n i t y ,me! the World
Re l ig i ons ' is somehl ll\' an i mportant
wor k . To t h i s reader it is , 1 , thllugh it is

pregnant w i t h me,m ing, llne step away
fmm heing horn. The step which would
he req u i red wou l d be intll the d,Hkness
heyulld re l i gl < lIl .
M 'l rri n N"r c l I t t is ;I Trll.'tl'e "f rhe Besh'ILI
Tru s t .
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Making It Happen ( Reflections on Leadership )

by Sir John Harvey-Jones
Fonwna , 1 98 8 . P/back , 3 3 6pp , £3 .95

'

Steven Henson

H E W I NTER OF 1 946/7 saw the
N orth Sea freeze over. Post-war
Europe was suffering severe
rat ioning of most basic commod i t ies
and the d ismantl ing of the i ndustrial
base nf Germany had begun. The
author, at the time a ZZ year old naval
officer, was sent to Wilhe lmshaven once the largest n,lVal duck yard in
Europe - with instructions to superv ise
i ts shipment to the Sov iet Union as
part reparation for the damage caused
by N a z i Germany during the Secnnd
World War. The task ahead, even for
the most competent manager, was enor
mous.
Both the Germans and the Russians
had suffered too much at each other's
hands for there to be any effective
agreement as to what was to be done,
let alone how i t should be achieved.
Add to this an inevitable language bar
rier and the pictur e of Sir J ohn's intro
duction to the world of management is
complete. I won't tell you how these
problems were overcome; i nstead I rec
ommend that you read the book and
find out how t h is task changed the
d irec tion of John H arvey Jones's l ife
and led, qu ite d i rectly, to h is beco m i ng
one of the great i ndustrial vis ionaries of
our t i me. Now one of the world's truly
famous businessmen, he made h is name
as the man who rescued one of Britain's
largest companies, ICI, from the brink

T

resources - financ ial and educational to perm it individuals to teach and
motivate themsel ves and, most impor
tantiy, should themselves l isten and
learn i n order to understand the other
person s
point of v iew. Running
through the book is the pointed aware
ness of the mutual dependency that
ex ists between those who manage and
those who act, even to the ex tent that
the 'common vision' is more often than
not derived from the collective views of
those engaged in all levels of the bus i 
ness ac tiv i ty. To emphasise this he
notes that comm i tment comes about
only when there is present a high
degree of understanding and involve
ment from all those engaged in a task .
For Sir J ohn the recogn ition that we
l i ve in a world of change is vitally
i m portant. Commensurate to this is the
need for businesses to respond accord
i ngly. This ability flows d i rectly from
the rec iproci ty of management and
employees participating in a un ited
v is ion. Perhaps most i mportantly, h is
experience h ighlights some significant
changes that are tak ing p lace in the
world of industry. " A l l over the world
indiv iduals are asserting t h emse l ves and
refusing to be codifi ed or grouped or
collectivised . Unless companies change
. . . they w i l l d ie". H is book detai ls the
effects of change which, in short ,
,1mount to the need for a more purpose
ful quality of l i fe - with the individual
com ing very much to the centre.
In the final chapt er, entitled 'And So
To Tomorrow' , S i r John not only sum
marises his whole approach to manage
ment, but a lso sets on record h is views
on the world of work to come. He notes
the i mportance of orga n isations such as
the Club of Rome and the growing
trend amongst many young people to
rej ect mater i al ism in favour of a more
i m mediate contribution to society. He
concludes that tomorrow's world w i l l
i n creasingly b e the world o f the self
motivated individual who comes to
believe, through his or her own process
es, that what they are d o i ng is worth
wh i l e - an enc ouraging vision f or us aiL
The princ i ples outlined in ' M a k i ng It
H appen' are universaL Work is an
int rinsic express ion of the conscious
ness of man, and is not separ,lte from
his evolution in other spheres. It is this
that makes Sir J ohn's book compulsive
read ing and a valuable source of wis
dom.

of d isaster by rad ical and innovative
management. 'Mak ing It H appen'
reveals to us the fundamentals of his
method, and has already sold thousands
of copies.
Sir J ohn tells us that the decision to
enter the world of industry was fired by
" w ish to make a contribut ion to the
world's wellbe i ng by p,lrtic ipating i n
the process o f weal th creation - a s a
vehicle for fac i l itat ing soc ial change.
He notes that the applicat ion of wealth
a lone cannot bring about change but
astutely reminds us that w ithout wealth
it would be v irtually i m possible to
address this matter at a l l .
He advocates a point o f v iew' rather
than a formula for managing. He points
out early i n his book that management
is an art
not a science - where the
individual, his needs, and the sk i l ls he
can b r ing to any s ituat ion are of
paramount importance. By ' in d i \'idual'
Sir John means everyone from the top
to the so-called bottom of an organ isa
t ion. It is prec isely the un iqueness of
each individual, work i ng together with
h is peers, J u n ior and sen i or col leagues
in a construct i ve framework, that is the
secret to mak ing anyth i ng of lasti n g
v a l u e 'happen' .
T h e responsi b i l ity of management
t eams is to engender a common \'ision
f or the future, by agreement rather than
i mpos i t ion. They must provide the
'
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Ste" en I-lcllSon i, an accountant who lives
in London.
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CONFERENCES
Samye-Ling Interfaith
Conference
Our World: how it came into
being and our responsibility
towards it.

Scotland, 2 l st-2 3 rd August
1 989.
The first inter-faith conference
held by the Tibetan Buddhists,
on the theme 'Compassion
Through Understanding', was
at
in
length
reported
BESHARA 7 . This year's event
gathers together the same
speakers
includ ing the
Khentin Tai S i tupa, Rev.
M i chael Hare-Duke ( Bishop of
St Andrews) , Dom Sylvester
Houcdard and Peter Young. The
discussion is in camera for the
first two days, although it can
be watched on video, and on
the third i t is thrown open to
the public.
Details: Samye-Ling Tibetan
Lang
Centre ,
Eskdalemuir,
Te l :
holme ,
Dumfriesshire .
03873 -73 23 2 .
Evolving Earth: Which
Way Forward

London, 4th N ovember 1 989.
One of the Teilhard Centre's
transdisciplinary forums, this
considers
humanity's
day
responsibility towards the world
and what action ertch person
can take. Speakers include John
Newson, J ungian analyst and
Anglican priest: Ei leen N oakes,
,I transpersonal psychology con
sultant,
and
development
economist Piet Terhal from the
University of Rotterdam.
Details: The Teilhard Centre , 2 3
Kensington Square , London W8
5 H N . Tel 0 1 -937 5372
Gaia a n d Mutual A i d

Camelford, Devon,
8th - 1 2 th N ovember 1 989.
This is the t hird of the
Camelford Symposia,
which

West Malvern , Worcs . WR 1 4
4BP Tel : 0684 892898.

were initiated by 'The Ecologist'
ro explore the implicat ions of
the Gaia Hypothesis in a wide
variety of spheres. Th is year's
speakers include J im Lovelock,
Lynn Margulis and Or Mae Wan
Ho.
Details: Ecolo!;ist, Worthyvale
Farm , Camelford , Cornw a l l
PL3 2 9 T T Tel 0208 38 1 78 5 .

The Beauty of Surprise
Science and Mystery in a Self
creating Universe.

Forres, Scotland. 25th
N ovember - 1 st December '89.
Billed as a 'gathering' rather
than a conference, this event
will include workshops as well
as lectureo. Contributors include
Willis Hanmm of the I ns t i tute
of Noetic Sciences, b iologist
and artist Mae Wan Ho and
Dieter Grossman, Director of
the I nstitute for Social and
Economic Research in Vienna.
Th is is only one of the many
in
Findhorn
the
events
Foundation's
autumn
programme.
Details: Findhorn Foundation ,
The Park , Forres , I V 3 6 OTZ .
Tel 0309 303 1 1

International Conference
on Holistic Health and
Medicine

Bangalore, I ndia.
8- 1 2 th November 1 989.
Planned as a major internation
al event, this conference will be
addressed by key speakers from
Briwin, USA and Indi<1, includ
ing the Dalai Lama and Mother
Theresa; plus a concert by Ravi
Shankar. Special Air I ndia fares
are available.
Details : ICHHM , Travel Corp
( I ) Pvt. Ltd . , 9 ReSIdency Rd,
Bangalore-560 025 , India.

Scientists and Sages

Munich, 9th- 1 1 t h March 1 990.
N amed after Renee Weber's
well-known book, this ambi
t ious event will be addressed by
the lady herself along with
Bohm,
David
Raimundo
Panikkar, Peter Lasalle, Pir
Vilayat Khan and others.
Details:
Aquamarin
Verlag
Voglherd 1 , 0-808 1 Grafing,
Germany . Tel : 08092/9444 .

The Way of the Dream

Regent's College, London.
1 1 - 1 2th November 1 989.
A weekend film seminar on the
meaning and significance of
dreams, featuring Or. Marie
Louise von Franz, one of the
leading interpreters of J ung's
thought. There will be 20 half
hour films with discussion led
by Or Anne MacGu ire.
Details : Deni.1 Quinn , 2 Suffo l k
House , Circus R d . London
NW8 6PA . Tcl 0 1 -722 80 1 9

LECTURES AND
SEMINARS

Science and the Sacred
London, 2 5 -26th November '89
A
weekend
with
Rupcrr
Sheldrake, Pir Vilayat Khan and
Sir Georgc Trevelyan which
will explore links between sci
ence and the spiritual path. One
of the many e\'ents which the
Wrekin Trust have on their
autumn programme.
Derails . The Wrekin Tru s r ,
Runnings Park, Croft Ban k ,

The Schumacher Lectures
Soil, Soul and Society:
Integrating Ecology, Spirit and
the World.

Bristol, 7th October 1 989.
There are three speakers for this
annual event: the economist,
M anfred Max-Neff, founder of
the Development A l ternative
Centre i n Chile, will speak on
' Human Scale Economics': the
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physicist
and
philosopher
Vandana Shiva, Director of the
for
Foundation
Sciences,
Technology
and
N a t ional
Research Policy in I nd ia, will
talk on 'Women, Ecology and
Development',
whilst
Bill
Mollison of the Permaculture
I nstitu te i n Australia will cover
soil care.
Details: SchLlmacher Society,
Ford House . Hartland, Bideford ,
Devon EK3 9 6EE . Tel 023 74
621
The Financial Initiative:
An Approach to Green
Investment Today

by G ites Chitty

Charing Cross Hotel, London.
6. 30pm, August 3 0th 1 989.
One of a series of monthly lec
tures which the World Service
Forum hold i n London.
Details : World Goodwill, Suite
54 , 3 Whitehall Court , London
SWI A 2EF Tel : 0 1 -839 45 1 2
The

New

Economics:

Critical Perspectives

Worcestershire,
1 8- 1 9th N ovembe 1 989.
The Green College is a new
independent, international col
lege which aims to provide edu
cation on ecologiGll issues. It is
resident ial, and this weekend
course is j ust one of the many
courses, workshops and confer
ences it is planning.
Derails:
College ,
Green
Pickersleigh Court, Malvern ,
Worcs , WR I 4 2ET Tel 0865
249020

FESTIVALS , ETC.
Planetary Partnership
Congress

I nterlaken, Switzerland.
August 2nd-6th.
An event which brings together
artists, sc ientists and representa
t ives of spiritual traditions into
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Green Shopping Day

28th September 1 989.
Organised by Friends of the
Earth, this is a day when 'green
consumers' can show manufac
turers the power they potent ial
ly wield.
Details Friends uf the Eanh · 0 I 490 1 55 5 .

EXHIB ITIONS
The Berrgruen Klee
Collection

The Tate Gallery, Lundun SW I .
Until 1 3 th August
Th is important collect iun llf the
work of Paul Klce consists ()f
eleven paintings, 7 1 water
colours and eight black and
white canvasses which span the
artist's life . A further 20 works
are also on d isplay.
The Artists Eye: Bridget
Riley

The N at ional Gallery, London.
Unrii 3 1 st August.
One i n a series of exhibitions in
which well known artists select
pictures from the Gallery which
have influenced their own
work. Here, abstract artist
Bridget R iley makes her selec
t ion w ith one painti ng of her
own also on view.

The John Addis Islamic Gallery
This new gallery of the British Musuem , which opened on 28th
June , for the first time allows the m/-iseum's importan t and com
prehensi.ve Islamic Collection to be presented in a sinRle display .
I t covers the culture of the lands of I s lam from the 7th century to
the present day , and highliRhts include I znik ceramics , M ughal

A Vision of Britain
A Personal View of
Architecture by HRH The
Prince of Wales

The Victoria and Alhert
Museum, London SW7 .
8th September - Z 2 nd October
1 989
Based on the controversial doc
umentary
made for BBC
Omnibus last year, this exhibi
t ion is a restatement of the
Prince's views on planning and
arc h itecture. Its cenrrepiece will
be the unveiling of the Prince's
architectural 'Ten Principles' h is personal code of good
design.

miniatures , enamelled glass and lustre pottery.

Above: Pottery Jar from Kashan , Iran . cl 200 . © British Museum
what it is hoped will be a fruit
ful partnership. Participants
include Maurice Berman and
Tulku
Lama
Chagdud
Rinpoche; performances include
The M i rrors ( Ethno-Music,
N ew York) and the J apanese
Kabuki
Tom ijuro
dancer,
N akamura .
Details : Tan tra Gallerie , Jung
fraustr. 2 9 , CH-3800 Interlaken ,
Switzerland TeI : 036(2274 1 4
The Edinburgh Festival

1 2 th - 2 7 th August 1 989
Th is year's festival has a
Spanish fbvllur, w ith the
Spanish National Orchestra,
Madrid Opera and various
Spanish theatre clllnpanies; plus
a major exh ibition of El Grecn
at
the
SCllttish
National
G allery. S imun Rattle will be in
residence with the Birmingham

Symphony OrcheEtra.
For details of the full programme
phone 03 1 -226 400 I .
Faith and the Environment

Canterbury, 1 5th-1 7th
September 1 989
Arising from the alliance
between the religions and con
servation groups reported on
page
1 0,
this celebration
includes
p i lgrimages
from
Coventry,
Winchester
and
London; ,1 festival of drama,
dance and music, serv ices by the
different faiths, ,md a confer
ence on 'Christian Faith and
Ecology' , with J onathon Porritt,
The Archbishop of York and
David Bellamy.
Details
WWF- U K ,
Panda
Park ,
Wcysidc
HOllS C ,
Gudalming, SllrYey G U 7 I X I?
TeI 0483 426444

Gauguin and the School of
Pont-Aven 0 888- 1 89 6 ) :
Prints and Paintings

Royal Academy, Lonclun. 9th
September- 1 9th N m' Cmber
1 989.
Between his t i me in Paris and
his j ourney to the South Seas,
Gaugin lived in Pllnt-Aven in
Brittany. There he worked with
a g m up of artists to bring about
radical changes in the art of
paint ing ami print-mak ing, anLI

so

this exhibition gathers together
about 65 of the works produced.
Chinese Bronzes: Art and
Ritual

British M useum, London.
Until 2 9th October.
A selection from the museum's
collection, dating from the
Shang ( c l 700BC) to the early
Han ( 206BC) . Most of the
exhibits are ritual vessels, used
w make offerings of food and
wine to ancestors anJ so arc
revered by the Chi nese .

ARTS EVENTS
Ham House International
Evenings - Russia

Richmond, Surrey. 26th
October 1 989
An evening devoted to the arts
of Russia. It includes a slide
show 'Russian I cons and the
Spirituality of Transformation'
by Archpriest Basil Osborne,
music by John Taverner and a
concert by Voces Angelicae.
Th is is one of a series of inter
national evenings; still to come
are Brazil ( 2 8th September) and
Germany (30th N ovember).
Details: Special Events, Victoria
and Albert Museum , Londun
SW7 2RL. Tel 01 -938 8366 .
The Living Image
The Icon - Doorway to
Mystical Christianity.

London, 2 8-29th October 1 989.
Th is seminar will investigate
the or igins of the icon and its
role in spiriturtl practice. There
will be slides, music rtnd lec
tures. The weekend will be
taken by Dick Temple, an
expert on medieval icons and
their symbol ism. This is just one
of the many events to be held
by Open Gate t h is autumn.
Details: O/Jen Gate , 6 Goldney
Road, Clifton , Bristol BS8 4 R B
Tel : 0272 734952
The Poetic Vision

Bath, 1 7 - 1 9th November
A look at the spiritual values
expressed through the poetry of
different traditions, including
th'lt of R ilke, Kahl il G ibr,m,
Years and Tagore. Speakers
include Prnf. S B Bushrui , Mr
Tagan Gupta and Mrs Lone
Kramer, whose own poetry will
be discussed.
Details: World Congress of
Failhs , 28 Puwis Garde n s ,
Londun W I I J)C

B E S HARA

THE MUHYIDDIN IBN

B E S HARA

' ARABI S O CIETY

SCHOOL OF INTENSIVE ESOTERIC EDUCATION

in vites y o u to attend
Offering educat ion accord ing

Know

The Third A n n ual USA S y m posium

' The Reality of Man '

to

the d ictum

Thyself

The Beshara Trust, which has been running
residential courses in the U K since 1 97 5 , now offers
prospective students the first opportunity to attend
the Beshara School in Australia.

September 30th to October 1st 1 989

A balanced programme of study ( introductory and
inte:1sive ) , meditation and work is offered for periods
ranging from a weekend to ten days to a full six month
course - all directed to the realisation of the unity of
being. Plus talks and seminars by guest speakers.

Lipman Room, Barrows Hall
U ni versity of Cal ifornia
Berkeley

The Beshara Centre at Yackandandah is always open
to visitors
For tiHfher ill/omIGlioll , please cOIIWcl:

For a /Jros/Jec[US and fLtnhcT information , contact :
Gcshara School of 1 n tc nsi ve f.1()[eric Educati()n,

The MlIhyiddill 11)// ' A rahi Sociely
/\ ' M . R .

PO Box 1 89 9

2060

Rell's Flat

R()ad , Yaclwnclandah 3 74 0 , Aus tralia .

Tele/Jhone

Sail Frallcisco. C A 94 1 0 1
Telepholle: 4 1 5 -653 -22 0 1

(060) 2 7 1 573

The 13eshara Tnt" Uf; /leR Cillll'll\' N o .

296769

/Je.shuw Australia /ne. /nwrl>ora"d "' NSW' HeR Chafl(' !\'o

CCZ7Z68 .

THE BESHARA TRUST
FRILFORD

" A l l that has been l e ft to us by
tradition is word s ; it is up to us to
fin d out what they mean . "
Muhyiddill /hll 'Arahi ( / / 65 - / 2-10 )

There are I n troductory S t u d y G roups at Fri l ford every Friday m o rn i n g and afternoon. a n d there w i l l b e Weekend
I n t roductory Cou rses in J u l y ( 2 1 - 2 3 ) . A u g u s t ( 1 8-20 ) . October ( 1 3 - 1 5 ), and December
Cou rse in August
You can

(I

n:� - I 0 ) .

There is a N i ne-day

1 - 20 ) .

book for two Seminars now : Peter Malekin " S hankara and the I n t e l l igence of t he Heart" ( Nov. 25 ) and

Avi A ba d i "Evo l u t i o n : a study of the determ i n i s m i m p l i c i t to change , " (Nov,

26)

There are Presentation Days at Fri l ford in J u l y , September, October and November. These i n troduce the a i m s ,
i ntentions and act i v it i e s of t h e Bes hara T r u s t . C a l l for deta i l s , V i sitors are welcome at any t i m e .

The Beshara Trust, Frilford Grange, Frilford, Nr A b ingdon, Oxon O X 1 3 5NX
Telephone : Oxford (0865) 391344
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McAllister
Technical Services
HIGH-QUALITY, HIGH-PERFORMANCE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

•

Scanning Tunne l i ng M icroscope
w i t h F u l l D i g i t a l E l ec t ron ics
and Data Acqu i s i t i on S y stem

•

H i gh - Reso l ut i o n E lectron Energy Loss

M i ghty M i n i M u l t i ™ C l u ster-Port

•

S l i m L i near Motion Feedthrough

•

M i n i Confl at-Mounted Wobbl e S t i ck

•

S pectrometer in Rotatab l e " Double C"
or

•

"s" Confi gurati on

Custom s urface analytical i n struments,
devices and components

McALLISTER TECHNICAL S ERVICES
Manufacturers of surface analytical instruments and devices
24 1 4 S ixth S treet · B erkeley, California 947 1 0
Te lephone: (4 1 5 ) 644-0707 · Telex : 9 1 0250 1 1 666 McAl l i ster U Q · Fax: (4 1 5 ) 644-0290

"For the Glory of the Garden
GloriJieth everyone "

======= � =======
��=

M RC BUSINESS INFORMATION GROUP
LIMITED '
'

K I P Ll N C i

,

1 1 5 Magdalen Road, Oxford OX4 1 RO, England. Telephone: 0865-245908
Fax: 0865-722103. Te lex: 837585. Internationa l : +44865 245908

The M RC Group provides high
quality commercial information on
private and public companies .
worldwide, in the form of in-depth
profile and status reports.
The European market leader in its
field, the group has specialist
divisions covering the marine, oil
and commodities sectors. M RC
Consultancy Services offers special
investigations in legal, political and
strategic areas.

S H E RB O RN E GARD E N S

Offices: Oxford, Holland, New York
and Hong Kong

LAN D S C A P E D E S I G N & C O N STRUCTION
JOHN H I LL : W I N D R U S H 045 1 4-522
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THE
H I D DEN WORD S
F
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Lucid in style and rich in imagery, The Hidden
Words of Baha'u'llah is a collection of exquisite

f

/

meditational verse exploring the eternal
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relationship between God and man . Composed
more than a century ago, it is probably the best
known and loved of all the author's works, and has
been translated from its original Persian and Arabic
into sixty-nine languages . This unusual and
inspiring collection of spiritual teachings will
appeal to people of all religious persuasions and
those who seek a spiritual life - an outstanding
contribution to the world's religious literature .
Cloth £8.95 / paperback £3 .95

O N E W O R L D
B o o h fo r Th o ug h rfu l Pe ople

PETER

YIANGOU
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Available from
Shen-att & Hughes and
other good bookshops.
Oneworld catalogues
available free of eharge
from le Standbrook House,
Box BT, Old Bond St,

London WlX 3TD.

Architects & Surveyors
Specialists in Cotswold Designs

and Country Properties

Sherborne Stables, Sherborne ,

n r . Chel tenham ,

Gloucestershire GL5 4 3DZ

Telephone: Windrush (045 1 4 ) 4 3 1 / 3 7 2

Fax:

Windrush ( 0 4 5 1 4 ) 6 9 7

The well-known phenomenon of turbulence generated by a moving boat is now under
stood to exhibit a high degree of order and coherence. See 'Order Out of Chaos' on
page 24.

